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ABSTRACT 
This thesis reports a novel approach to prepare nanostructured epoxy thermosets 
with block ionomers/complexes. The block ionomers or their complexes were 
prepared based on sulfonated polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene-ran-butylene)-
block-polystyrene (SSEBS). Two SEBSs with different compositions were used 
and the resultant block ionomers show completely different ability to form 
nanostructures in the diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A (DGEBA) type epoxy resin 
due to different miscibility with the epoxy resin. 
For SEBS with relatively lower polystyrene content (29 mol%), neither SEBS nor 
the corresponding block copolymer ionomer SSEBS is miscible with DGEBA. 
Nevertheless, the block ionomer complex of SSEBS with a tertiary amine-
terminated poly(H-caprolactone) (PCL), denoted as SSEBS-c-PCL, can be easily 
mixed with DGEBA. After curing with 4,4’-methylenedianiline (MDA), the cured 
epoxy thermosets exhibits well-dispersed spherical nanostructures consisting of 
poly(ethylene-ran-butylene) (EB) core surrounded with a phase separated 
sulfonated polystyrene shell. The presence of epoxy-miscible PCL side-chains in 
SSEBS-c-PCL effectively avoids macro-phase separation, leading to 
nanostructured epoxy thermosets.  
The morphology and mechanical properties of the resultant nanostructured epoxy 
thermosets were intensively studied by investigating the representative samples 
with 10 wt.% SSEBS-c-PCL of various compositions. Structural parameters, core 
radius (Rc), effective hard sphere radius (Rhs), and shell thickness (Ts) were 
obtained by fitting the SAXS data with a core-shell model, and correlated with the 
fracture toughness (critical stress intensity factor KIC and strain energy release rate 
GIC) of the epoxy blends. It was found that KIC and GIC increase with increasing 
Rc and Rhs, but decrease with Ts. Investigation on the fracture surfaces indicates 
that the improved fracture toughness is probably attributed to the interfacial 
debonding of spherical microdomains and plastic expansion of the resultant 
nanovoids followed by small-scale matrix shear deformation.  
xxi 
 
For SEBS with relatively higher polystyrene content (67 wt.%), the resultant 
SSEBS was miscible with DGEBA with no need to incorporate PCL as the side 
chains and well-dispersed nanoscaled spherical morphology consisting of EB core 
surrounded with a thin sulfonated polystyrene shell was observed. The fracture 
toughness was greatly improved in these thermosets. The sulfonation degree has 
profound impacts on the morphology and properties and it was found that there 
exists a critical threshold of sulfonation degree (10.8 mol% in this study) above 
which phase separation takes place at the nanoscale. Otherwise, macroscopically 
phase-separated structures were obtained. Although all the epoxy blends exhibit a 
great improvement in fracture toughness, the one containing SSEBS with 
moderate sulfonation degree, displays best toughness. Further, melt salts (sodium 
and magnesium) of SSEBS (M-SSEBS) were also successfully used to prepare 
nanostructured epoxy thermosets and similar spherical morphology was observed. 
The fracture toughness was dramatically improved in these nanostructured epoxy 
thermosets.   
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Introduction  
1.1 Thesis objective   
Epoxy resins represent one of the most important thermosetting polymers which 
have been extensively used in a myriad of applications in automotive, 
construction, aerospace, etc. They display excellent mechanical properties 
including high modulus and tensile strength, high glass transition temperature, 
outstanding thermal stability, and moisture resistance [1]. Unfortunately, the 
cured epoxy resins are usually highly cross-linked leading to brittle as well as 
notch sensitive materials. To enlarge their applications, it is essential to improve 
their properties especially fracture toughness. 
Considerable efforts have been devoted to improve the toughness of epoxy resins 
in the past few decades and it has been widely recognized that the incorporation 
of a second toughener phase is one of the most successful way to toughen epoxy 
resins [2, 3]. The fracture toughness can be improved significantly by forming 
multiphase morphology able to initiate diverse toughening mechanisms during 
crack propagation [4-6]. The second toughener phase can be ether soft organic or 
rigid inorganic [7, 8]. Conventionally, the inclusions are usually micro-sized and 
large volume fractions of modifiers are generally required to obtained epoxy 
thermosets with desirable fracture properties. Recently, with the development of 
processing techniques, the size of inclusions can be controlled at nanoscale. 
Especially, amphiphilic block copolymers have been extensively studied as the 
modifiers to prepared nanostructured epoxy thermosets [9]. Experimental results 
have demonstrated that nanoscaled inclusions exhibit unique features compared 
with micro-sized ones [10, 11]. As a consequence, seeking more effective 
modifiers able to form nanostructures in epoxy matrix has become an important 
goal for both academic and industry researchers.  
In this thesis, we report experimental results of our attempt to develop 
nanostructure toughened epoxy thermosets by using block copolymer ionomers or 
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their complexes. The study is based on the fundamental knowledge that block 
copolymer ionomers or their complexes exhibit unique features combing 
individual properties of both ionomers and block copolymers which can self-
assemble into various nanostructures in both bulk state and solvents. The block 
copolymer ionomers or their complexes may interact with epoxy precursors to 
promote sufficient miscibility to avoid macroscopic phase separation leading to 
nanostructured epoxy thermosets. The presence of ionic groups is vital to achieve 
nanostructures due to their ability to interact with epoxy network through specific 
interactions such as hydrogen bonding and ionic interaction. This work 
demonstrates the pathway towards promoting compatibilization between 
thermosetting matrix and some immiscible block copolymers through the method 
of functionalization, i.e., introduction of ionic groups.  
1.2 The outline of the work 
Chapter two reviews the prior literature on the preparation of nanostructured 
epoxies based on soft organic inclusions especially those based on block 
copolymers. To get better understanding about the toughening by nanostructures, 
typical toughening mechanisms for epoxy blends with a second phase are also 
presented. Moreover, this chapter summarizes briefly self-assembly, preparation, 
and properties of ionomers and its benefits in preparation of miscible polymer 
blends as a result of the presence of ionic functional groups.   
Chapter three demonstrates the design, preparation, and characterization of block 
ionomer complexes (SSEBS-c-PCL) based on sulfonated polystyrene-block-
poly(ethylene-ran-butylene)-block-polystyrene (SSEBS) and 3-dimethyl-
aminopropylamine-WHUPLQDWHG SRO\İ-caprolactone) (APCL). The microphase 
morphology, phase behavior, and nanomechanical properties of SSEBS-c-PCL 
were intensively investigated. 
Chapter four investigates the self-assembly of the block ionomer complex 
(SSEBS-c-PCL) in epoxy resins, aiming to study its ability to prepare 
nanostructured epoxy thermosets. SEBS used in this chapter contains 29 mol% of 
polystyrene and sulfonation did not promote sufficient miscibility with epoxy 
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matrix. However, the block ionomer complex can be easily mixed with epoxy 
resin. Morphology and formation mechanism of the nanostructures were 
investigated. 
Chapter five focuses on the toughening of epoxy thermosets with block ionomer 
complexes SSEBS-c-PCL, with an effort to establish the nanostructure-
mechanical property relationship.  
Chapter six examines the morphology and mechanical properties of epoxy 
thermosets with a SSEBS which was prepared by sulfonation of SEBS containing 
67 wt.% polystyrene. The effects of sulfonation degree on its ability to form 
nanostructures in epoxy matrix as well as the mechanical properties of the 
resultant epoxy thermosets were investigated. 
Chapter seven studies the preparation of nanostructured epoxy thermosets through 
metal salts of SSEBS (67 wt.% polystyrene). The mechanical properties of these 
novel nanostructured epoxy thermosets with metal salts were also investigated. 
Chapter eight draws conclusions from the previous five chapters about the 
nanostructure toughening of epoxy thermosets with block ionomers/complexes. 
Some suggestions about the future work are also presented.     
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Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
The first commercial introduction of epoxy resins was in 1947 and since then their 
consumption increased dramatically, by around 20% annually over the first four 
decades [12]. Epoxy resins are one of the most important thermosetting materials 
and have been largely applied in aviation and marine industries including 
applications as adhesives and matrix materials in fibre reinforced composites 
Moreover, epoxies have also been extensively applied as structural adhesives, 
surface coatings, electrical potting and insulation, encapsulating materials, etc. 
[13, 14]. By appropriate curing with proper hardeners, epoxies are capable of 
being used in such a broad range of practical applications.  
Epoxy resins show some excellent characteristics including high chemical and 
corrosion resistance, outstanding mechanical and thermal properties, excellent 
adhesion to various substrates, good electrical insulating properties, low shrinkage 
upon cure, and the capability to be processed under various conditions. 
Nevertheless, thermosetting polymers are usually highly cross-linked and rather 
brittle as well as notch sensitive. Great efforts have been made on the 
improvement of the toughness in the last few decades. As a result, various 
methods have been developed. In terms of chemistry modification, a given stiff 
epoxy backbone can be modified to be more flexible. In addition, the crosslink 
density can be lowered through numerous ways, e.g., increasing the epoxy 
precursors’ molecular weight or reducing functionality of the hardeners. 
Nevertheless, the most common and successful way is the incorporation of a 
second toughener phase. Two major classes of inclusions can be employed to 
toughen epoxies, i.e., soft organic and rigid inorganic inclusions. For example, the 
nanocomposites epoxy/silica (SiO2) or epoxy/SiC has been prepared by Tanaka’s 
group [15]. Epoxy resin blends with TiO2 can be prepared by dispersing 
preformed TiO2 nanoparticles or by in-situ formation of TiO2 nanoparticles 
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though sol-gel dual-cure method. Titania-containing coatings could then be 
produced through cationic photopolymerization of these blends [16]. 
The inclusions can be controlled at micron or nanoscale which has deep impacts 
on the properties of the thermosets materials. Traditionally, micro-sized fillers or 
inclusions have been used to modify epoxies. Recently, development of 
processing techniques has made it possible to prepare nanostructured modified 
thermosets, namely, the size of inclusions can be controlled at nanoscale. 
Generally, the composites containing fillers with smaller size show higher 
efficiency of reinforcement and this efficiency is also proportional to the ratio of 
filler surface area to volume [17]. Experimental results have shown that nano-
scaled inclusions exhibit unique features compared with micro-sized inclusions 
[9, 18]. For instance, in nano-filled composite, the interfacial region’s volume 
fraction is significantly augmented which promotes stress transfer from matrix to 
nanoparticles leading to enhanced strength and stiffness. This chapter reviews 
mainly the preparation of nanostructured epoxies based on soft organic inclusions 
especially those based on block copolymers which can form ordered or disordered 
morphology with feature sizes dependent on the lengths of dissimilar blocks [19]. 
Moreover, to get basic idea about block ionomers, this chapter also presents self-
assembly of ionomers and ionomeric polyblends where the compatibilization 
between the components has been greatly improved due to the ionic functional 
groups.   
2.2 Nanostructured epoxies based on block copolymers 
The formation mechanism of nanostructures in thermosetting matrix by using 
block copolymers can generally be classified into two types, i.e., self-assembly 
and reaction-induced microphase separation (RIMPS). Block copolymers form 
various nanostructures in thermosetting matrix, which actually resembles to their 
behavior in a solvent and/or in the bulk. Thermosets precursors act as selective 
solvents and block copolymers could self-assemble into various nanostructures in 
the thermosetting systems with multiple components. The self-organized 
nanostructures such as spherical, lamellar, bicontinuous, cylindrical structures are 
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fixed by the subsequent curing reactions. This self-assembly protocol was firstly 
reported by Bates et al. [20, 21]. Recently, it has been found that nanostructured 
thermosets could be alternatively prepared by reaction-induced microphase 
separation [22-35]. These different approaches depend on whether phase 
separation takes place in the initial mixtures of block copolymers and thermosets 
precursors as a result of thermodynamic reasons or during the network formation. 
A combination of these possibilities could also take place, that is, an initially 
nanostructured system could go through a phase separation during curing reaction. 
In the following, we will discuss these nanostructure formation mechanisms in 
detail.  
2.2.1 Nanostructure formation driven by self-assembly of block 
copolymers 
Block copolymers consisting of two or more blocks with different chemical 
natures have been intensively explored to prepare nanostructured thermosets. 
Block copolymers able to form nanostructures in thermosets contain at least one 
epoxy-immiscible block and at least one epoxy-miscible block which does not 
phase separate in the course of network formation or at least up to high 
conversions. Ordered (or disordered) nanostructures can be generated in 
thermosets before curing reaction and be fixed by subsequent curing. That is, the 
curing reaction plays a role in locking in the present morphologies. The formation 
of nanostructures via self-assembly bases upon the equilibrium thermodynamics 
in the initial mixture of thermosets monomers and block copolymers.  
Selection of the epoxy miscible and immiscible blocks, to a large extent, depends 
on the hardener chosen for curing. In most cases, the epoxy-miscible blocks are 
poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO), polyİ-caprolactone) (PCL) or poly (methyl 
methacrylate) (PMMA) block [20, 21, 36-59]. These blocks can be miscible with 
thermoset precursors and maintain their miscibility up to high conversions which 
is due to some specific interactions such as hydrogen bonding. Apart from these 
blocks inert to the epoxy precursors and hardeners, some blocks with reactive 
groups have also been studied. Examples of these reactive blocks are epoxidized 
polyisoprene [22, 60], epoxidized polybutadiene [61, 62], poly (4-vinyl pyridine) 
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[62], poly(glycidyl methacrylate) [60, 63-66], and poly(methyl methacrylate-co-
methacrylic acid) [39]. These blocks contain functional groups able to react with 
hardener or monomer becoming part of the cured network.  
2.2.1.1 Non-reactive block copolymers 
As described above, epoxy miscible blocks are usually PEO, PCL, and PMMA. 
Therefore, amphiphilic compounds are generally designed to contain at least one 
of these blocks to promote sufficient miscibility with thermosets matrix so as to 
produce toughened thermosets with nanosized inclusions.  
(1) Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO)-based block copolymers 
Although block copolymers had been used as tougheners for epoxy resins by 
forming elastomeric particles of 20 nm diameter in the matrix [51], this strategy 
did not get much attention until the report by Hillmyer et al. in 1997 and their 
subsequent work in 1998 [20, 21]. In their work, hexagonally packed cylinders of 
tens of nanometres were found in the cured epoxy resin blends containing diblock 
copolymers poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(ethyl ethylene) (PEO-PEE) or 
poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(ethylene-altpropylene) (PEO–PEP). Cylinders with 
core/shell nanostructures were observed consisting of PEE or PEP cores 
surrounded by a corona of PEO (see Figure 2.1). Since these reports, various 
epoxy/block copolymer blends have been investigated. Thereinto, there are plenty 
of reports using PEO as the epoxy miscible block of an amphiphilic compound to 
produce nanostructured thermosets.  
Triblock copolymers, poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(propylene oxide)-b-
poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO-PPO-PEO), have been studied by several groups as the 
template to prepare nanostructured epoxies [42-48, 59]. This commercially 
available triblock copolymer had been initially tried by Mijovic et al. [42] as the 
modifier for epoxy resin. The molecular dynamics along with morphology 
investigation indicated that reaction induced macroscopic separation on the order 
of micrometres took place in this system. However, Guo and co-workers [43] 
achieved nanostructures by using triblock copolymers PEO-PPO-PEO with the 
same PEO content (30 wt.%) but curing at different conditions. Mijovic et al. 
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cured the epoxy blends at 120 °C whereas Guo et al. used three steps, namely, an 
initial cure temperature at 80 °C and two post-cure temperatures at 150 °C and 
175 °C respectively. From their work, it can be found that kinetic factors pay a 
significant role in determining the phase separation in this system.  
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 2. 1 TEM images of cured epoxy thermosets containing (a) 25 wt.% PEO-
PEE (fPEO = 0.39) (b) 52 wt.% PEO-PEP (fPEO = 0.51) [20, 21]. The insert 
provides an interpretation of the nanostructures, namely, the cylindrical PEE or 
PEP cores surrounded by a corona of PEO, which are enclosed by the epoxy 
matrix. 
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Larrañaga et al. have further investigated the morphologies, cure kinetics and 
mechanical properties of the PEO-PPO-PEO/diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A 
(DGEBA) type epoxy resin system [45-48, 59]. The results demonstrated that the 
cure rate decreases when block copolymer content and the molar ratio of PEO 
block increase. It was suggested that the physical interactions between ether 
bonds of PEO block and hydroxyl groups of the growing thermosets network are 
the main reason responsible for the delay of cure rate. To understand the 
heterogeneous dynamics, miscibility, and domain structures, solid-state NMR 
were employed by Sun and co-workers [44]. The NMR results clearly showed that 
PEO blocks were not completely dissolved in the cured-ER matrix. Some PEO 
were locally expelled from the cured epoxy network during curing, forming a 
microphase with PPO. The rest of the immobilized PEO were mixed with the 
partially cured epoxy matrix leading to interphase region.  
The first instance of nanostructured epoxy blends with diblock copolymers 
containing a crystallizable thermoset-immiscible block was reported by Guo et al. 
[56]. Amphiphilic diblock copolymer, polyethylene-b-poly-(ethylene oxide) 
(EEO), with low-molecular-weight (Mn~1400) was used in their work. PEO block 
was selectively mixed with the epoxy resins whereas the crystallizable PE blocks 
phase separated forming microdomains at nanoscale in the blends. A particular 
noteworthy outcome in this work is that effect of nanoscaled confinement on 
crystallization kinetics of PE blocks was revealed for the first time. Due to the 
different regimes of crystallization kinetics, three morphological regimes are 
observed. That is, a semicrystalline microphase-separated lamellar morphology 
transfers to aggregated spherical micelles with some characteristic of bicontinuous 
microphase structure, followed by spherical micelles with decreasing the EEO 
content. This can be interpreted that homogeneous nucleation controls the 
crystallization with nanoscaled confinement in the block copolymer/epoxy blends. 
Some other PEO-based block copolymers such as poly(ethylene oxide)-b-
poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PEO-PDMS) [36], poly(2,2,2-trifluoroethyl acrylate)-b-
poly(ethylene oxide) (PTFEA-PEO) [49], and hepta (3,3,3-trifluoropropyl) 
polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS)-capped poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) 
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[50]  have been reported as effective additives for preparation of nanostructured 
thermosets. These block copolymers self-assemble into structures at nanoscale 
and the curing plays a role in fixing these nanostructures. The selection of epoxy-
immiscible blocks bases on the desired properties of the thermosets. For instance, 
the design of diblock copolymers with PDMS, PTFEA, and POSS as the 
hydrophobic block can significantly enhance the surface properties of the 
thermosets.   
(2) 3RO\İ-caprolactone)-based block copolymers 
PCL is also an excellent candidate as epoxy-miscible block when designing 
amphiphilic block copolymers for producing nanostructured thermosets since 
PCL is miscible with several epoxy systems cured by amine.  
7ULEORFN FRSRO\PHU SRO\İ-caprolactone)-b-polydimethylsiloxane-b-SRO\İ-
caprolactone) (PCL-PDMS-PCL) has  been intensively studied as the template for 
preparing nanostructured thermosets blends [51-53]. As early as in 1994, Könczöl 
et al. reported toughening of epoxy resins with PCL-PDMS-PCL by forming 
transparent multiphase epoxy resins blends [51]. The addition of PCL-PDMS-
PCL to epoxy resins leads to blends with elastomeric particles of around 20 nm in 
diameter which uniformly disperse in the epoxy matrix. Recently, Xu [52] 
synthesized PCL-PDMS-PCL with around 71 wt.% of PCL and incorporated it 
into DGEBA type epoxy resin to prepare nanostructured thermosetting blends. 
More recently, Hameed et al. intensively investigated the nanostructured 
DGEBA/PCL-PDMS-PCL blends including the physical interactions, phase 
behavior, crystallization behavior, and surface hydrophobicity [53]. Various 
nanostructures including spherical, worm-like, and lamellar were observed, which 
are dependent on composition of epoxy blends. Hydrogen bonds between PCL 
blocks and epoxy network was revealed and identified to be responsible for the 
miscibility. Due to the presence of PDMS block in the blends, the surface 
hydrophobicity increased remarkably.   
Similarly, semifluorinated diblock copolymer, poly(heptadecafluorodecyl 
acrylate)-b-poly(İ-caprolactone) (PaF-PCL), has been successfully used to 
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prepare nanostructured thermoset blends by Mondragon’s group [54]. Wormlike 
and spherical micelles were observed in this system. In an analogous work, 
Zheng’s group have synthesized polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane (POSS)-
capped PCL and successfully used it to produce nanostructured epoxies [55].  
(3) Other block copolymers 
Apart from the most commonly used blocks PEO and PCL, PMMA is also a 
convenient choice as a miscible block due to its solubility with DGEBA epoxy 
resin in all proportions by choosing appropriate curing agent. Block copolymer 
polystyrene-b-poly (methyl methacrylate) (PS-PMMA) was used as the modifier 
in the DGEBA/DDM (4,4’-diaminodiphenylmethane) thermosetting system by 
Mondragon’s group [67]. It was proposed that nanostructured thermosets were 
achieved by the self-assembly of polystyrene block before curing and the locking 
in of the nanostructures during curing. However, Zheng et al. [31] have 
synthesized PS-b-PMMA with both linear and tetra armed star-shaped structures 
and incorporated these block polymers into the DGEBA/MOCA (4,4’-methylene-
bis-(2-chloroaniline)) system. The authors suggested that the formation of 
microscopically phase-separated structures followed the mechanism of reaction 
induced demixing. 
Triblock copolymer with PMMA block, polystyrene-b-polybutadiene-b-
poly(methyl methacrylate) (SBM), has been investigated by Pascault and co-
workers [37, 38, 57]. Transparent nanostructured thermosets could be achieved in 
this system when MCDEA (4,4'-Methylene-bis-(3-chloro-2,6-diethylaniline)) is 
used as curing agent while macrophase separation takes place using DDS (4,4’-
diamino diphenyl sulfone) instead of MCDEA. It is concluded that PS blocks 
were microphase separated even before reaction. Both PS and PBD 
(polybutadiene) blocks self-assembled nano-sized morphologies before curing, 
which were not affected by the reaction. As for PMMA, a partial deswelling was 
revealed during the epoxy reaction when amine-type hardener was used. 
However, micrometre sizes elongated structures were observed using DDS as the 
hardener.   
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The most recent report to our knowledge about using PMMA as the miscible 
block to prepare nanostructured thermosets is published by Serra and co-workers 
[58]. In their work, a hyperbranched poly (glycidol)-b-poly(methyl methacrylate) 
(PGOH-PMMA) was synthesized and used as the modifier for DGEBA type 
epoxy. Nanograined morphology was observed and it was found that fracture 
toughness was remarkably improved without disadvantageous influences on the 
curing and thermomechanical properties. 
There have also been some reports which put their interest on searching other 
miscible blocks. For instance, random copolymer of methacrylate (MMA) and 
N,N-dimethylacrylamide (DMA) has been chosen as the miscible block for  
DGEBA-DDS system by Maiez-Tribut [41]. It is shown that theses random 
copolymers of MMA and DMA with different molar ratios of these two 
components can be used as a miscible block to prepare nanostructures in epoxies.  
2.2.1.2 Reactive block copolymers 
The abovementioned block copolymers having epoxy-miscible blocks such as 
PEO, PCL, and PMMA are inert to hardener and monomer and intermolecular 
hydrogen bonding is the main driving force to promote miscibility to avoid 
macroscopic separation. Nevertheless, some disadvantages are usually revealed 
due to the plasticization effects of these blocks which penetrate into epoxy 
network. For instance, the glass transition temperature (Tg) and modulus always 
decrease. To avoid this problem, reactive block copolymers have been developed 
to modify epoxy resins.  
To design reactive block copolymers, glycidyl derivatives and other oxiranes are 
easily taken into account. The epoxy groups in these reactive block copolymers 
can react with the hardener and thereby hinder the macro-phase separation. Block 
copolymers containing glycidyl methacrylate (GMA) moiety have been 
investigated by several groups [60, 63-66]. Ordered and disordered nanostructures 
are revealed in these systems. Additionally, selective epoxidation of a diene block 
can also introduce reactive sites, promoting sufficient miscibility to form 
nanostructures in the thermosets matrix. Grubbs et al. [22] reported selective 
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epoxidation of the isoprene block in polyisoprene-b-polybutadiene which was 
then blended with DGEBA-type epoxy. Micelles were observed with low content 
of the epoxidized polyisoprene-b-polybutadiene, which then changed to spherical, 
hexagonal, and lamellar structures. The epoxidation degree plays a vital role in 
controlling the morphology in the epoxy blends. Apart from the functional groups 
which imitate the reactive groups of DGEBA, the carboxylic reactive group has 
also been introduced into the block copolymer, namely, polystyrene-b-
polybutadiene-b-poly[(methyl methacrylate)-stat-(methacrylic acid)], to prepare 
the nanostructured thermosets [39].  
Guo and co-workers [62] reported the preparation of nanostructured thermosets 
with a reactive diblock copolymer, i.e., polyisoprene-b-poly (4-vinyl pyridine). It 
was found that the poly (4-vinyl pyridine) of the diblock copolymer can reacted 
with the epoxy precursor as the additional curing agent and the hydrophobic 
polyisoprene block is phase separated forming a nanoscaled phase in the epoxy 
matrix. 
2.2.1.3 Self-assembly mechanism  
Amphiphilic block copolymers are generally recognized to be able to self-
assemble in the form of micelles in a selective solvent. For instance, the diblock 
copolymer AB tend to form spherical micelles with B in the core and A in the 
shell in a solvent which is good for block A and poor for block B [68]. The 
selective solvent can be aqueous or non-aqueous, and even homopolymers which 
is referred to the polymer blends. For different blocks, the solvent shows different 
selectivity, which is the driving force of the micellization of block copolymer. 
Usually, the selective solvents for block copolymers are non-reactive solvents like 
aqueous or organic solvents. Recently, thermoset precursors such as epoxy and 
phenolic [69] have been used as reactive solvents for block copolymers. In a 
classical process of preparation of modified thermosets, the initial mixture of 
thermoset precursor and modifiers are homogeneous and phase separation takes 
place in the course of the curing. This can be interpreted by the decreased 
conformational entropy with the increased molar mass of the thermosets [70]. 
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Similar phase behaviors are observed in binary polymer blends of a block 
copolymer and homopolymer. Homopolymers with low molecular weight tend to 
be solubilized homogeneously into one or both of the microdomains of block 
copolymer while macrophase separation may occur in the blends with high 
molecular weight homopolymer [71]. However, it has been found macroscopic 
phase separation can be avoided in the thermosets blends with block copolymers. 
Amphiphilic diblock copolymers with one thermoset miscible block and one 
thermoset immiscible block can not only disperse uniformly in the thermosets but 
also self-assemble into nanoscaled structures in both the unreacted and reacted 
states.  Curing plays a role of locking in the morphology that is formed in the 
initial mixtures.  
There are plenty of parameters controlling the equilibrium self-assembly, namely, 
the polymerization degree, each constituent block’s volume fraction, and the 
interaction parameter between the blocks and that with the solvent as well as the 
composition of the blends. The epoxy-miscible block in the block polymers are 
crucial factor in stabilizing the morphologies. The volume fraction of the epoxy-
immiscible and epoxy-miscible blocks is crucial in the formation of different 
morphologies. The transition from vesicles to spherical or wormlike micelles can 
take place under some specific conditions. Dean et al. [40] investigated modified 
epoxies by using PEO-PEP block copolymers with symmetric or asymmetric 
structures, i.e., PEO volume fraction varies from 0.53 to 0.26. Different 
morphologies are revealed depending on the amount and composition of the block 
copolymers. Figure 2.2 illustrates the phase diagrams. For blends containing 
symmetric block copolymer, order–order morphology transitions corresponding to 
geometries with increasing curvature are revealed when concentration of epoxy 
increases. In contrast, an opposite transition is revealed for blends with PEO-PEP 
block copolymer of asymmetric structure, that is, morphology transfers to 
geometries of decreased curvature with increasing the epoxy content. Figure 2.3 
shows phase transitions from spherical micelles to vesicles when the volume 
fraction of epoxy-miscible block decreases [60]. The authors suggest that 
amphiphilic block copolymers show mimic phase behavior in polar epoxy resins 
as that in water.  
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Figure 2. 2 Phase transitions diagram of epoxy blends based on diglycidyl ether 
of bisphenol A (DGEBA) with (a) symmetric and (b) asymmetric PEO-PEP 
containing volume fraction of epoxy-miscible PEO of 0.51 and 0.26 respectively 
[40]. Symmetric amphiphilic block copolymer refers to a block copolymer that 
consists of blocks (hydrophobic or hydrophilic) with the same volume fraction. L: 
lamellae; G: bicontinuous gyroid; C: hexagonally packed cylinder; S: spheres. 
 
Figure 2. 3 Micellar phase transition diagram verse volume fraction of the epoxy-
miscible block (fA). With increasing the volume fraction of the epoxy-miscible 
block, phase transfers from vesicles to wormlike micelles and then to spherical 
micelles [60]. 
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2.2.2 Nanostructured epoxides formed by reaction-induced 
microphase separation (RIMPS) 
The reaction-induced phase separation refers to a procedure that the initially 
homogeneous mixture goes through phase separation in the course of the cure of 
the thermosetting polymers. Conventionally, the reaction-induced phase 
separation generally occurs at macroscopic scale. Some recent reports identified 
that the thermosetting polymer blends with an amphiphilic block copolymer could 
display nanostructures through the reaction-induced microphase separation 
(RIMPS) approach [23-31, 33-35, 72]. In this method, it is not necessary that the 
amphiphilic block copolymers should self-organize into nanostructures before 
cure.  
2.2.2.1 Block copolymers used in the preparation of nanostructured 
thermosets by RIMPS  
(1) Polystyrene-based block copolymers 
It has been found that mixtures of epoxy precursor (DGEBA) and polystyrene 
(PS) display the upper critical solution temperature (UCST) behavior and the 
maximum critical solution temperature is around 80Ԩ [73, 74]. Usually, the 
curing temperatures are higher than the UCST of mixture of DGEBA and PS. 
Therefore, the epoxy precursor is miscible with PS at the curing temperature 
before cure and no self-organized structures form prior to the cure. However, the 
molar mass of epoxy matrix increases gradually and molar mass distribution 
becomes wider and wider during the cure. Moreover, the entropic contribution to 
free energy of mixing decreases accordingly. Therefore, the PS blocks become 
immiscible and phase separation takes place gradually forming its own phase in 
the cross-linked epoxy matrix. There have been several reports concerning the 
preparation of nanostructured thermosets by reaction-induced phase separation of 
PS block of PS-based block copolymers. 
Block copolymers, such as polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene oxide) (PS-PEO) [25], 
poly(methyl methacrylate)-b-polystyrene (PMMA-PS) [31] and SRO\İ-
caprolactone)-b-polystyrene (PCL-PS) [26] have been investigated. In both PS-
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PEO/DGEBA/MOCA and PCL-PS/DGEBA/MOCA systems, microscopically 
phased separated structures are revealed. According to the authors, the 
nanostructures should be formed via selective reaction-induced micro-phase 
separation of PS sub-chains. Moreover, nanoscaled morphologies of epoxy 
thermosets are quite dependent on the macromolecular topologies of the block 
copolymers. When the linear PCL-PS diblock copolymer was used, spherical PS 
nanophases were arranged into cubic (e.g., bcc, fcc, or simple cubic) lattice. In 
contrast, for the epoxy thermosets containing tetra-armed PCL-PS block 
copolymer, the PS nano-phases organize into lamellar lattice. More recently, non-
linear block copolymers including core cross-linked star polymer [27] and 
multiarm star copolymer poly(styrene)-b-SRO\İ-caprolactone) (PSOH-PCL) have 
also been successfully used to prepare nanostructured thermosets [72].  
In addition to the non-reactive PS-based block copolymers, reactive block 
copolymers can also achieve nanostructures in thermosets through reaction-
induced micro-phase separation. Epoxidized styrene-butadiene-styrene (SBS) 
triblock copolymers [33] and styrene-butadiene (SB) diblock [35] have been 
investigated as the template to prepare nanostructured thermosets. Nanostructured 
epoxies with long-range order have been successfully prepared through RIMPS of 
PS blocks as long as the epoxidation degree reaches a value above which 
miscibility of PBD block and epoxy matrix is sufficient enough to keep the PBD 
and epoxidized PBD units solubilized in the thermosets network during cure. 
More recently, Guo’s group [29] synthesized reactive diblock copolymer 
polystyrene-b-poly(glycidyl methacrylate) (PS-PGMA) and achieved 
nanostructures with 10-20nm PS particles by using this diblock copolymer in 
epoxy thermosets. The authors attributed the formation of this nanostructure to 
RIMPS mechanism. 
(2) Other block copolymers 
Apart from the block copolymers with polystyrene (PS) block, there were several 
other block copolymers having been reported to produce nanostructured 
WKHUPRVHWV IROORZLQJ WKHPHFKDQLVPRI5,036 VXFK DV SRO\İ-caprolactone)-b-
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poly(n-butyl acrylate) (PCL-PBA) [28]SRO\İ-caprolactone)-b-polybutadiene-b-
SRO\İ-caprolactone) (PCL-PBD-PCL) [23] SRO\İ-caprolactone)-b-
poly(butadiene-co-acrylonitrile)-b-SRO\İ-caprolactone) (PCL-PBN-PCL) [30], 
and poly(ethylene oxide)-b-SRO\İ-caprolactone) (PEO-PCL) [24]. To achieve the 
nanostructured thermosets following the RIMPS mechanism, the key aspect need 
to be considered is to make sure the initial mixtures are homogenous and micro-
phase separation occurs during cure to from heterogeneous nanostructures. This 
can be achieved not only by designing the modifier (block copolymers) with 
appropriate architecture but also the curing conditions such as the curing 
temperature, curing agent, etc.  
In general, mixtures of polymers with thermosets precursors are known to exhibit 
UCST behaviors [70]. The self-assembled micro-phases formed at low 
temperature do not necessarily survive at elevated temperature, which can be 
actually used to design nanostructured thermosets following RIMPS mechanism. 
In the first three cases of the aforementioned examples, mixtures of epoxy 
precursor and the mid-block PBA, PBN or low molecular weight PBD display 
UCST behavior. The curing reaction was initiated from the homogeneous solution 
at elevated temperatures and PBD, PBA or PBN blocks were excluded out 
whereas the PCL blocks remain miscible in the cross-linked epoxy networks with 
the curing reaction proceeding. Therefore, heterogeneous nanostructures are 
obtained following the RIMPS mechanism. 
Since the miscibility between components of the thermosetting blends is 
dependent on curing agents, reaction-induced microphases can be achieved by 
using an appropriate curing agent. For instance, Meng et al. report the 
achievement of nanostructures by employing DDS as the hardener in the PEO- 
PCL/epoxy thermosets system [24]. This design based on the knowledge that PEO 
block is miscible with cured epoxy matrix whereas PCL block is immiscible when 
the curing agent is DDS. Since PEO and PCL are completely miscible with the 
epoxy precursor before cure, the heterogeneous nanostructures should be 
attributed to the RIMPS. A further study of the morphological transition in epoxy 
thermosets with poly(ethylene oxide)-b-SRO\İ-caprolactone)-b-polystyrene (PEO-
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PCL-PS) has been reported confirming this strategy [34]. Also, a two-phase 
structure has been revealed in PMMA/epoxy systems with DDS or MDA as the 
curing agent whilst no noticeable phase separation occurs when using MCDEA 
[75]. From these work, it can be seen that morphology of the multiphase 
thermosets can be controlled by simply adjusting the curing agent in some 
systems.  
2.2.2.2 Description of the RIMPS 
To efficiently make use of the reaction-induced microphase separation in 
preparation of modified thermosets, it is necessary to know the factors that control 
the morphologies and their correlations with the desired properties. The reaction-
induced phase separation process is determined by thermodynamic and kinetic 
factors such as competitive kinetics between the cure and the micro-phase 
separation. Through thermodynamic analysis, one can identify different regions in 
conversion-composition transformation diagram where the system remains stable 
with no phase separation, or metastable with possible phase separation, or 
unstable with phase separation. If the system develops through the metastable 
region, the ratio of the intrinsic rate of phase separation and reaction rate is the 
factor determining the possibility of phase separation. 
Williams et al. reported thermodynamic description of the reaction-induced phase 
separation in thermosetting polymers modified with a second phase [76]. This 
description bases on Flory-Huggins equation at two approximation levels. In other 
words, firstly, both constituents are considered as monodisperse leading to a 
quasi-binary system. Then, a multicomponent treatment is performed, which takes 
polydispersity of constituents into account. Although there are some limitations of 
the thermodynamic approach, qualitative or quantitative in some cases 
explanations of the experimental results are possible. A very brief introduction of 
the reaction-induced phase separation process will be given in the following text. 
For stepwise polymerization, the size (mass) of the modifier remains constant 
whereas the size (molar mass) of the thermosetting species increases continuously 
with conversion. Moreover, the distribution of their size (molar mass) becomes 
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gradually wider. Furthermore, the entropic contribution to the free energy of 
mixing decreases accordingly as conversion increases. Therefore, the solubility of 
WKHPRGLILHU GHFUHDVHV 7KH LQWHUDFWLRQ SDUDPHWHU ȤPD\ YDU\ ZLWK FRQYHUVLRQ
resulted from the fact that chemical structure changes continuously. The variation 
LQFUHDVH RU GHFUHDVH RI Ȥ DIIHFWV PLVFLELOLW\ RI the constituents greatly. 
According to the studies of phase separation by Pascault et al. [77-79], the phase 
separation mechanisms were identified to be largely dependent on the 
concentration of the initial modifier and the ratio of the polymerization rate to the 
phase separation rate. The system undergoes spinodal demixing when the 
concentrations of the modifier are close to the critical composition. On the other 
hand, the phase separation is produced by nucleation-growth mechanism when the 
compositions are off-critical compositions.  
For the chainwise polymerization, the chain propagation step is quite fast 
compared with the initiation step which results in a quasi-ternary system. 
Therefore, to get useful miscibility curves of the modified thermosetting polymers 
involving chain polymerization, it is more suitable to employ triangular phase 
diagram. Initially, the main phase in these systems is the modifier-riched phase 
dissolved in the monomers. As the conversion increases, a phase inversion may 
occur as a result of the increase of the polymer fraction. The location of phase 
inversion is determined b\ WKH LQLWLDO FRPSRVLWLRQɎM,0. From a thermodynamic 
point of view, the modified thermosets systems behave similarly to the synthesis 
of high-impact polystyrene before the gel point [80]. However, the contribution of 
elastic forces to the free energy of mixing should be taken into account after the 
gel point. 
2.2.3 Nanostructured epoxides formed following the combined 
mechanism of self-assembly and RIMPS  
RIMPS and self-assembly, have their own advantages and disadvantages. For 
instance, the relatively high initial viscosity of the dispersions resulting from the 
self-assembly of the modifiers is disadvantageous and it is also possible that the 
agglomeration or even macroscopic segregation will take place during curing or 
storage. Nevertheless, the preformed particles also show some advantages and the 
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most important one is that we may control the initial particle size, volume fraction 
and composition of the disperse phase. In contrast, when employing RIMPS to 
prepare nanostructured thermosets, we can find that the initial single-phased 
solution has lower viscosity and higher stability since all the subchains of the 
block copolymers are miscible with epoxy precursors prior to cure. In addition, it 
is likely that a variety of structures can be generated in the final materials. By 
knowing the characteristics of these two procedures, one can design the 
architectures of a block copolymer which may be used to prepared nanostructured 
thermosets by combination of these two mechanisms. The main factor taken into 
account is the miscibility of the constituent blocks with epoxy precursor.  
Recently, Zheng’s group [81] reported the preparation of nanostructured epoxy 
resin by using a ABC block copolymer, polydimethylsiloxane-b-SRO\İ-
caprolactone)-b-polystyrene (PDMS-PCL-PS). Core-shell or lamellar 
nanostructures were observed in this system following a combination of self-
assembly of PDMS subchains before curing and reaction-induced microphase 
separation of PS subchains while the PCL subchains remain miscible with epoxy 
in the cured epoxy thermosets.  
Moreover, it is possible to prepare nanostructured epoxies based on block 
copolymers following different mechanisms by simply adjusting the 
functionalization degree. For instance, Mondragon’s group [35] have used the 
epoxidized styrene-butadiene block copolymers as a reactive template for 
nanostructured epoxy resins. They investigated the morphology development in 
epoxy blends with epoxidized styrene-butadiene block copolymers containing 
different content of epoxidized polybutadiene in the initial mixture [33, 82]. It is 
found that different mechanisms are involved depending on the epoxidized 
polybutadiene content. When the epoxidized polybutadiene contents are higher 
than the critical threshold, long-range order microstructures of PS are obtained as 
a consequence of RIMPS. On the other hand, vesicles or long wormlike micelles 
with a bilayered structure form through a combination of both self-assembly and 
RIMPS when the epoxidized polybutadiene contents are close below than the 
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critical threshold. Nevertheless, when the epoxidation degree is considerably 
lower than the minimum threshold, macro-phase separation occurred as expected.  
2.3 Properties of epoxies 
There are a wide range of thermosetting polymers, such as epoxy resins, 
unsaturated polyester resins, phenol-formaldehyde resins and amino resins. Epoxy 
resins are in particular commonly used among these thermosets. Generally, they 
are the strongest and most widely applied as moulding compounds, laminates, 
structural adhesives in aerospace technology, and matrices for fiber-composite 
materials [5, 83]. However, the brittleness has largely limited their applications. 
That is, the cured epoxy generally displays poor fracture toughness which is 
typically lower than 1.0 MPa m1/2 [84], weak resistance to crack propagation, as 
well as low impact strength [5]. Thus, considerable effort has been devoted to 
improve the mechanical properties of epoxides, especially the fracture toughness. 
Meanwhile, it is significant that appropriate glass transition temperature (Tg) 
should be maintained, that is, it is essential to toughen epoxy resins without 
compromising their thermal stability.  
2.3.1 Toughening mechanism 
In the past few decades, considerable studies have been devoted to the toughening 
of epoxies and several toughening mechanisms have been developed. For the 
toughened epoxies containing a second inclusion, understanding of the roles of 
particles during both initiation and propagation of the crack may be useful for 
analysis of the toughening mechanism. In the initiation step, the inclusions may 
have some impacts on the stress field. In addition, different types of stress fields 
may be developed, resulting from the different expansion coefficients between the 
particles and the matrix. Thus, internal cavitation and debonding may take place 
depending on the adhesions between particles and matrix as well as modulus of 
the dispersed phases and matrix. Although Morgan [85] reported the existence of 
crazing in thermosets, no clear experimental evidence has been provided. 
Generally, crazing cannot be promoted due to the low molar mass between 
crosslinks in the thermosets network [86]. However, it is possible to promote 
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localized shear yielding between particles. After the appearance of a crack, it 
starts to propagate and there have been several theoretical mechanisms developed 
for understanding of energy absorption. However, the understanding remains 
largely empirical. It is thus desirable to develop mathematical parameters to 
quantitatively estimate the fracture properties of the toughened epoxies with a 
second phase. Summarized below are typical toughening mechanisms which have 
been widely recognised.  
1. Crack-Bridging Mechanism  
A schematic illustration of the crack-bridging mechanism is given in Figure 2.4. 
The particles are intercepted by the crack and display widespread plastic 
stretching in the crack wake which hinders crack opening resulting in improved 
toughness. It was proposed that the total energy absorbed during fracture is the 
overall energy required for breaking both the matrix and the rubber particles. A 
rigid and ductile particle plays a role in bridging in the crack wake. In addition, 
additional crack shielding can be initiated due to the plastic deformation of ductile 
particles in the material closed to the crack tip. It was pointed out by Sigl et al. 
that the shielding caused by yielded particles might be insignificant but the 
particle bridging is responsible for most of the improvements in toughness [87]. 
High toughness is encouraged by particles of large size and this mechanism 
emphasizes the total energy required to rupture the ductile phase. Furthermore, a 
good adhesion between matrix and particles is needed in this mechanism. Kunz-
Douglass [88] pointed out that the dissipated energy in this mechanism is low for 
low modulus particles such as rubber. However, it may be of considerable 
importance in the case of thermosets toughened by rigid thermoplastics particles 
due to the intrinsic toughness of these particles. 
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Figure 2. 4 Schematic illustration for crack-bridging mechanism. 
 
2. Crack-Pinning Mechanism  
A scheme is presented in Figure 2.5, illustrating the crack-pinning mechanism. 
The particles arrange in lines and act as obstacles for the crack front. As the crack 
starts to spread throughout the resin, the front of the crack needs to bow out 
locally between particles before pass through the lines of particles. Before further 
propagation, the crack front remains pinned at the particles, which slow down the 
propagation rate. This is very similar to the way that a line of trees can protect 
against the wind. This mechanism is not very efficient for the low-modulus 
particles like rubbers but operates has important contribution with rigid 
thermoplastics or high modulus particles such as inorganic fillers which resist 
rupture in the course of failure of the epoxy matrix [89, 90]. The features such as 
river markings can be observed on the fracture surfaces when there is a crack-
pinning mechanism. Lange [91, 92] has suggested a quantitative correlation for 
the increase in fracture energy contributed by the crack-pinning toughening 
mechanism. 
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Figure 2. 5 Scheme of the crack-pinning mechanism. 
 
3. Shear yielding (or Shear Banding) Mechanism  
Shear yielding is considered as a major mechanism for polymers modified with a 
second phase, especially for the rubbery fillers [2, 93-95]. Kinloch et al. [2] 
proposed that the shear yielding makes the primary contribution to increase the 
toughness and dissipate energy. The rubber-tear mechanism is merely the 
secondary reason for toughening. They suggested the toughening mechanism, 
namely, plastic shear yielding in the epoxy matrix and localized cavitation within 
the rubbery particles or at the interface between dispersed particles and the matrix 
due to the triaxial stresses close to the crack tip. Moreover, the shear yielding 
between holes generated by the cavitated rubbery particles is also responsible for 
the toughening. The formation of a plastic zone and decohesion of particles results 
in a blunting effect on the crack. The stress concentration effect is lower at the 
crack tip and the crack is slowed down or even stops leading to the increased 
fracture toughness. 
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4. Crack Deflection Mechanism  
The presence of dispersed particles in epoxy matrix near tip perturbs the crack 
front, leading to reduced stress intensity. Two dominant perturbations may take 
place including crack bowing and crack deflection. Crack deflection toughening 
arises when a non-planar crack is produced by the interaction between crack front 
and the dispersed phase. The mode I is an opening (or tensile) mode where the 
fracture surfaces separate symmetrically with respect to the crack plane and is the 
most commonly used one to perform a fracture-mechanical test. However, the 
crack can possibly be deflected locally and propagates in mode II (a sliding (or in-
plane shearing) mode, where the fracture surfaces slide symmetrically with 
respect to normal, but asymmetrically with respect to the crack plane) as a 
consequence of the presence of a second phase.  
An estimation of the increase in toughness caused by crack deflection was 
formulated by Faber and Evans, based on a fracture mechanics approach [96, 97]. 
In their work, the local stress intensities at both tilted and twisted crack front were 
used to evaluate the improvement of fracture toughness caused by crack 
deflection. It was found that the particle size did not affect the toughness but 
particle structure as well as volume fraction of the second phase have impacts on 
the increase in toughness. Moreover, the slender rods or fibers with high aspect 
ratio were found to be the most effective structure in initiating crack deflection. 
Furthermore, there was asymptotic toughening for all of these three morphologies 
when volume fractions were more than 0.2. 
5. Microcracking Mechanism  
The microcracking mechanism involves the formation of microcracks resulting 
from the incorporation of rubber particles into epoxies [98, 99]. The formed 
microcracks can lead to tensile yielding and hence a large tensile deformation 
which is responsible for the improved toughness. When microcracks open, voids 
can be induced allowing large strains. The modulus in the frontal zone near the 
crack tip can be effectively lowered by debonding or microcracking which 
thereby decreases the stress intensity. However, this mechanism could not 
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interpret many phenomena. For instance, the presence of stress-whitening and 
large amount of plastic deformation could not be understood. In addition, fracture 
toughness increases with increasing the temperature and stiff thermoplastic 
particles which are not reactive may also act as great tougheners in some systems.  
All the toughening mechanisms summarized above have their own features and no 
single one can explain every experimental phenomenon. Different materials as 
well as a variety of complex fracture phenomena bring about some limited 
applicability for these mechanisms. Therefore, the study on toughening 
mechanisms is still ongoing and the newly developed advanced techniques will be 
able to provide more precise observation on the fracture surface so as to better 
study the toughening mechanisms for toughened epoxies. Despite the novel 
morphologies of the nanosized inclusions by incorporating block copolymer into 
epoxy matrix, we can still interpret the toughening based on these toughening 
mechanisms since there are noted similarities to those in rubber-toughened 
epoxies. 
2.3.2 Facture Toughness of Nanostructured Thermosets 
It is generally accepted that the poor fracture toughness of epoxy resins is related 
to the fact that they are highly cross-linked. Therefore, to improve the fracture 
properties of epoxy resins, two methods have been studied including decreasing 
the epoxy network's cross-linked density or incorporating a second component 
into the epoxy matrix. Generally, adding a second phase is the dominant strategy, 
by which a multiphase morphology is formed leading to various toughening 
mechanisms in the course of crack growth. There are several factors which can 
affect the achievement of tougheners on improving mechanical properties. Four 
significant factors have been identified by Pearson et al. [100], namely, size and 
strength of the dispersed particles, the particles' distribution in the matrix, and 
adhesion between the dispersed particles and the matrix.  
Various types of modifiers have been investigated to improve the fracture 
toughness of epoxy thermoset, for example, liquid rubbers, thermoplastics and 
inorganic particles etc. [1, 100-104]. The rubbery additives may increase fracture 
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toughness of brittle epoxy resins by several orders of magnitude. However, other 
mechanical properties including modulus and tensile strength are usually 
depressed due to the incorporation of rubbery additives. Meanwhile, this 
technique also induces the problem of increase in linear thermal coefficient of 
expansion [105]. Therefore, the application of engineering thermoplastics to 
toughen epoxies have attracted considerable attention recently, which is generally 
owing to the less decrease of mechanical properties than that of elastomeric 
modifiers. The first two reports about toughening epoxies using thermoplastics 
were carried out by Bucknall and Partridge [106, 107]. It was found that this 
system display a multiphase morphology with PES particles of about 0.5 mm 
dispersing in the matrix or homogeneous morphology and little toughness 
enhancement was achieved. Since then, a lot of works have been carried out by 
using thermoplastic modifiers and the mainly studied thermoplastics are 
polyetherimide (PEI) [108, 109], polyethersulphone (PES) [110, 111], and 
functionalized polysulfone (PSF) [112-114].  
Compared with traditional modifiers, the toughening efficiency of epoxy 
thermosets by nanostructures shows some unique characteristics: (i) the 
nanoscaled dispersed phase is dispersed evenly in the epoxy thermosets matrix; 
(ii) effective interfaces, namely, the interface interactions between the dispersed 
phase and the matrix are greatly enhanced as a result of the presence of epoxy 
miscible subchains penetrating into the matrix; (iii) the toughness improvement 
by nanostructures is usually effective by small loading of the modifiers [9]. The 
toughening mechanism like debonding, cavitation, and crack deflection were 
proposed to account for the toughening. However, direct experimental evidence 
has seldom been reported. 
Dean and co-workers have studied the dilute epoxy blends containing PEO-PEP 
block copolymer with symmetric or asymmetric structures [40]. Spherical 
micelles and vesicles were observed and mechanical studies of these 
thermosetting blends indicated these block copolymers can increase the fracture 
toughness without greatly decreasing the Tg at low (<5wt.%) concentrations. 
Moreover, vesicles showed best toughening efficiency, which is due to the 
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debonding of the vesicles and then localized matrix deformation, crack deflection, 
or crack-wake ligamentary bridging.  
In a further report [60], they studied the morphology and mechanical properties of 
epoxy blends containing block copolymers with and without reactive groups, 
aiming to study the influences of interfacial interactions on the fracture properties. 
Once again, it was found that vesicles are most effective in improving fracture 
toughness than spherical and wormlike micelles. Moreover, for the epoxy 
thermosets containing block copolymers with a spherical geometry (vesicles or 
spherical micelles), the ratio of the interparticle distance (Di) with respect to the 
average diameter of vesicle (or spherical micelle) (Dp) has great impact on the 
fracture resistance. The toughness increases as this ratio decreases. Stronger 
adhesion formed by incorporating reactive blocks into the block copolymers 
results in higher toughness but merely at high values of Di/Dp. The toughening 
mechanism of these epoxy thermosets was identified as debonding followed by 
matrix plastic deformation.  
Remarkable improvement of fracture toughness has also been observed in epoxy 
thermosets with wormlike micelles [64]. In this phenol novolac cured epoxy resin, 
more than 70 times improvement over the unmodified thermoset was observed 
which is much better than special micelles. Similar result was also found by Wu 
[115] for blends of PBO-PEO and epoxy resin (DER383, poly-(Bisphenol A-co-
epichlorohydrin) epoxies without bromination) cured with phenolic novolac. 
Various morphologies were observed varying from vesicles, worm-like micelles, 
and spherical micelles with increasing the size of PEO block. Branched worm-like 
micelles were identified as the most effective one in improving of the toughness. 
Investigation of the fracture surfaces shows that each type of dispersed 
morphologies follows different deformation mechanisms. For vesicles, the 
dilation and interfacial failure were observed and toughening mechanism was 
found to be similar to conventional particle-toughening mechanism. Distinctly 
rougher texture fracture surface was observed for the epoxy thermosets with 
worm-like micelles, suggesting that the network of worm-like micelles experience 
the crack deflection toughening mechanism. 
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Thio et al. [116] investigated the toughening of epoxy with diblock copolymer 
PHO-PEO which has longer alkyl chain in hexylene oxide than PBO-PEO. The 
mechanical studies indicated that wormlike micelles achieve the best toughening 
efficiency. The vesicles also increase the toughness significantly whereas a 
relatively modest improvement is observed for the spherical micelles. 
Investigation on the fracture surfaces shows that the blend containing small 
spherical micelles appears flat with no significant deformation of the matrix while 
the surface roughness is increased in the presence of the larger wormlike micelles 
and bilayer vesicles (Figure 2.6). The authors believe this to be related to the size 
of the vesicles and large effective volume fraction of particles. The optimal size 
scale for toughening of epoxies was found to be 0.1-1 μm and the improved 
fracture toughness was related to plastic deformation by shear banding as well as 
much rougher fracture surface [117]. It was interpreted that smaller micelles in the 
blends could not induce plastic deformation whereas too large micelles could 
result in early failure since the micelles actually acted as local defects in the 
blends when the size was larger than the critical size able to initiate brittle 
fracture. 
Mondragon’s group [33, 118] have studied epoxy thermosets modified with 
epoxidized linear triblock (SBS) and diblock (SB) copolymers. Micelles were 
observed in the mixtures followed by vesicles, worm-like, and hexagonal 
nanostructures with increasing block copolymer. The fracture toughness was 
improved to some extent or at least kept and the correlation between morphology 
and properties was not obvious. For SB modified epoxies, micelles, worm-like or 
hexagonal cylinders can be obtained dependant on the concentration of block 
copolymer and the epoxidation degree of the PBD block. Additionally, it is found 
that the hexagonally cylindrical morphology leads to a significant increase in 
fracture toughness.  
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Figure 2. 6 SEM images of fracture surfaces of epoxy blends with 5 wt.% block 
copolymer: (a) PHO-PEO-1 containing 9 wt.% PEO, (b) 20/80 PHO-PEO-1/PHO-
PEO-2 mixture, and (c) PHO-PEO-2 containing 44 wt.% PEO [116]. 
 
Also, Pascault et al. have studied the toughness properties of lightly corsslinked 
epoxies modified by acrylic block copolymers consisting of rigid and rubbery 
blocks [119]. Comparison has been made with a classical CTBN toughener 
(carboxyl terminated butadiene acrylonitrile random copolymers). It was found 
that rapid crack propagation was prevented by rubbery domains formed by the 
rubbery blocks of the block copolymers and the greatest toughness is obtained in 
the systems with filament-like microparticles or wormlike micelles. 
Liu et al. [120] reported a study of the toughening mechanism of epoxy 
thermosets with poly(ethylene-alt-propylene)-b-poly-(ethylene oxide). The 
diblock copolymer self-organized into spherical micelles of about 15nm 
dispersing evenly in the matrix and 5 wt.% loading can significantly improve the 
fracture toughness. From the experimental evidence (double notch four-point-
bending) test, optical microscopy and TEM observations of the subcritical crack 
tip damage zone from the core region), it is conclusive that nanocavitation of the 
nanosized spherical micelles is present. The major toughening mechanism is the 
nanocavitation followed by matrix shear banding. Reasons for such a small-scale 
cavitation are to be known. However, the authors pointed out that the 
nanocavitation may be originated from the unique micelle structural 
characteristics and a possible influence of the surrounding epoxy network largely 
modified by the miscible PEO block. There is considerable knowledge gap 
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concerning toughening mechanisms responsible for such toughening effect. 
Moreover, other factors such as cross-link density, monomer rigidity, size and 
concentration of toughener phase still need to be taken into account for definite 
understanding of the structure-property relationships in nanosized block 
copolymer toughened epoxies.  
2.3.3 Glass Transition Temperatures of Nanostructured 
Thermosets 
Glass transition temperatures (Tg) of modified epoxy thermosets could be affected 
by the modifiers’ miscibility with epoxy matrix and the degree of polymerization-
induced phase separation. For the epoxy thermosets modified by block 
copolymers, the glass transition could be influenced by the miscibility of 
constituent blocks of block copolymers with epoxy matrix and the multiphase 
structures. Tg of the epoxy matrix could be increased or depressed, dependent on 
chemical reactivity of constituent blocks of the block copolymers.  
Due to the plasticization effects of the epoxy miscible moiety, Tg of 
nanostructured epoxy thermosets based on block copolymers is usually depressed. 
However, there are several interesting reports addressing the unusual increase in 
glass transition temperature. Dean et al. [64] reported enhanced Tg in partially 
brominated epoxy blends with PEO-PEP, which was cured by a phenol novolac 
and reactive block copolymers poly(methyl methacrylate-ran-glycidyl 
methacrylate)-poly(2-ethylhexyl methacrylate) (P(MMA-ran-GMA)-PEHMA). 
The authors speculated the added block copolymers may have effects on the 
cross-linking reactions’ rate leading to enhanced cross-link density, and thereby 
Tg. Additionally, Wu et al. [115] reported similar behavior in poly(n-butylene 
oxide)-b-poly(ethylene oxide) (PBO-PEO) modified phenol novolac cured 
DGEBA type epoxy resin. The glass transition temperature increases with 
addition of block copolymers and the greatest increase come with the worm-like 
micelle-modified material. It was proposed by the authors that the increased Tg 
may be due to the deviations in local composition leading to a different network 
structure. After that, they reported similar behavior in poly(hexylene oxide)-b-
poly(ethylene oxide) (PHO-PEO) modified DGEBA cured by phenol novolac 
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[116]. These unusual glass transition behavior is an important finding but the 
reasons proposed by the authors seems to be not so persuasive due to the fact that 
no reason is found to demonstrate that local composition fluctuations would result 
in increased crosslink density. Moreover, this viewpoint cannot explain the 
dependence on morphology either.  
2.4 Ionomers 
2.4.1 General introduction  
Polymers generally show limited miscibility with each other, which is mainly 
associated with the unfavourable low entropy of mixing of two polymers. The 
limited miscibility of two polymers can be remarkably improved when some 
specific interactions take place between them providing a negative enthalpy of 
mixing. Such specific interactions can be hydrogen bond, dipole-dipole 
interaction, charge-transfer complexes, metal-ligand coordination, or ion-ion, ion-
dipole, and acid-base interaction. There have been a lot of reports addressing the 
beneficial effects of interactions as a result of ionic groups in the polymer blends 
[121-133].    
The introduction of ionic groups into hydrocarbon polymers leads to an important 
class of polymers, i.e., ionomers. The ionic groups, such as carboxylate, sulfonate, 
phosphine etc., usually separate from the hydrophobic polymer matrix forming 
ionic aggregates. The concentration of ionic groups generally ranges from 1 to 15 
mol% and the free acid groups can be fully or partially neutralized. The ionic 
associations act as the physical cross-links, which greatly affects properties of the 
ionomers including viscoelastic behavior, mechanical properties, thermal stability 
and high temperature performance compared with the original non-ionic 
polymers. The ionic interactions and properties of the resultant ionomers depend 
on the polymer backbones, ionic fraction, neutralization degree and cation as well 
as anion types [134, 135]. There are mainly two different kinds of aggregates in 
most ionomers [136-138]. Smaller aggregates known as multiplets are formed 
when the ion content is relatively low. These ionic aggregates consist of a few ion 
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pairs acting as physical crosslinks. With increasing the ion content, larger 
aggregates are generated containing considerable non-ionic materials which 
behave like strong reinforcing fillers except physical crosslinks.   
The existence of ionic aggregates in a wide variety of ionomers have been studied 
by means of various techniques such as small angle X-ray and neutron scattering, 
electron microscopy, and dynamic mechanical analysis, etc. To date, several 
models regarding morphologies of ionomers have been proposed. For instance, 
Mac-Knight et al. reported core-shell model [139], Yarusso and Cooper address 
hard-sphere liquid-like interference model [140], and other groups proposed ball-
like structure [141] of pseudocrystalline array, core-shell structure [142], lamellar 
structure, cylindrical structure [143], and the restricted mobility model [136], etc. 
The structural model suggests that the formation of ionic aggregates is due to the 
ordered organization of ionic groups and a small amount of polymer backbone 
chains. However, this ordered assembly transform to disordered organizations 
with increasing temperature up to a critical value and vice versa. The 
transformation from disordered organization at higher temperature to ordered 
assembly at room temperature takes place very slow with a long relaxation time. 
It is found that most physical properties can be interpreted by the order–disorder 
transition model [144]. 
Ionomers exhibit dual features combing those of ionic and non-ionic features. 
This dual nature accounts for their unique properties and morphology. Due to the 
formation of ionic aggregates, ionomers usually show two glass transitions, high 
melt viscosity, high modulus, and small-angle X-ray scattering peak assignable to 
ionic aggregates. When the ion content is low and the ionic aggregates form only 
small regions, which is too small to exhibit their own glass transition. 
Nevertheless, the aggregates start to overlap with each other with increasing the 
ion content, forming larger and larger aggregates. Once the size of the aggregates 
reaches to a certain dimension, individual glass transition temperature which is 
usually higher than that of the matrix can be observed [136-138]. Additionally, 
these ionic aggregates reduce the mobility of polymer chains leading to higher 
viscosity. Moreover, ionomers usually show considerably higher modulus 
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compared to the non-ionic analogues. All of these unique properties can be 
associated with the strong electrostatic interactions between ion pairs. Strength of 
the electrostatic interactions is generally determined by the ionic species, ion 
concentration, nature of polymer backbone, and positions of the ionic groups in 
ionomers. For instance, sulfonate ion pairs show greater electrostatic attraction 
than carboxylate ion pairs. Moreover, location of the ionic groups has great 
impact on the influence of steric hindrance on aggregation of the ion pairs and 
thereby sizes of the multiplets.  
Historically, ionomers have been prepared either through copolymeriztion of ion-
containing monomers with alkenic unsaturated monomers or functionalization of 
a preformed polymer. To prepare ionomers containing carboxyl groups, it is most 
easily to employ the copolymerization route using methacrylic acid with ethylene 
or styrene monomers. The resultant copolymers can be then neutralized with 
suitable bases to a desired degree. As for the sulfonate-containing ionomers, 
sulfonation of preformed polymers seems to be a popular way. To make better 
control of the sulfonation process, people have been trying to develop new 
generations of sulfonation agents, which have made this approach a more 
preferred strategy due to the easier control over the sulfonate levels without 
undesirable by-products. However, to prepare ionomers with desirable attributes 
of the sulfonate interactions, sulfonate ionomers have also been prepared by 
emulsion copolymerizing a hydrocarbon monomer and a monomer with metal 
sulfonate groups [145, 146].    
2.4.2 Block copolymer ionomer 
The incorporation of ionic groups into block copolymers leads to block copolymer 
ionomers. Block copolymer ionomer (block ionomer), where one block is fully or 
partially ionized, has attracted considerable attention due to the combination of 
the individual properties of both ionomers and block copolymers [147]. Weiss and 
co-workers reported the preparation of ionomers based on poly(styrene-(ethylene-
co-butylene)-styrene) (SEBS) through reaction with acetyl sulphate followed by 
neutralization of the free sulfonic acid groups [148, 149]. It was found that the 
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sulfonated SEBS show better thermal-oxidative stability and more hydrophilic 
than the parent SEBS. The interactions between sulfonate groups lead to physical 
crosslinks in polystyrene phase which increases the softening temperature of 
polystyrene blocks. Although two-phase morphology similar to the non-ionic 
block copolymers had been found in fully ionized block ionomers by Gouin et al. 
[150], Weiss and co-workers reported a unique three-phase morphology in 
sulfonated SEBS, consisting of ionic microdomains distributed in polystyrene 
microdomains which dispersed in a rubbery continuous matrix [151, 152]. This 
unique morphology is originated from two different levels of phase separations, 
namely, the features of block copolymer and those due to the ionmeric nature.      
Compared with block copolymers, the microphase structure of block ionomers 
seems to be less ordered according to Weiss and co-workers [153]. Moreover, the 
characteristic dimensions related to the microphase separation are usually an order 
of magnitude smaller. Microphase separation of ionomers is driven by strong ion-
dipole interactions. There are several factors determining the aggregation of the 
ionic species, such as dielectric constant of the polymer matrix and chemistry of 
the anion and the cation. In addition, temperature has deep impacts on the 
microphase structures of block copolymer ionomers, similar to the common 
ionomers.    
2.4.3 Ionic Polyblends 
Polymer blends, or alloys, have been extensively investigated and this area has 
undergone remarkable growth in size and sophistication over the past few 
decades. Blending different polymers is a technological, attractive, and 
inexpensive strategy to prepare new materials with desirable properties. Polymer 
blends usually combine excellent properties of the components such as the 
strength, toughness, solvent resistance, etc. Moreover, blending is also beneficial 
to manufacturers by showing the improved processability, quick formulation 
changes, plant flexibility and high productivity. The well-known challenges for 
preparing polymer blends are the very limited miscibility of polymers. Ionomers 
are particularly attractive for preparing polymer blends due to the presence of 
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ionic groups which could form specific interactions, e.g., hydrogen bonding, ion-
dipole, or transition metal complexation, with other polymers. Such specific 
interactions have been found to be able to enhance the miscibility remarkably. 
The ionic polyblends are expected to exhibit synergism mechanical properties 
than the non-ionic ones, due to the decreased interfacial tension between polymers 
as a result from strong ion-ion or ion-dipole interactions. Compared with the non-
ionic polymer blends, ionomeric polyblends usually show greater solvent and oil 
resistance [154], owing to the presence of ionic crosslinks preventing solvent 
molecules from migration to the polymer matrix. 
There are plenty of reports concerning ionic polyblends [121-133]. For instance, 
Weiss and co-workers reported the morphology and phase behavior of blends of a 
lightly sulfonated styrenic block copolymer ionomer and PCL [130]. The 
miscibility of PCL in the ionomeric microphase was greatly enhanced by the 
interactions between the sulfonate groups and the polyester. A further study 
reported the preparation of compatible blends of Bisphenol A polycarbonate with 
lightly sulfonated polystyrene ionomers [155]. An upper critical solution 
temperature phase behavior was observed in this system and the miscibility 
depends on the sulfonate cation and the sulfonation levels. It was noted that there 
were no interactions detected due to carbonate carbonyl or sulfonate groups and 
the authors proposed that the enhanced miscibility was ascribed to intramolecular 
repulsive interactions. Moreover, partially miscible blends of sulfonated 
polystyrene and polyurethane were prepared due to the proton transfer from 
sulfonic acids to the tertiary nitrogen of the polyurethane extender [131]. 
Similarly, this ion-ion interaction was employed to prepare complex of 
polystyrene ionomers with mono- as well as bifunctional styrene oligomers 
(homografts) or with butyl acrylate oligomers (heterografts) [132, 133]. 
2.5 Summary 
This review summarizes the nanostructured epoxies toughened by block 
copolymers through nanostructures. Preparation of nanostructured epoxies 
involves selection of the block copolymers, matrix, and cuing agents. There are 
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mainly three approaches summarized in this review to prepare nanostructured 
epoxy thermosets, namely, self-assembly, reaction-induced microphase separation 
(RIMPS), and their combinations. This classification is based on whether the 
microphase separation takes place before curing or during curing. Firstly, self-
assembly involves the self-organization of block copolymers in epoxy precursor 
and fixing of the resultant morphologies by curing reaction. For RIMPS method, 
the nanoscale structures cannot be observed in the pre-cure stage but form by 
reaction induced microphase separation of subchains of the block copolymers.  
Compared with micro-sized inclusions, it is found that remarkable improvement 
in fracture toughness has been obtained in the nanostructured epoxies even with 
small loading (5 wt. %). The toughening mechanism like debonding, cavitation, 
and crack deflection were proposed to account for the toughening. To get better 
understanding of the toughening effects, various common toughening mechanisms 
are summarized in this review. Finally, a brief overview of the ionomers including 
their morphology, preparation, and properties was addressed. In addition, benefits 
of employing ionomeric polymers to prepare polymer blends were given. It is 
believed that the reader of this review will have a basic idea about the toughening 
of epoxy thermosets through nanostructures based on block copolymers. 
2.6 Questions that arise from this review 
Toughening of epoxy thermosets by formation of structures at nanoscale in the 
multi-component thermosets is of considerable interest and becoming more 
important. The nanosized inclusions have been demonstrated to be effective in 
improving the toughness of brittle epoxy thermosets. Much of the reported work 
relating to toughening thermosets with block copolymers is focused on the use of 
amphiphilic block copolymers which consist of epoxy miscible segment as well as 
immiscible segment. Although these amphiphilic block copolymers have shown 
more or less efficiency in providing nanostructured thermosets with appealing 
properties, the known block copolymers are mostly too expensive to be used in 
some applications and complicated preparation procedures are involved. It is 
therefore desirable to develop modifiers useful for improving toughness of 
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thermosets with lower cost and easier process. Moreover, there are still 
considerable knowledge gap concerning the toughening mechanisms of these 
nanosized inclusions and the relationship between various nanostructures and 
final properties of the epoxy thermosets. 
Block copolymer ionomers with ionic groups may have some specific interactions 
with epoxy matrix or curing agent which can promote favourable miscibility to 
avoid macroscopic phase separation. Meanwhile, the block copolymer ionomers 
may show impressive micro-phase structures in epoxy matrix due to the presence 
of ionic groups and the chemically different blocks. In addition, the introduction 
of ionic groups into epoxy thermosets may bring about some unique properties. 
Additionally, the block copolymer ionomers can be simply obtained by 
functionalization of block copolymers. Therefore, block copolymer ionomers may 
be an excellent alternative for toughening epoxy thermosets via forming 
nanostructures. It is thus essential to carry out a detailed study on using block 
copolymer ionomers as the templates to prepare nanostructured epoxy thermosets. 
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C H A P T E R  T H R E E  
Preparation and Characterization of Block 
Ionomer Complex SSEBS-c-PCL 
3.1 Introduction 
Block copolymer ionomer, where one block is fully or partially ionized, have 
attracted considerable attention owing to the combination of individual properties 
of both ionomers and block copolymers [147, 156]. They contain a small quantity 
of ionic groups exhibiting very unique features compared with the corresponding 
non-ionic polymers owing to the strong intermolecular association [157].  
Interaction strength and properties of a block copolymer ionomer are determined 
by several factors including polymer backbone, ionic content, neutralization 
degree, and counterion types [152, 158-160]. Among these factors, the effects of 
counterion types on the morphologies and properties have been extensively 
studied [159, 160]. For anion-containing ionomers, the counterions are usually 
alkali, alkaline earth, transition, and rare earth metal cations. By contrast, the 
organic cations based on amine, or pyridine, are also of great interest. Compared 
to the ionomers with inorganic cations, relatively fewer studies have been 
reported about ionomers with organic cations and they are often involved with 
low molecular weight organic cations [161-163]. 
Sulfonated styrene-based ionomers represent one of the most important and 
widely studied block copolymer ionomers. The presence of sulfonic acid groups 
facilitates the preparation of miscible polymer blends or complexes based on 
some specific interactions including ion-ion, ion-dipole, hydrogen bonding, or 
acid-base complexation, etc [129-133, 164]. For example, Lu and Weiss reported 
the morphology and phase behavior of blends of a lightly sulfonated styrenic 
EORFNFRSRO\PHU LRQRPHU DQGSRO\İ-caproactone) (PCL) [130]. The miscibility 
of PCL in the ionomeric micro-phase was greatly enhanced by the interactions 
between the sulfonate groups and polyester. Similarly, complexes were prepared 
through complexation of polystyrene ionomers with mono- and bi-functional 
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styrene oligomers (homo-grafts) or with butyl acrylate oligomers (hetero-grafts) 
[132, 133]. Lundberg used a tertiary amine terminated PCL to prepare complexes 
based on sulfonated styrene-based polymers [164].  
Block ionomer complexes exhibit many attractive properties in solid state and in 
solution [165, 166]. Much attention, in recent times, is focused on block ionomer 
complexes based on block copolymers containing ionic and non-ionic chains 
blocks (“block ionomers”) with oppositely charged molecules such as polyions 
[167], surfactants [166, 168] or metal ions [169]. In the present study, a block 
ionomer complex was designed and prepared aiming to create a template for 
preparing nanostructured epoxy thermosets. This chapter reports a detailed study 
of the preparation and characterization of this block ionomer complex denoted as 
SSEBS-c-PCL. The preparation involves neutralization of block copolymer 
ionomer sulfonated polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene-ran-butylene)-block-
polystyrene (SSEBS) with 3-dimethyl-aminopropylamine-terminated PCL 
(APCL). The phase behavior, microphase morphology, and nanomechanical 
properties of SSEBS-c-PCL were intensively investigated. 
3.2 Experimental section 
3.2.1 Materials  
Polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene-ran-butylene)-block-polystyrene (SEBS)  
containing 29 mol% polystyrene blocks was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. 
The average molecular weight Mw of the SEBS block copolymer was 95,600 with 
Mw/Mn = 1.05 measured by GPC (Gel permeation chromatography) in 
tetrahydrofuran (THF) relative to polystyrene standard. All other chemicals 
including acetic anhydride, concentrated sulfuric acid (96%), 1,2-dichloroethane 
'&(LVRSURS\ODOFRKRO,3$İ-caprolactone, stannous octanoate (Sn(Oct)2), 3-
dimethylamino-propylamine and THF were reagent grade.  
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3.2.2 Preparation of Sulfonated Polystyrene-block-Poly(ethylene-
ran-butylene)-block-Polystyrene (SSEBS)  
Sulfonation of SEBS was conducted in 1,2-dichloroethane (DCE) at 50-55 °C 
according to the procedure given in Ref [148]. Fresh acetyl sulfonate acted as 
sulfonating reagent and was prepared just before sulfonation reaction. First, acetic 
anhydride was added to DCE and the solution was cooled to ensure the 
temperature below 0 °C. Second, concentrated sulfuric acid was added slowly so 
that the temperature would not exceed 0 °C. In the meantime, 20 g of SEBS was 
dissolved in 200 mL of DCE, which was then heated to 50-55 °C in a nitrogen 
atmosphere. After stirring for 1 h to make sure complete dissolving, the required 
amount of acetyl sulfonate was added. The reaction system was then stirred for 4h 
and the reaction was stopped by injecting 10 mL of isopropanol. The obtained 
SSEBS was washed with boiling and subsequently cold deionized water several 
times until the pH of the wash water became neutral. It was finally dried under 
vacuum at 50-60 °C. The sulfonation degree of SSEBS, i.e., the content of 
sulfonic acid groups grafted onto SEBS, was determined by titration of its 
THF/methanol (90/10, v/v) solution with standard sodium hydroxide methanol 
solution (0.1 N, standardized by p-toluene sulfonic acid solution) using 
phenolphthalein as the indicator. The sulfonation degree of SSEBS obtained was 
calculated to be 29.8 mol% based on Eq (3.1) below: 
Sulfonation degree = ୫୭୪ୣୱ ୭୤ ୱ୳୪୤୭୬୧ୡ ୟୡ୧ୢ୫୭୪ୣୱ ୭୤ ୱ୲୷୰ୣ୬ୣ × 100%   (3.1) 
SSEBS with four different sulfonation degrees were prepared by adjusting the 
feed amount of acetyl sulfonate. In terms of the appearance of these four SSEBSs, 
the color becomes darker with increasing degree of sulfonation. 
3.2.3 Synthesis of 3-Dimethylaminopropylamine-Terminated 
Poly(H-caprolactone)  (APCL) 
3-Dimethylaminopropylamine-terminated poly(H-caprolactone) (APCL) was 
synthesized according to the method described in a patent [164] by ring-opening 
SRO\PHUL]DWLRQ523RIİ-caprolactone with 3-dimethylaminopropylamine as the 
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initiator in the presence of the catalyst, Sn(Oct)2 7\SLFDOO\ DQK\GURXV İ-
caprolactone (6.27 g, 55 mmol) and 3-dimethylaminopropylamine (0.35 g, 3.43 
mmol) and Sn(Oct)2 (5 μl, 0.015 mmol) (in 50 ml anhydrous toluene solution) 
were added to a 100 ml, three-necked, pre-dried round-bottom flask which was in 
turn immersed in a thermostated oil bath at 120 °C so as to carry out the ring-
opening polymerization in an atmosphere of dry nitrogen. After 24 hours' 
polymerization, the reaction solution was cooled down to room temperature and 
then dropped into a large volume of petroleum ether where the precipitates were 
obtained. The precipitated product was isolated by filtration and dried in vacuum 
oven until constant weight.  
3.2.4 Preparation of Block Ionomer Complex SSEBS-c-PCL 
Block ionomer complex SSEBS-c-PCL was prepared by neutralization of SSEBS 
with APCL. SSEBS was first dissolved in THF to obtain a 5 % (w/v) solution, and 
then mixed with a 10 % (w/v) THF solution of APCL. The resultant product was 
obtained by casting from the solution onto an aluminum pan. The residual solvent 
was removed in vacuo at room temperature. The resultant films were slightly 
yellowish and showed no visible signs of heterogeneity. In the present work, four 
block ionomer complexes SSEBS-c-PCL were prepared from SSEBS with four 
different degrees of sulfonation. Characteristics of these four block ionomer 
complexes are given in Table 3.1. The sulfonation degree, i.e., molar percentage 
of polystyrene grafted with sulfonic acid groups, varies from 14.2 to 41.5 mol %. 
The corresponding block ionomer complexes are denoted as 1SSEBS-c-PCL, 
2SSEBS-c-PCL, 3SSEBS-c-PCL, and 4SSEBS-c-PCL, respectively.  
3.2.5 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Spectroscopy 
NMR experiments of all samples were carried out using deuterated chloroform as 
the solvent, and the 1H NMR spectra were obtained using a JEOL 400 MHz NMR 
spectrometer with tetramethylsilane (TMS) as the internal reference. The 
acquisition time and relaxation delay are 2 and 1.5 second respectively. 
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3.2.6 Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy 
The samples were subjected to a Bruker Vertex 70 FTIR spectrometer to get FTIR 
spectra. THF solutions of samples were dropped onto the KBr disks. To evaporate 
the solvent, the disks were left evaporating in fume hood first and further dried 
under vacuum at 100 °C prior to measurement. The bulk epoxy blends were 
grounded well with KBr powder and pressed into KBr disks and then dried under 
vacuum prior to measurement. The spectra were collected in the standard wave 
number range 600–4000 cm-1 with a resolution of 4 cm-1. 
Table 3. 1 Characteristic of Block Ionomer Complexes 
 
3.2.7 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 
Calorimetric measurements were conducted using a TA Q200 differential 
scanning calorimeter under a dry nitrogen atmosphere, calibrated using indium 
and tin standards. About 8 mg samples were weighed for the test. Except 
indicated otherwise, all samples were first heated to 100 °C from 0 °C at a rate of 
20 °C/min (first heating scan) and then hold for 5 min. After that, they were 
cooled at a rate of -10 °C/min to detect crystallization (cooling scan). Following 
the cooling scan, a second heating scan was run at the same heating rate as the 
first one. Tg values were chosen as the mid-point of the transition in the second 
heating scan of the DSC curves. The crystallization temperature (Tc) was assumed 
equal to the minimum of the exothermic peak, whereas the melting temperature 
(Tm) was the maximum of the endothermic peak. 
SSEBS 
Sulfonation 
degree (mol %) 
Block ionomer 
complex 
Content of 
APCL (wt.%) 
Amine/acid 
molar ratio 
14.2SSEBS 14.2% 1SSEBS-c-PCL 11.8% 0.11 
18.8SSEBS 18.8% 2SSEBS-c-PCL 21.1% 0.16 
29.8SSEBS 29.8% 3SSEBS-c-PCL 28.6% 0.17 
41.5SSEBS 41.5% 4SSEBS-c-PCL 44.4% 0.23 
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3.2.8 Polarizing Optical Microscopy (POM) 
The semi-crystalline structure of SSEBS-c-PCL was investigated using a Nikon 
eclipse-80i optical microscope under polarized light. Solutions of SSEBS-c-PCL 
were dropped onto the glass slides where thin films were obtained and 
subsequently dried in vacuum oven.  
3.2.9 Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) 
SAXS experiments were carried out at the Australian Synchrotron on the 
small/wide angle X-ray scattering beam-line utilizing an undulator source able to 
conduct measurement at a very high flux to moderate scattering angles and a good 
flux at the minimum q limit (0.012 nm-1). The intensity profiles were interpreted 
as the plot of scattering intensity (I) versus scattering vector, q = (4ʌȜVLQș
ș VFDWWHULQJDQJOH 
3.2.10 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
Thin films of samples for AFM observations were prepared by spin-coating on 
glass substrate from the THF solution. The AFM measurements of the samples 
were conducted on a Bruker MultiMode™ 8 SPM instrument (Bruker Nano 
Surface Business, Santa Barbara, CA 93117, USA); the phase images were 
obtained with tapping mode in air. The set-point ranged from 195 mV to 350 mV 
while a typical scan rate was at 0.75~1 Hz. RTESPA probes (Bruker AXS) with 
spring constant of ~40 N/m were used.  
3.2.11 Measurements of Nanomechanical Properties 
Nanomechanical measurements were performed using the PeakForce QNM 
(Quantitative NanoMechanics) mode which is based on Derjaguin-Muller-
Toropov (DMT) model on an AFM system under ambient conditions. The AFM 
system is a Bruker MultiModeTM 8 SPM equipped with Nanoscope V controller 
and Nanoscope software (Bruker Nano Surface Business, Santa Barbara, CA 
93117, USA). The samples were scanned using SNL-A probe with nominal radius 
of 2nm and nominal spring constant of 0.35N/m. The deflection sensitivity of 
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probe, spring constant and tip radius were calibrated by ramping force curves on 
sapphire surface, thermal tune and measuring titanium roughness sample, 
respectively.  
Peak-force tapping AFM can control the maximum normal force (“peak force”) 
exerted on the samples at each point of the map. Nanoscale property and peak 
force is obtained by recording a force curve at each pixel. The force-separation 
curves are then analysed to obtain data concerning sample's adhesion, surface 
deformation and topography. Adhesion force is the minimum force depending on 
the interaction strength between the tip and sample while deformation refers to the 
difference of the separation from the zero force to the peak force. The reduced 
elastic modulus E* is obtained by fitting the obtained experimental data using the 
Derjaguin-Muller-Toropov (DMT) model given by [170]: 
Ftip = (4/3)E*(Rd3)1/2 + Fadh   (3.2) 
where Ftip is the force on the tip, Fadh is the constant adhesion force during 
contact, R is the tip end radius and d is the tip to sample separation. The reduced 
modulus E* is related to the sample elastic modulus Es by: 
E* = [(1- Ȟt2)/Et  + (1- Ȟs2)/Es]-1  (3.3) 
where Ȟ and E are Poisson ratio and Young modulus and the subscripts “t” and “s” 
stand for the tip and sample, respectively. In our materials system, the tip 
modulus, Et, is much larger than Es so that the first term of Eq. (3.2) can be 
neglected. Hence, Es is calculated easily given the Poisson ratio Ȟs. 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Synthesis of Block Ionomer Complex SSEBS-c-PCL 
The route of synthesizing block ionomer complex SSEBS-c-PCL includes mainly 
three steps: sulfonation of SEBS, preparation of APCL by ROP, and 
neutralization of SSEBS with APCL. Scheme 3.1(a) represents the neutralization 
reaction between SSEBS and APCL, which results in the block ionomer complex 
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SSEBS-c-PCL. Scheme 3.1(b) illustrates the structure of block ionomer complex 
SSEBS-c-PCL. The 1H NMR and FTIR results shown here are from the 
representative 29.8SSEBS and the corresponding 3SSEBS-c-PCL. 
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(b) 
Scheme 3. 1 Block ionomer complex SSEBS-c-PCL: (a) Synthesis route of 
SSEBS-c-PCL via neutralization of block ionomer SSEBS with APCL; and (b) 
schematic illustration of the structure of block ionomer complex SSEBS-c-PCL.  
 
Figure 3.1a shows the 1H NMR spectra of SEBS, SSEBS, APCL and SSEBS-c-
PCL. Figure 3.1b is the magnified 1H NMR spectra of SSEBS and SEBS in the 
range 7.4 to 6.2 ppm. The number-average molecular weight (Mn) of APCL was 
estimated to be ~2,000 g/mol based on the ratio of integration intensity of the 
methylene protons (Hb) to methylene protons (Hj) in its 1H NMR spectrum. In the 
spectrum of SEBS, the peaks which appear at 6.4-6.8 ppm and 6.8-7.2 ppm can be 
ascribed to ortho (protons “c”) and para/meta (protons “d”) protons on the phenyl 
ring, respectively [171]. Compared to the spectrum of SEBS, slight change of 
chemical shifts of protons c and d in SSEBS confirms the sulfonation. In addition, 
from the spectrum of block ionomer SSEBS in Figure 3.1a, the appearance of a 
broad peak centered at ~4 ppm provides further evidence of the graft of SO3H 
groups onto SEBS.  
After neutralization with APCL, it is noted that the spectrum of SSEBS-c-PCL is 
not just a simple combination of the spectra of SSEBS and APCL and there are 
some changes observed. For example, the neutralization caused an upfield 1H 
chemical shift of the peak centered at 4 ppm, namely, the chemical shift is 
decreased to around 3 ppm. The hydroxyl of SO3H groups in SSEBS tends to 
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form hydrogen bond with each other or water. Also, it has long been known that 
increasing the hydrogen bond strength gives a downfield 1H chemical shift [172]. 
The result shown here indicates a decrease in the strength of hydrogen bond 
interaction between SO3H groups, which originates from the reduced number of 
sulfonic acid groups owing to the reaction with the tertiary amine group of APCL. 
Moreover, apart from the changes in the spectrum related to the functional groups 
of SSEBS, parallel changes could also occur related to the formation of 
ammonium salts in the APCL. In the spectrum of APCL, the peaks at 2.2 ppm and 
2.4 ppm can be ascribed to protons a, and b, respectively (shown in Figure 3.1a). 
It can be seen that the protons a and b were shifted downfield in SSEBS-c-PCL. 
The downfield shift of signals due to the protons of methyl and methylene groups 
bonded directly to the nitrogen atom confirms the formation of tertiary 
ammonium salt. A positive charge is introduced onto nitrogen atom owing to its 
protonation which changes the electronic environment of Ha and Hb protons 
[173]. 
 
(a) 
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Figure 3. 1 (a) 1H NMR spectra of SEBS, SSEBS, APCL, and SSEBS-c-PCL; 
and (b) magnified 1H NMR spectra of SEBS and SSEBS in the range 7.4 to 6.2 
ppm. 
 
Infrared analysis was applied to further verify the sulfonation and reveal the 
interaction in the block ionomer complex. Figure 3.2 shows the FTIR spectra of 
SEBS, SSEBS, APCL and SSEBS-c-PCL. In the spectrum of SSEBS, 
characteristic bands at around 1172 and 1376 cm-1 can be easily seen, which 
indicates the symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibrations of the sulfonate 
group (O=S=O) produced by sulfonation. The absorptions at 1035 and 1100 cm-1 
can be ascribed to the vibrations of phenyl rings substituted with sulfonic acid 
group [174]. The broad absorption peak centered at ~3400 cm-1 (from 3133 cm-1 
to 3684 cm-1) in the SSEBS indicates that there are OH groups including free 
hydroxyl groups and hydrogen bonded hydroxyl groups between sulfonic acid 
groups, which further confirms the sulfonation of SEBS.  
According to studies on ionomer blends with similar interaction groups [132], 
proton transfer from sulfonic acid to amine moiety leading to ionic linkage is 
expected. In the present system, the amount of amine is much less than that of the 
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acid and the molar ratio of amine/acid is 0.16. Hence, it is anticipated that there is 
a large amount of remaining sulfonic acid groups and the acid bands in the 
infrared spectra can be strongly present. But, some characteristic changes can still 
be seen. Firstly, from the infrared spectrum of SSEBS-c-PCL, characteristic peaks 
of both SSEBS and APCL can be observed. Moreover, for the symmetric 
stretching vibration at 1172 cm-1, it changes into a doublet at ~1200 cm-1 which 
can be ascribed to the asymmetric vibration of the –SO3- ion [163]. According to 
Zundel et al. [175], when a proton is removed from a sulfonic acid group, the 
resulting anion has a pyramidal structure which gives a doubly degenerated 
asymmetric stretching vibration. However, the symmetry can be perturbed by the 
electrostatic field of the cation and the degeneracy is thus removed, leading to 
splitting of the vibration into a doublet. In addition, the neutralization involves the 
proton transfer from the sulfonic acid group (SO3H) to the amine group, which 
reduces the number of hydroxyl groups leading to a decrease in the strength of 
hydrogen bonding interaction. It can be seen that the absorption band at ~3432 
cm-1 for hydrogen bonded hydroxyl groups shifts to higher frequency in the 
spectrum of SSEBS-c-PCL, which indicates lower strength of the hydrogen 
bonding interaction [176]. This further confirms the neutralization reaction. Since 
the sulfonic acid groups well exceed the amine groups, it is likely that most of the 
amine groups are protonated and APCL is ionically linked to SSEBS. 
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Figure 3. 2 FTIR spectra of SEBS, SSEBS, APCL, and SSEBS-c-PCL. 
3.3.2 Phase Behavior and Crystallization 
The thermal behavior of SEBS, SSEBS and SSEBS-c-PCL was investigated by 
DSC. The second scan DSC thermograms of SSEBS and block ionomer complex 
SSEBS-c-PCL are shown in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4.  
Figure 3.3a presents the second heating scan of SEBS and SSEBS with different 
degrees of sulfonation. The corresponding cooling scan is shown in Figure 3.3b. 
The parent SEBS with two immiscible distinct blocks is known to have a 
microphase-separated structure consisting of a rubbery phase of EB blocks and 
hard micro-domains of PS blocks. Thus, two different Tg, i.e., one at ~ -40 °C for 
the EB block and another at ca. 80-90 °C for the PS block should be observed 
[130, 177, 178]. However, from the DSC curve for SEBS (Figure 3.3a), it is noted 
that there is no discernible Tg, which might be due to the insensitivity of DSC for 
detecting Tg. Meanwhile, a broad endotherm between -20 and 20 °C can be 
ascribed to the melting of small crystallites formed by long sequences of ethylene 
(Tm(E)) [130]. After sulfonation, an obvious Tg was found, which can be ascribed 
to the SPS block of SSEBS. For 14.2SSEBS, the Tg is located at 107 °C. With 
increasing degree of sulfonation, the Tg increases gradually and reaches to ~122 
°C for 41.5SSEBS. It is known that strong hydrogen bonding interactions usually 
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occur between SO3H groups in SPS blocks, restricting the chain mobility and 
thereby resulting in higher Tg for PS block [177].  
From the cooling scan (Figure 3.3b), an exothermic peak is readily seen for all the 
SSEBSs which can be attributed to the crystallization of ethylene segments  [130]. 
It is also noticed that the crystallization temperatures (Tc) of SSEBSs were slightly 
lower than that of the parent SEBS. The hydrogen bonding interaction between 
the SO3H groups in SPS block can act as the physical crosslink, which 
simultaneously confines the mobility of EB chains owing to the covalent bonding 
between SPS and EB blocks. Therefore, the restriction of chain mobility can be 
responsible for the depression of crystallization of the ethylene segments in 
SSEBS [179]. In addition it is shown from the DSC cooling scan that Tc of the 
ethylene segments decreases slightly with increasing sulfonation degree. 
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Figure 3. 3 DSC curves of SEBS and SSEBS: (a) second heating scan at 20 
°C/min; and (b) cooling scan at -10 °C/min. 
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Figure 3.4a shows clearly that neat APCL displays a melting point (Tm) at ~48 °C. 
After the neutralization with SSEBS, noticeable changes in the crystallization 
behavior of APCL can be observed. Firstly, there are sharp endothermic peaks 
assignable to the melting of APCL in the DSC curves of all block ionomer 
complexes except 1SSEBS-c-PCL containing the least APCL content (11.8 
wt.%). APCL in block ionomer complexes show almost the same Tm as neat 
APCL. 1SSEBS-c-PCL, however, does not display the melting peak of APCL, 
indicating that APCL is either dissolved or at least partially dissolved in SSEBS, 
since the melting point depression is a typical feature of a miscible polymer blend.  
Figure 3.4b reveals the crystallization of APCL in block ionomer complexes. Neat 
APCL displays a sharp exothermic peak at ~29 °C assignable to the crystallization 
of APCL. However, SSEBS-c-PCLs with relatively higher APCL content 
(3SSEBS-c-PCL and 4SSEBS-c-PCL) exhibit two exothermic peaks assignable to 
the crystallization of APCL. Compared to Tc of neat APCL (~29 °C), one of these 
two Tc is slightly higher (31 and 32 °C) and the other is lower (21 and 28 °C). By 
contrast, 2SSEBS-c-PCL shows a weak exothermic peak at 20 °C which is much 
lower than that of neat APCL whereas 1SSEBS-c-PCL does not even show a 
noticeable exothermic peak assignable to the crystallization of APCL.  
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Figure 3. 4 DSC curves of APCL and block ionomer complexes SSEBS-c-PCL: 
(a) second heating scan at 20 °C/min; and (b) cooling scan at -10 °C/min. 
 
These unique crystallization characteristics may result from the complex 
multiphase morphology and the miscibility between the components. For the 
1SSEBS-c-PCL, the APCL is probably completely dissolved in SPS micro-
domains as a result of the interaction between the sulfonic acid groups and tertiary 
amine end group of APCL. Thus, no APCL crystallites are present in this block 
ionomer complex, which is consistent with the SAXS results. With increasing 
molar ratio of amine/acid from 0.11 for 1SSEBS-c-PCL to 0.16 for 2SSEBS-c-
PCL (see Table 3.1), there may be some APCL not completely dissolved but 
crystallize with confinement in the SPS micro-domains. It is known that in the 
case of a block copolymer when the crystallization is confined in micro-domains, 
the crystallization is often depressed compared with the neat crystallizable 
homopolymer [130, 180]. Therefore, 2SSEBS-c-PCL exhibits a lower Tc than neat 
APCL. For the block ionomer complexes with higher APCL content, the presence 
of two crystallization peaks most possibly originates from two different 
populations of APCL crystallites, i.e., inside SPS micro-domains and the APCL 
matrix outside the SPS micro-domains [130]. For the APCL confined within SPS 
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micro-domains, the crystallization is depressed showing lower crystallization 
temperature whereas the APCL matrix shows higher crystallization temperature 
due to the possible heterogeneous nucleation effects of the neighbouring micro-
domains in this multi-phase system.  
Apart from the crystallization of APCL, an obvious crystallization peak can also 
be found for all block ionomer complexes which could be ascribed to the 
crystallization of the ethylene block (see Figure 3.4b). Compared to neat SSEBS, 
the crystallization temperature of ethylene block in block ionomer complexes is 
increased slightly. For example, Tc of the ethylene block in 4SSEBS-c-PCL 
increases to 7 °C while the ethylene block in the corresponding SSEBS 
(41.5SSEBS) shows a crystallization peak at 3 °C. Moreover, Tc increases with 
increasing APCL content in the block ionomers complexes, which demonstrates 
that the incorporation of APCL has some effects on the crystallization of the 
ethylene block. The crystallization of a polymer involves two crucial steps 
including nucleation and growth of the crystallites [180]. The crystallization 
temperature of ethylene block is lower than that of APCL which, hence, acts as 
the nucleus for crystallization of ethylene. Also, the presence of APCL might 
interfere with the hydrogen bonding interaction between SO3H groups in SPS 
block, enabling better mobility of ethylene segments. Therefore, it becomes easier 
to rearrange due to the plasticization effects of APCL resulting in a higher 
crystallization temperature.  
The semi-crystalline morphology of the block ionomer complexes was examined 
using a POM. Figure 3.5 shows the polarized images and it can be seen that block 
ionomer complexes SSEBS-c-PCL contain spherulites. For neat APCL, very well-
developed spherulitic structure is observed. The spherulitic morphology becomes 
coarser in SSEBS-c-PCLs. Indeed, the spherulites become smaller and less 
regular with decreasing APCL content. For 1SSEBS-c-PCL, small but clear 
spherulitic structures are visible, which is possibly due to the presence of ethylene 
crystallites. This speculation is based on the absence of the crystallization and 
melting peaks of APCL but the presence of the corresponding peaks for the 
ethylene block in the DSC curves of 1SSEBS-c-PCL. 
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Figure 3. 5 Polarized optical microscopy images of (a) neat APCL, (b) 4SSEBS-
c-PCL, (c) 3SSEBS-c-PCL, (d) 2SSEBS-c-PCL, and (e) 1SSEBS-c-PCL. 
 
3.3.3 Morphology of Block Ionomer Complex SSEBS-c-PCL 
SAXS measurements for parent SEBS, SSEBS and block ionomer complexes 
SSEBS-c-PCLs were performed at room temperature to study the micro-phase 
structures. Figure 3.6a shows the SAXS curves of SSEBS of different sulfonation 
degree, and Figure 3.6b shows the SAXS results of their corresponding block 
ionomer complexes. 
For parent SEBS, multiple scattering peaks can be observed in the SAXS profile, 
which indicates ordered nanoscale structures may exist in SEBS. The primary 
scattering peak is situated at q* from which a long spacing of 34 nm can be 
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calculated. In addition, higher order scattering peaks can be clearly seen at the 
positions of q/q* = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, which are characteristic of a lamellae 
arrangement [181]. For all SSEBSs, the SAXS profiles show well-defined peaks, 
indicating they are microphase-separated at nanoscale. However, compared with 
the SAXS profile of SEBS, the first-order scattering peaks become broader and a 
smaller number of secondary peaks are observed in the SAXS profiles of SSEBSs. 
This suggests less ordered micro-phase structure exist in SSEBSs where the 
sulfonate groups are attached to PS blocks. According to previous studies, light 
sulfonation of PS blocks may introduce two competing influences on the 
morphology and thereby the properties [148, 149, 151, 182]. That is, greater 
driving force for phase separation is caused since the difference in solubility 
parameters between each constituent blocks becomes larger with the introduction 
of ionic groups onto the PS blocks. However, phase separation may be 
simultaneously hindered owing to the reduced mobility of the ionic blocks caused 
by some specific interactions, such as hydrogen bonding or ion-ion interactions. 
However, the results of these competing effects have not been fully understood. 
Based on the obtained SAXS results, it seems that the latter effect dominates, that 
is, SSEBS shows less-ordered micro-phase structure after the sulfonic acid groups 
are introduced onto the PS blocks.  
Also, it is shown from the SAXS profile of 14.2SSEBS that the primary scattering 
peak is located at a position corresponding to a long spacing of 27 nm. With 
increasing sulfonation degree, the primary scattering peak shifts slightly to a 
lower scattering vector, indicative of increase in average distance between 
neighboring micro-domains. This probably originates from the fact that more 
sulfonate groups are grafted onto the PS block for SSEBS with higher sulfonation 
degree. Moreover, it is evident that the characteristic scattering peaks become 
broader which indicates reduced ordering for SSEBS with higher sulfonation 
degree. For instance, there is only one broad secondary peak for 41.5SSEBS and 
the long spacing increases to 34 nm. 
After neutralization with APCL, the micro-phase structure of the block ionomer 
becomes less ordered which is demonstrated by the presence of broader scattering 
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peaks (Figure 3.6b). In addition, block ionomer complexes with higher APCL 
content (4SSEBS-c-PCL and 3SSEBS-c-PCL) exhibit no higher order reflections 
in the SAXS profiles, indicating the deterioration of micro-phase structure. The 
micro-phase structure of block ionomer undergoes a transition from a relatively 
ordered arrangement to a disordered structure by introduction of APCL. It is also 
noticed that the long spacing between micro-domains increases remarkably for all 
the complexes compared with corresponding SSEBS. For example, after 
incorporation of APCL into 18.8SSEBS, the long spacing increases from 30 to 39 
nm. This is consistent with the morphology studies by AFM described in the 
following text, that is, the SPS phase is remarkably swollen after the incorporation 
of APCL. It is well-established that the microphase structure of a block copolymer 
is determined by the value of the phase parameter Ȥ1, where Ȥ is the interaction 
parameter and 1 is the degree of polymerization [183]. As Ȥ1 increases, the 
equilibrium block copolymer micro-phase structure transfers from disordered 
phase, bcc spheres, hexagonally packed cylinders, and lastly to lamellae [184]. 
The interaction between APCL and SPS enhances the miscibility leading to lower 
Tg of the SPS block due to the plasticization effect and also disrupts the hydrogen 
bonding between SO3H groups within the SPS phase [130]. From this viewpoint, 
ȤVKRXOGGHFUHDVHDQGWKXVȤ1. Moreover, the introduction of APCL has disrupted 
the strong interaction between SO3H groups which acts as physical crosslinks in 
SSEBS. Thus, the apparent molecular weight (degree of polymerization) 1 
decreases and so is Ȥ1 [185]. This possibly explains why the micro-phase 
structure experiences a transition to a less ordered structure after the introduction 
of APCL into SSEBS.  
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Figure 3. 6 SAXS profiles of (a) SEBS and SSEBS with different sulfonation 
degree; and (b) block ionomer complexes from the corresponding SSEBS at room 
temperature. Each profile is shifted vertically for clarity. 
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Figure 3. 7 SAXS profiles of block ionomer complexes SSEBS-c-PCLs at 70 ºC. 
Each profile is shifted vertically for clarity. 
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Crystallization of APCL may also have profound impact on the micro-phase 
structure of block ionomer complexes [130]. From the DSC studies discussed 
above we know that there are APCL crystallites in the block ionomer complexes 
except 1SSEBS-c-PCL. To examine the effect of crystallization of APCL on the 
micro-phase structure, SAXS tests were conducted at 70 ºC, which is above the 
melting point of APCL. At this temperature, the crystalline APCL becomes the 
melt, resulting in a micro-phase separated structure of amorphous APCL and 
SSEBS. The obtained SAXS profiles are shown in Figure 3.7. Firstly, we can see 
that there is almost no change in the profile of 1SSEBS-c-PCL, indicating no 
changes occur in the micro-phase structure at this temperature. By contrast, 
multiple scattering peaks are discernible for the other three complexes unlike the 
profiles obtained at room temperature, suggesting there may be some ordered 
nanostructures. This remarkable change is particularly obvious for 4SSEBS-c-
PCL.  
The morphologies of parent SEBS, SSEBS and SSEBS-c-PCL were further 
investigated using AFM. Thin films of the samples used for observation were 
prepared by spin coating on glass slide from the THF solution. The AFM phase 
images of SEBS, SSEBS (typically, 29.8SSEBS), and the corresponding 3SSEBS-
c-PCL are presented in Figure 3.8, showing microphase-separated morphologies 
for all studied samples. For SEBS, disorganized, poorly packed wormlike 
microphase morphology is seen (Figure 3.8a), in agreement with a previous study 
on SEBS films cast from solvent [186]. In contrast, SSEBS exhibit (Figure 3.8b) 
wormlike microphase structures with longer and narrower micro-domains. The 
micro-domains (brighter regions) of ~20 nm average width are obtained by 
introducing the sulfonate groups into the polystyrene (PS) blocks. Also, the EB 
micro-domains (dark regions) appear as wormlike structure with an average width 
of ~30 nm. The wormlike structure originates from micro-phase separation 
between the relatively stiff sulfonated polystyrene (SPS) blocks containing 
sulfonate groups and the soft EB segments, forming SPS-rich phase and EB-rich 
phase. The incorporation of APCL into SSEBS increases the size of micro-
domains as shown in Figure 3.8c due to the miscibility between PCL side-chains 
and SPS as a result of the neutralization reaction between the tertiary amine group 
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of APCL and the sulfonic acid groups. In 3SSEBS-c-PCL, the long, narrow 
micro-domains of SPS blocks were interrupted, resulting in shorter micro-
domains with an average width of 30-50 nm and the wormlike micro-domains are 
remarkably swollen. 
 
 
 
Figure 3. 8 AFM phase images of (a) block copolymer SEBS, (b) block ionomer 
29.8SSEBS and (c) block ionomer complex 3SSEBS-c-PCL. 
 
3.3.4 Mapping Quantitative Mechanical Properties at Nanoscale 
Recent development in peak force mode AFM techniques offers the potential for 
imaging the mechanical properties of material at nanoscale [187-190]. It now 
becomes possible to obtain truly quantitative material property mapping with high 
resolution and precision, including elastic modulus, adhesion, deformation, and 
dissipation map of nanostructured materials. Such maps can be successfully used 
to identify and characterize the composition and properties of multi-phase 
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materials. However, little work has been reported using this technique to 
characterize block copolymers. Hence, we will use it here to evaluate the 
nanomechanical properties of SSEBS-c-PCL. The results discussed below, except 
indicated otherwise, are for 18.8SSEBS and its corresponding block ionomer 
complex 2SSEBS-c-PCL. 
Triblock copolymer SEBS consists of hard and soft components and usually 
displays microphase-separated morphology revealed by AFM investigations [191, 
192]. Figure 3.9 shows simultaneously generated topography and elastic modulus 
maps of SEBS, SSEBS, and SSEBS-c-PCL by PeakForce QNM. Distinct contrast 
in these maps suggests that there are at least two different phases with different 
properties. Surface topography images in Figures 3.9a1, b1 and c1 demonstrate 
wormlike micro-phase structures in SEBS which remain almost unchanged in 
SSEBS and SSEBS-c-PCL except slight changes in domain sizes. From the 
corresponding elastic modulus maps, it can be found that there are two distinct 
phases showing different elastic modulus. Consider SEBS, the bright region in 
Figure 3.9a2 shows higher elastic modulus. By contrast, there is another phase 
showing lower modulus. Owing to the difference in viscoelasticity between PS 
and PEB components, the phase with higher elastic modulus can be attributed to 
the hard PS rich phase while that with lower elastic modulus is probably due to 
the soft PEB rich phase [193-195].  
To further study the properties and their variation from SEBS, SSEBS, to SSEBS-
c-PCL, DMT modulus maps and corresponding histograms are shown in Figures 
3.10 and 3.11, respectively. The DMT elastic modulus profiles along the dotted 
lines in the modulus maps are also displayed in Figure 3.10, which clearly 
indicate that the bright region has higher modulus values and the dark region 
lower values. The dark and bright dots marked on the modulus maps are two 
typical points showing higher and lower modulus, respectively, for the 
corresponding hard and soft phases. The elastic modulus values vary from 5.87 to 
35.84 MPa for SEBS, 10.24 to 36.91 MPa for SSEBS, and 11.27 to 51.46 MPa for 
SSEBS-c-PCL along the cross-sections.  
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Figure 3. 9 Topographic images and elastic modulus maps of (a) SEBS, (b) 
SSEBS, and (c) SSEBS-c-PCL.  
 
From the modulus maps in Figure 3.10, the average, maximum and minimum 
modulus values can be obtained. The mean modulus increases from 18.20 MPa 
for SEBS and 19.51 MPa for SSEBS to 36.1 MPa for SSEBS-c-PCL. Further, the 
maximum modulus increases slightly from 40.20 MPa for SEBS to 42.49 MPa for 
SSEBS, but dramatically to 63.11 MPa for SSEBS-c-PCL. The minimum 
modulus values for SSEBS and SSEBS-c-PCL (9.30 and 6.5 PMa) also increase 
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compared with SEBS (4.58 MPa). The histograms in Figure 3.11 demonstrate the 
distribution of the modulus values. It is clearly seen that the elastic modulus of the 
majority of the scanned surfaces (peak in the distribution curve) increases, 
especially for SSEBS-c-PCL.  
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Figure 3. 10 Elastic modulus maps of (a1) SEBS, (b1) SSEBS, and (c1) SSEBS-c-
PCL. Numerical values in each image across the sections indicated by the dotted 
lines in (a1) (b1), and (c1) are shown in (a2), (b2), and (c2), respectively. The dark 
and bright dots marked on the modulus maps correspond to the points in the 
modulus profiles indicated by the dash lines, exhibiting higher and lower 
modulus, respectively.  
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Figure 3. 11 Histograms of elastic modulus of (a) SEBS, (b) SSEBS, and (c) 
SSEBS-c-PCL. The histograms are based on the scan areas same as those shown 
in Figure 3.10. 
 
The results obtained above indicate that sulfonation and subsequent complexation 
with APCL increase the modulus of both phases consisting of stiff PS blocks and 
soft EB blocks. The increase in modulus with sulfonation is probably due to the 
presence of hydrogen bonds between sulfonic acid groups in SPS blocks which 
serve as physical crosslinks [196]. For the block ionomer complex, the presence 
of APCL side chains ionically linked to SPS block may bring about two 
competing factors contributing to the modulus. Firstly, APCL forms ionic linkage 
with SO3H groups in SPS blocks leading to interference of hydrogen bonds 
between SO3H groups. Secondly, however, APCL tends to crystallize in the block 
ionomer complex although this process is depressed to some extent. Based on the 
obtained results, it may be inferred that the latter factor is more dominant, 
yielding improved modulus. In addition, the phase with higher modulus 
assignable to the hard PS components shows much more pronounced changes 
after sulfonation and complexation. Especially, the complexation of SSEBS with 
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APCL increases the modulus of hard phase (SPS phase) dramatically, further 
confirming that APCL interacts mainly with SPS blocks. Although no chemical 
changes take place for PEB blocks during the sulfonation and compexation, there 
exist some changes in the properties of the soft phase (EB component) from SEBS 
to SSEBS-c-PCL.  
Also, there exists some inconsistency in the modulus obtained from peak force 
QNM and that of the bulk samples. The minimum modulus obtained in the 
present work is slightly lower than that of bulk EB samples. The maximum 
modulus, however, is much lower than that of bulk PS samples. These results 
suggest that the soft and hard segments might affect each other and the boundaries 
could not be easily identified. Similar results have been reported by other groups, 
namely, the properties at nanoscale might not agree precisely with those of the 
bulk samples due to the microstructure effects on each other [188, 193-195]. In 
other words, there are rubbery layers in the probed volume, i.e., soft EB blocks 
might surround or under the hard PS blocks leading to dramatic decrease in its 
modulus. Further, other possible factors such as contact area, tip geometry and 
local value of Poisson’s ratio may also accounts for the decrease in modulus.   
3.4 Conclusions 
 
Block ionomer complexes, SSEBS-c-PCL, were prepared by chemical 
combination of sulfonated SEBS and tertiary amine-terminated PCL. Proton 
transfers from the sulfonic acid groups to the amine group of APCL resulting in 
the ion-ion interaction between SSEBS and APCL. Morphology investigation 
demonstrates that the micro-phase structure of block ionomer undergoes a 
transition from relatively ordered structure to less ordered morphology by the 
introduction of APCL. DSC results reveal that APCL exhibits unique 
crystallization behavior due to the effects of miscibility and restriction imposed by 
the SPS micro-domains. Crystallization is generally depressed compared with 
neat APCL and two crystallization peaks are observed for the complexes with 
relatively higher APCL content (3SSEBS-c-PCL and 4SSEBS-c-PCL). 
Spherulitic semi-crystalline structures are observed for neat APCL and the 
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spherilites become smaller and irregular in block ionomer complexes. 
Quantitative mapping of mechanical properties at nanoscale using AFM indicates 
that the block ionomer complexes show higher average elastic modulus than 
SEBS and SSEBS, possibly owing to the incorporation of crystalline APCL.  
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Self-assembly of Block Ionomer Complexes in 
Epoxy Thermosets  
4.1 Introduction 
The fabrication of nanostructured epoxy thermosets has attracted considerable 
interest recently by both industry and academic communities [9, 197]. The 
formation of nanostructured thermoset blends with amphiphilic block copolymers 
was first reported by Bates and coworkers [20, 21]. Since this pioneering work, 
extensive investigations have been conducted on nanostructured thermosets and 
various block copolymer architectures used to obtain equilibrium ordered and 
disordered nanostructures in epoxy thermosets [38, 43, 56, 115] and phenolic 
resins [69, 198]. In most cases, the block copolymer is amphiphilic such that one 
block is miscible and the other block immiscible with the thermoset precursors. 
By designing block copolymer with desirable architecture, they can self-organize 
into various ordered and disordered nanostructures prior to curing and the 
nanostructures can be fixed by subsequent curing reaction. Furthermore, it has 
also been reported that nanostructures in thermosets can be achieved via reaction-
induced microphase separation [22, 28, 33]. In this approach, sub-chains of the 
block copolymers were de-mixed when curing occurred while the remaining sub-
chains were still miscible with the epoxy matrix. Conversely, based on the 
chemical compatibilization concept, reactive block copolymers have been 
developed to modify epoxy resins. That is, reactive groups are incorporated to 
promote miscibility by forming covalent linkages with epoxy network in the 
resulting blends [39, 62, 65, 199].  
In this chapter, we investigate the self-assembly of the obtained block ionomer 
complex described in chapter 3 in epoxy matrix, aiming to study its ability to act 
as template to prepare nanostructured epoxy blends. Both block copolymer 
polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene-ran-butylene)-block-polystyrene (SEBS) and 
block ionomer SSEBS are immiscible with DGEBA type epoxy resin. However, it 
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is surprising that the block ionomer complex SSEBS-c-PCL can be easily mixed 
with epoxy resin, thereby acting as an efficient modifier to achieve nanostructured 
epoxy thermosets. The design of this block ionomer complex was based on the 
idea that SSEBS-c-PCL contains “epoxy miscible” PCL side-chains that can be 
dissolved in the cured epoxy matrix and the “epoxy immiscible” SSEBS main-
chain that may form nanostructures. Macroscopic phase separation can be avoided 
due to the epoxy-miscible PCL side-chains in SSEBS-c-PCL. Curing of the 
mixtures of SSEBS-c-PCL and the epoxy precursor DGEBA with 4,4’-
methylenedianiline (MDA) resulted in nanostructured thermoset blends.  
4.2 Experimental section 
4.2.1 Materials  
Polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene-ran-butylene)-block-polystyrene (SEBS)  
containing 29 mol% polystyrene blocks was the same as that described in Chapter 
3. The epoxy precursor was diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A (DGEBA) and the 
epoxide equivalent weight is 172-176. The hardener was ƍ-methylenedianiline 
(MDA). They both were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. 
4.2.2 Preparation of Epoxy Thermosets Containing Block 
Ionomer Complex SSEBS-c-PCL 
The preparation of block ionomer complex SSEBS-c-PCL is described in detail in 
Section 3.2.2-3.2.4. The SSEBS-c-PCL used in this chapter is 3SSEBS-c-PCL in 
Chapter 3. To prepare the epoxy thermosets with SSEBS-c-PCL, the epoxy 
precursor DGEBA and SSEBS-c-PCL were separately dissolved in THF. Then, 
individual THF solutions of DGEBA and SSEBS-c-PCL were mixed and acutely 
stirred. Meanwhile, a stoichiometric amount of curing agent MDA was added and 
stirred to form a homogeneous mixture. The solvent was evaporated at room 
temperature in the fume hood first and the vacuum oven next. The obtained 
blends was then poured into a preheated aluminum pan and cured at 120 °C for 17 
h and post-cured successively at 180 °C for 2 h. 
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4.2.3 Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectroscopy 
Samples were subjected to a Bruker Vertex 70 FTIR spectrometer to get FTIR 
spectra. The bulk epoxy blends were grounded well with KBr powder and pressed 
into KBr disks and then dried under vacuum prior to measurement. The FTIR 
spectra were collected in the standard wave number range 600–4000 cm-1 with a 
resolution of 4 cm-1. 
4.2.4 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 
The calorimetric measurements of the epoxy thermosets were made on a TA 
Q200 differential scanning calorimeter in a dry nitrogen atmosphere. Details are 
given in Section 3.2.7.  
4.2.5 Microphase Morphology Investigation  
The morphology of the epoxy thermosets with SSEBS-c-PCL was investigated by 
atomic force microscopy (AFM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and 
small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). For AFM and TEM observation, a Leica 
EM UC6 ultramicrotome was employed to cut the bulk samples into ultrathin 
films. The AFM measurements of the samples were conducted on a Bruker 
MultiMode™ 8 SPM instrument (Bruker Nano Surface Business, Santa Barbara, 
CA 93117, USA); the phase images were obtained with tapping mode in air. The 
set-point ranged from 195 mV to 350 mV while a typical scan rate was at 0.75~1 
Hz. RTESPA probes (Bruker AXS) with spring constant of ~40 N/m were used. 
For TEM measurements, the obtained ultrathin films (~70nm thick) of samples 
were subjected to ruthenium tetroxide (RuO4) to get stained. A JEOL JEM-2100 
transmission electron microscope was employed to perform the TEM experiments 
at an acceleration voltage of 100 kV. SAXS measurements were carried out at the 
Australian Synchrotron on the small/wide angle X-ray scattering beam-line 
utilizing an undulator source that allowed measurement at a very high flux to 
moderate scattering angles and a good flux at the minimum q limit (0.012 nm-1). 
The intensity profiles were interpreted as the plot of scattering intensity (I) versus 
VFDWWHULQJYHFWRUT ȜVLQșș VFDWWHULQJDQJOH 
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4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 Miscibility and Thermal Behavior of Epoxy Thermosets 
Containing Block Ionomer Complex SSEBS-c-PCL 
The epoxy precursor used in the present work was DGEBA and the curing agent 
MDA. Before curing, all blends were homogeneous and transparent, i.e., no 
macroscopic phase separation can be observed at room temperature. Epoxy blends 
containing up to 50 wt.% of block ionomer complex SSEBS-c-PCL were 
prepared. All cured blends remained homogeneous and transparent, confirming no 
reaction-induced macroscopic phase separation occurred in the blends during cure 
at 120 oC.  
The thermal behavior of epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends cured with MDA was 
studied and their second scan DSC curves are given in Figure 4.1. The neat 
SSEBS-c-PCL displays a sharp endothermic peak at 49 °C due to the melting 
transition of the PCL side-chains which are ionically linked to the block ionomer 
SSEBS. It is noted that all the cured blends do not exhibit melting transition of the 
PCL side-chains, suggesting that PCL side-chains are miscible or at least partially 
miscible with the cured epoxy network and no crystalline form of PCL exists in 
these blends. It has been proven that the PCL homopolymer is miscible with 
epoxy matrix cured with aromatic amine and penetrated into the cross-linked 
epoxy networks [176, 200]. In the present case, the depression in Tg of the epoxy-
rich phase has provided further evidence of the miscibility between the PCL side-
chains and the epoxy matrix. The Tg of the neat cured epoxy is 176 °C and it can 
be seen that Tg of the epoxy thermoset blends decreases with increasing content of 
the block ionomer complex SSEBS-c-PCL. The decreased Tg can be ascribed to 
the plasticization effect of the PCL side-chains on the epoxy matrix [176, 200]. 
Further, the excess sulfonic acid may react with the curing agent (MDA) and 
meanwhile catalyze the curing reaction, leading to reduced cure which could also 
cause the depression of the blend’s Tg.. 
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Figure 4. 1 Second scan DSC curves of epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends at a heating 
rate of 20 °C/min. 
 
4.3.2 Morphology of Epoxy Thermosets Containing Block 
Ionomer Complex SSEBS-c-PCL 
The morphology of MDA-cured epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends was examined by 
means of SAXS, AFM and TEM. Figure 4.2 shows SAXS profiles of the 
epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends. Clearly, well-defined scattering peaks appeared in 
all cases except for the blends with 2.5 and 5 wt.% SSEBS-c-PCL. These multiple 
scattering peaks indicate that the blends are indeed microphase-separated and may 
contain long-range ordered nanostructures. It is known that the scattering peaks 
VLWXDWHG DW T YDOXHV RI  ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ DQG ¥ UHODWLYH WR WKH ILUVW-order 
scattering peak position are the characteristic of a plane triangular reciprocal 
lattice, and hence of a hexagonal columnar (or cylindrical) structure [201]. In 
addition, it is also plausible to propose that these are the characteristic scattering 
peaks of spherical nanophases which are organized in cubic lattices such as body-
centered cubic, face-centered cubic, or simple cubic symmetries [202]. In the 
present work, the blends containing 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 wt.% SSEBS-c-PCL 
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exhibit multiple scattering peaks, implying that they possess some ordered 
nanostructures, that is, the hexagonally packed cylindrical or cubic arranged 
spherical nanophases. This is interesting because the plain SSEBS-c-PCL only 
displays a disordered morphology. The occurrence of some ordered 
nanostructures implies that SSEBS-c-PCL might have been decomposed to some 
extent as the tertiary amine group of the APCL could take part in the cure 
reaction.  
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Figure 4. 2 SAXS profiles of epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends. 
 
In addition, it is also noted from the SAXS pattern that the first-order scattering 
peak show slight shift to a higher q value and the long spacing reduced to 26 nm 
when the content of SSEBS-c-PCL increases to 30 wt.%. However, as the content 
of SSEBS-c-PCL continues to increase, the position of the first-order scattering 
peak shifts to lower q value. The long spacing between neighboring micro-
domains in the thermoset blends with 40 and 50 wt.% SSEBS-c-PCL is increased 
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to 30 and 34 nm, respectively. Thus, the average distance between the 
neighboring micro-domains first decreases and then increases when the content of 
the block ionomer complex SSEBS-c-PCL increases. This result is consistent with 
those of AFM and TEM observations discussed below. It should be pointed out 
that no pronounced scattering peak is observed for the blends with 5 and 2.5 wt.% 
of SSEBS-c-PCL, which might originate from the very low content of epoxy 
immiscible block (EB block) at these compositions in the blends.  
The AFM phase images of thermoset blends with 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 wt.% 
SSEBS-c-PCL are shown in Figure 4.3. Microphase-separated morphologies were 
observed in all blends. According to the difference in the viscoelastic properties 
and volume fraction between epoxy and EB rubbery phases, the dark dispersed 
regions are the rubbery EB phase while the bright continuous regions can be 
attributed to the cross-linked epoxy matrix that is mixed with the PCL side-chain 
of SSEBS-c-PCL. Hence, there are two distinct phases showing the separated EB 
phase and the epoxy matrix phase. The EB blocks are assembled into disordered 
spherical micro-domains and well dispersed in the continuous epoxy matrix for all 
the studied blends. The structure of the dispersed microphase remains little 
changed with increasing SSEBS-c-PCL content while the inter-domain distance 
decreases with increasing SSEBS-c-PCL concentration. For the blend with 5 wt.% 
of SSEBS-c-PCL, the separated EB micro-domains are dispersed in the epoxy 
matrix with sizes ~15-20 nm (Figure 4.3a). With increasing content of SSEBS-c-
PCL up to 10 wt.%, the average size of the EB micro-domains is increased to ~20 
nm. However, the average size decreases slightly when the content of SSEBS-c-
PCL is 10 wt.% and above. 
However, close scrutiny of AFM images show another phase. It can be seen that 
the boundary between the two phases is ambiguous and there is a transitional 
region surrounding the dark spherical micro-domains. This region is attributed to 
an interphase composed of SPS. The formation mechanism of this interphase will 
be discussed later.  
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Figure 4. 3 AFM phase images of epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends with (a) 5, (b) 10, 
(c) 20, (d) 30, (e) 40 and (f) 50 wt.% SSEBS-c-PCL. 
 
The morphology of MDA-cured epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends was further studied 
by TEM whose images are shown in Figure 4.4. Clearly, formation of disordered 
spherical nanostructures in the cured epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends in 90/10 to 
50/50 composition range is displayed. In terms of the difference in electron 
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density of different groups, the continuous dark regions are cross-linked epoxy 
matrix. For the 90/10, 80/20 and 70/30 cured epoxy/ SSEBS-c-PCL blends, 
spherical micro-domains with an average size of ~15 nm in diameter are dispersed 
in a continuous epoxy matrix (Figures 4.4a-4.4c). The inset in Figure 4.4b is a 
magnified image of the selected area showing more clearly a thin dark region 
(formed by the phase-separated SPS block due to preferential RuO4 staining) 
[203, 204] surrounding the spherical micro-domains composed of “epoxy-
hydrophobic” rubbery phase of the EB block. It is obvious that the MDA-cured 
epoxy blends with the block ionomer complex show microphase separated 
morphology where the phase separated EB micro-domains self-organized into 
disordered spheres and dispersed in the continuous epoxy matrix. The phase-
separated SPS blocks are enriched at the surface of EB spherical micro-domains 
due to the covalent bonding which is identified by the occurrence of bright 
spheres surrounded by dark regions shown in the TEM images. With increasing 
SSEBS-c-PCL concentration, the morphology of the cured blends remains 
unchanged while the average distance between neighboring spherical micro-
domains decreases slightly.  
Figures 4.4d-4.4e show the TEM images of MDA-cured epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL 
blends with 40 and 50 wt.% SSEBS-c-PCL. It is noted that the spherical micro-
domains are highly aggregated. To further reveal the microphase structure, a 
higher magnification image of the blend containing 50 wt.% SSEBS-c-PCL is 
given in Figure 4.4f. It can be seen that individual spherical micro-domains are 
well dispersed in the continuous epoxy-rich microphase.   
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Figure 4. 4 TEM images of epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends with (a) 10, (b) 20, (c) 
30, (d) 40, and (e) 50 wt.% SSEBS-c-PCL. (f) is same as (e) but taken at a higher 
magnification. The inset in (b) is a magnified image of the selected area showing 
the microstructure of bright spheres surrounding by dark regions. 
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4.3.3 Hydrogen Bonding Interactions 
Hydrogen bonding interactions in the epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends were studied 
by FTIR spectroscopy. The hydroxyl stretching region and carbonyl region in the 
FTIR spectra of epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends are shown in Figures 4.5a and 4.5b, 
respectively. Epoxy is a self-associating polymer owing to the presence of 
hydroxyl groups. From the spectrum of the plain cured epoxy, it can be seen that 
there is a broad band situated at around 3402 cm-1 with a weak shoulder peak at 
approximately 3551 cm-1. These broad band and shoulder peak can be ascribed to 
the stretching vibrations of self-associated and non-associated hydroxyl groups, 
respectively. Moreover, it can be seen from the FTIR spectra of the epoxy blends 
that the band at 3402 cm-1 due to the associated hydroxyl groups is noted to shift 
to higher frequencies when the concentration of SSEBS-c-PCL increases. This 
result suggests that there is hydrogen bonding between the hydroxyl groups of 
epoxy and SSEBS-c-PCL and its strength is lower than that of the self-association 
of hydroxyl groups in epoxy [53, 176]. Further, it can be seen from Figure 4.5b 
that SSEBS-c-PCL exhibits a broad band centered at around 1726 cm-1 and a 
shoulder peak at about 1737 cm-1, which can be assigned to the stretching 
vibrations of PCL side-chains in the crystalline and amorphous forms, 
respectively. For the blends, the stretching vibrations of the PCL side-chains in 
the crystalline state shift to higher frequencies when increases epoxy content, 
suggesting that the PCL side-chains are dissolved in the blends and become 
amorphous. Meanwhile, a weak band at around 1706 cm-1 can be observed, 
indicating that hydrogen bonding interactions exist between the hydroxyl groups 
of epoxy and carbonyl groups of PCL side-chains [53, 176].  
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Figure 4. 5 Infrared spectra corresponding to the wave number region of (a) 3000-
4000 cm-1 and (b) 1680-1800 cm-1 of epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends. 
 
4.3.4 Formation Mechanism of Nanostructures in Epoxy 
Thermosets Containing Block Ionomer Complex SSEBS-c-PCL 
The SSEBS with sulfonic groups (SO3H) was expected to be miscible with the 
epoxy matrix. This idea was based on the knowledge that the SO3H groups can 
react with curing gent MDA through neutralization between SO3H and the amine 
group [163]. However, our experimental results showed that obvious macroscopic 
separation took place in the blends of SSEBS and epoxy. Neither the block 
copolymer SEBS nor the block ionomer SSEBS is miscible with DGEBA type 
epoxy resin. The introduction of PCL side-chains by neutralization has enabled 
the preparation of nanostructured thermoset blends in this work. The existence of 
“epoxy-miscible” PCL side-chains of SSEBS-c-PCL can avoid macrophase 
separation efficiently. FTIR study revealed hydrogen bonding interaction forms 
between the hydroxyl groups of cured epoxy and the PCL side-chains of SSEBS-
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c-PCL. It is significant that the ionically linked block ionomer complex SSEBS-c-
PCL can be used as an alternative of covalently bonded PCL-based block 
copolymers to achieve nanostructures in the thermosetting blends.  
Knowledge of the miscibility and phase behavior of these thermosetting blends 
before and after curing is useful to understand the formation mechanism of the 
nanostructures in the blends. First, the mixtures of epoxy precursor (DGEBA), 
curing agent MDA and SSEBS-c-PCL were transparent at the curing temperature 
(120 °C) prior to curing, indicating that the blends were homogenous and 
macroscopic phase separation could not be observed. PCL is miscible with amine-
cured epoxy resins before and after curing, which is due to the presence of 
hydrogen bonding between the hydroxyl and ester groups of PCL [176, 200]. 
Moreover, the rubbery EB blocks are immiscible with the epoxy precursor, 
forming spheres prior to the curing reaction. 
As for SPS, where PS is partially sulfonated, its solubility with DEGBA can be 
examined in terms of solubility parameters. Solubility parameters provides an 
approximate estimate on the miscibility of blends, namely, those species with 
similar solubility parameters values tend to be miscible with each other [205]. The 
solubility parameters of PS and the fully sulfonated PS are taken from Ref [155]: 
Ɂ୔ୗ = 9.1 (cal/cm3)0.5 and Ɂୗ = 16.6 (cal/cm3)0.5, so that the solubility parameter of 
partially sulfonated SPS, Ɂୗ୔ୗ, is  
Ɂୗ୔ୗ = ׎୔ୗɁ୔ୗ + ׎ୗɁୗ= 9.1׎୔ୗ +16.6 ׎ୗ   (4.1) 
where ׎୔ୗ and ׎ୗ  are volume fractions of styrene monomer and sulfonated 
styrene monomer in the partially sulfonated PS segments. Thus, sulfonation 
increases the solubility parameter of PS. It is known that mixtures of DGEBA and 
PS display the upper critical solution temperature (UCST) behavior and the 
highest critical solution temperature is ~80 °C [73, 74]. Since the curing 
temperature is higher than this temperature, it is suggested that PS is miscible 
with DGEBA at this temperature and hence the difference between ߜ୔ୗ  and 
ߜୈୋ୉୆୅  is very small. However, the increased solubility parameter ߜୗ୔ୗ  due to 
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sulfonation of PS increases the difference in the solubility parameter of these two 
components. Therefore, in this respect, SPS is less miscible with epoxy precursor 
than unmodified PS. It is possible that SPS is excluded from the blends, forming 
its own phase. Meanwhile, the rubbery EB blocks are immiscible with the epoxy 
precursor. It can be deduced that the nanostructure, spherical micro-domains of 
EB blocks surrounded with a shell, in these blends formed before curing via self-
assembly mechanism. The nanostructures are retained during curing which locks 
in the morphology. 
However, it is known that specific interactions like hydrogen bonding can 
enhance the miscibility significantly. As discussed, the sulfonate groups might 
form ionic interaction or hydrogen bonding with MDA or DGEBA precursor. It is 
not easy to measure the strength of the interaction and ascertain if the interaction 
can compensate the effects of sulfonation on its solubility parameter. 
Nevertheless, it is certain that SPS are microphase separated or at least partially 
separated from epoxy in the cured blends according to the morphology observed 
by AFM and TEM. In addition, the PS and EB blocks are chemically bonded. 
Hence, the SPS block linked directly to the EB block has to enrich at the surfaces 
of the self-assembled EB micro-domains, forming the thin dark region 
surrounding the spherical micro-domains in Figure 4.4b. The formation of the 
nanostructures in epoxy thermosets containing SSEBS-c-PCL can be 
schematically illustrated in scheme 4.1. 
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Scheme 4. 1 Formation of nanostructures in epoxy thermosets with block ionomer 
complex SSEBS-c-PCL. 
4.4 Conclusions 
The sulfonaion of SEBS does not achieve the expected miscibility with DGEBA 
type epoxy resin. However, the ionically linked, “epoxy miscible” PCL side-
chains in the block ionomer complex SSEBS-c-PCL enables successful 
preparation of nanostructured thermosets and macroscopic separation can be 
prevented efficiently. In the cured epoxy blends with SSEBS-c-PCL, rubbery EB 
phase self-assembles to spherical micro-domains surrounded by microphase 
separated SPS phase while the PCL side-chains remain dissolved in the cured 
epoxy matrix. When the content of SSEBS-c-PCL is increased to 40 and 50 wt.%, 
spherical micro-domains are highly aggregated. The block ionomer complex 
  DGEBA 
MDA
EB SPS   PCL 
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SSEBS-c-PCL can hence be used as an effective modifier to achieve 
nanostructures in epoxy blends. This is a new route to nanostructured thermosets 
hitherto not reported previously.  
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C H A P T E R  F I V E  
Toughening of Epoxy Thermosets with Block 
Ionomer Complexes  
5.1 Introduction 
Toughening of brittle epoxy thermosets has been intensively studied in the past 
few decades since the lack of toughness is one of the major reasons limiting their 
more widespread engineering applications [206]. One of the most successful 
strategies of improving the fracture toughness of epoxy is to introduce a second 
phase into the epoxy matrix. In these systems, the fracture toughness can be 
increased by forming multiphase morphology able to initiate various toughening 
mechanisms during crack growth [4, 5]. The most widely researched technique 
involves the development of a multiphase structure with either rubber [93, 207] or 
thermoplastic modifiers [208-211].   
In the past few years, many researchers have been studying the fundamentals of 
structure–property relationships in nanostructured thermosets containing block 
copolymers [60, 64, 115-117, 119, 120, 212]. Among these researchers, Bates and 
co-workers have investigated the impact of various nanostructures, e.g., spherical 
micelles, vesicles and wormlike vesicles, on the mechanical properties of 
nanostructured thermosets. It is found that the toughening effect is substantially 
dependent on the shape and size of the second phase as well as the interactions of 
the second phase with the matrix. These structural parameters and the interactions 
with epoxy matrix significantly affect the fracture characteristics, such as 
debonding of the micro-domains from the matrix, crack deflection, enhanced 
yielding, and crack-wake bridging. Hence, the toughening mechanism varies for 
the nanostructured thermosets with different types of nanophases. Even though a 
few studies have involved the relationships between structures and properties, 
there is still a considerable gap in knowledge regarding the relationships between 
the nanostructures in thermosets and their mechanical properties notably fracture 
toughness.  
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In last chapter, we demonstrated the preparation of nanostructured thermosets 
with a block ionomer complex SSEBS-c-PCL. This study has shown that the 
ionically linked block ionomer complex SSEBS-c-PCL can be employed as an 
alternative of the covalently bonded PCL-based block copolymers to achieve 
nanostructures in epoxy thermoset blends. This progress has enabled us to 
toughen epoxy thermosets through a new strategy using block ionomer 
complexes.  
The aim of this chapter is to investigate the toughening of epoxy thermosets with 
block ionomer complexes with an effort to establish the nanostructure-mechanical 
property relationship. The morphology was characterized by transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). The SAXS data 
were analyzed using a model of core-shell type domains with liquid-like order to 
provide quantitative information of the nanostructures in the epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL 
blends. The obtained nanostructure parameters of the spherical micro-domains are 
correlated with the fracture toughness (KIC, critical stress intensity factor and GIC, 
critical strain energy release rate). We believe the quantitative correlation between 
nanostructures and mechanical properties of modified epoxy thermosets is seldom 
reported in the literature. Further, the fracture surfaces were examined by 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to determine the toughening mechanisms. 
This work has provided a clear fundamental understanding of toughening 
thermosets by nanostructures based on block ionomer complex. 
5.2 Experimental section 
5.2.1 Materials and preparation of samples 
Polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene-ran-butylene)-block-polystyrene (SEBS) 
containing 29 mol% polystyrene blocks was the same as that described in Chapter 
3&4, purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. The epoxy precursor was diglycidyl 
ether of bisphenol A (DGEBA) and the epoxide equivalent weight is 172-176. 
7KH KDUGHQHU ZDV  ƍ-methylenedianiline (MDA). They both were purchased 
from Sigma-Aldrich Co. 
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The procedure for the preparation of block ionomer complex was described in 
detail in Section 3.2.2-3.2.4. Block ionomer complexes of various compositions 
with 2.4, 11.1, 20.0, 42.9, 55.6, and 63.6 wt.% PCL were prepared by adjusting 
the amount of APCL which acts as the base in the neutralization. The SSEBS used 
in this chapter was 29.8SSEBS with 29.8 mol% sulfonation degree. It should be 
noted that the molar ratios of amine/acid in the studied complexes ranged from 
0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, to 0.7. The epoxy thermosets containing block ionomer 
complex of various compositions were prepared in this study following the 
procedure described in Section 4.2.2.  
5.2.2 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 
The calorimetric measurements of the epoxy thermosets were made on a TA 
Q200 differential scanning calorimeter in a dry nitrogen atmosphere. Details are 
given in Section 3.2.7.  
5.2.3 Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA) 
A dynamic mechanical thermal analyzer (DMTA) (TA Q800, USA) was 
employed to conduct the dynamic mechanical tests in single-cantilever mode. 
Sub-ambient temperature was achieved by using liquid nitrogen. Five different 
frequencies were used (0.1, 0.4, 1, 2 and 4 Hz) at a heating rate of 3.0 ºC/min. The 
specimen dimensions were 30u5.0u2.0 mm3. The storage modulus (G'), loss 
PRGXOXV*DQGWDQįZHUHrecorded at the temperature ranging from -100 ºC to 
250 ºC. The temperature at which WKH WDQįFXUYHVKRZV the maximum value in 
the glass transition region was considered as the Tg. 
5.2.4 Microphase Morphology Investigation  
The morphology of the epoxy thermosets were investigated by transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). Details of 
the sample preparation and test can be seen in Section 4.2.5. 
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5.2.5 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
Surface morphologies of fractured three-point bend test samples were investigated 
using a Zeiss Supra 55 VP field emission gun scanning electron microscope 
(SEM). Typically, the fracture surfaces were coated with a thin gold layer to avoid 
charging. Images were obtained under an accelerating voltage of 5 kV with a 
working distance of 10 mm. 
5.2.6 Mechanical Tests 
Tensile tests were performed on these epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends using an 
Instron 30 kN screw driven tester equipped with a non-contact video 
extensometer. The dumbbell specimens with a 16.0u3.5u2.5 mm3 neck were used. 
Tests were conducted at room temperature and at a constant crosshead speed of 5 
mm/min. At least five samples were tested to obtain the average values of the 
tensile properties for all blends and neat epoxy. Samples were observed to 
typically break in the gauge section.  
The fracture toughness of the blends based on the plane strain energy release rate 
(GIC) was calculated from the plane strain critical stress intensity factor (KIC) 
which in turn, was obtained according to ASTM D5045 standard using a three-
point-bend (SEN-3PB) single-edge-notch specimen [213] (see Figure 5.1). 
Specimens with a sharp notch tip were prepared by using a mould. Subsequently, 
a razor-sharp crack tip was initiated by tapping with a fresh razor blade. Care was 
taken to avoid forming a long crack or breaking the sample. Specimens with a 
long crack, i.e., values of a/W exceeding 0.55, were discarded. When the loading 
span S to specimen depth W ratio is 4, the Eqs (5.1) to (5.3) are valid to evaluate 
KIC and GIC:  
ܭ୍େ = ୔ ୆୛భ/మ ݂ ቀ
௔
ௐቁ                         (5.1) 
f ቀ ୟ୛ቁ =
଺୶భ/మ[ଵ.ଽଽି୶(ଵି୶)(ଶ.ଵହିଷ.ଽଷ୶ାଶ.଻୶మ)
(ଵାଶ୶)(ଵି୶)య/మ    (x = 
ୟ
୛)       (5.2) 
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S=4
P 
a 
B
W=2B
ܩ୍େ = ௄౅ి
మ
୉ (1െ ɋଶ)                                         (5.3) 
where P represents the critical load for crack propagation; B, specimen thickness ; 
W, specimen width; and a, initial crack length (crack pre-notch plus razor tapping 
QRWFKȞ, Poisson’s ratio (taken as 0.34) [117]; E, Young’s modulus; and f(a/W), 
non-dimensional geometry factor. The KIC obtained is valid if the crack length and 
specimen size satisfy the requirements of the ASTM D5045 Standard. 
 
 
 
Figure 5. 1 Schematic drawing of three-point-bend specimen for testing fracture 
toughness. Note that W = 12 mm, B = 6 mm, and 0.45 < a/W < 0.55.  
 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 Morphology of MDA-Cured Epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL Blends 
SSEBS-c-PCL samples with different PCL contents were used to modify the 
epoxy resin. For comparison, all the studied epoxy thermosets contain the same 
amount (10 wt.%) of SSEBS-c-PCL. All the epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends were 
transparent at 120 ºC prior to the curing, hence suggesting that the mixtures are 
macroscopically homogeneous. The epoxy/ SSEBS-c-PCL blends cured with 
MDA were also transparent with no discernible macroscopic separation. 
TEM images of the MDA-cured epoxy blends with 10 wt.% SSEBS-c-PCL of 
various PCL compositions are presented in Figure 5.2. Clearly, all these blends 
exhibit a heterogeneous morphology at nanoscale and disordered spherical micro-
domains are presented. It can also be seen that a thin dark shell surrounds the 
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bright spherical cores. Due to the difference in electron density of different 
groups, the dark continuous areas can be ascribed to cross-linked epoxy matrix. In 
addition, owing to the diversity in the preference of RuO4 staining [203, 204], 
bright spherical cores can be attributed to the “epoxy-phobic” rubbery phase of 
the poly(ethylene-ran-butylene) (EB) blocks, whereas the thin dark shell 
surrounding the bright spherical cores can be assigned to the phase-separated 
sulfonated polystyrene (SPS) blocks, as illustrated in Figure 5.2b.  
For the MDA-cured epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blend with SSEBS-c-PCL containing 
2.4 wt.% PCL, the average diameter of the spherical micro-domains (bright 
spherical cores plus the dark shell) is ca. 20 nm. With increasing PCL content, the 
average size decreases gradually. For the epoxy blend modified with SSEBS-c-
PCL containing 63.6 wt.% PCL, the average size decreases to ca. 14 nm in 
diameter. Meanwhile, the number of spherical micro-domains decreases and the 
distance between them increases, which can be clearly identified in the TEM 
images. The formation of this morphology in the cured epoxy blends can be 
ascribed to the exclusion of the epoxy-immiscible rubbery phase (EB blocks) and 
phase separation of SPS blocks, while the PCL blocks remain miscible with the 
epoxy owing to the hydrogen bonding interaction [53, 176]. As discussed in the 
last chapter based on the solubility parameter of SPS and the epoxy, it is not easy 
to conclude whether the phase separation of SPS blocks takes place before curing 
or it is induced by curing. However, the observed morphology from TEM 
demonstrates the SPS is or at least partially phase separated in the cured epoxy 
blends. The phase-separated SPS blocks have to be enriched at the surface of the 
EB spherical cores due to the covalent bonding between them, resulting in a thin 
dark shell surrounding the bright spheres. As the PCL content increases in the 
block ionomer complex SSEBS-c-PCL, the content of EB blocks decreases 
accordingly, leading to smaller size and fewer spherical micro-domains in the 
blends. 
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Figure 5. 2 TEM images of MDA-cured epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends with 10 
wt.% SSEBS-c-PCL containing (a) 2.4, (b) 11.1, (c) 20, (d) 42.9, (e) 55.6, and (f) 
63.6 wt.% PCL. 
 
The morphology of MDA-cured epoxy blends with SSEBS-c-PCL of various 
compositions were also investigated by means of SAXS at room temperature 
whose profiles are shown in Figure 5.3a. Well-defined scattering peaks are 
observed for all the studied blends demonstrating that the blends exhibit a 
nanoscale structure and may contain long-range ordered nanostructures. 
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For epoxy blends with SSEBS-c-PCL containing the highest amount of PCL (63.6 
wt.% PCL), a sharp first-order scattering maximum at q = 0.16 nm-1 and two weak 
secondary scattering peaks are observed. According to the q value of the first-
order scattering peak, tKH DYHUDJH GLVWDQFH / ʌqm) between neighbouring 
domains was calculated to be 39.5 nm. With decreasing PCL content in SSEBS-c-
PCL, the morphology of the epoxy blends changes gradually. This is clearly seen 
in changes of the SAXS profiles. The scattering peaks became slightly broader, 
indicative of less ordered micro-phase structures in the epoxy blends with SSEBS-
c-PCL containing lower PCL content. Further, the positions of these peaks shift to 
higher q values, which indicate the long spacing in real space decreases from 39.5 
nm to 37.3 nm. This result shows that reducing the PCL content in SSEBS-c-PCL 
leads to a decrease in the average distance between neighbouring microdomains in 
the cured epoxy/ SSEBS-c-PCL blends.  
The other two weak secondary scattering peaks situated at q values of roughly 1: 
¥¥UHODWLYHWRWKHILUVW-order scattering maximum might be interpreted as the 
peak positions of cylindrical or spherical nanophases arranged in cubic lattices 
such as body-centred cubic, face-centred cubic or simple cubic symmetries. This 
has been found for other nanostructured epoxy thermoset systems [28]. However, 
the observed scattering patterns do not clearly support the picture of an ordered 
array of domains. It is more likely that (as seen in the TEM images) the first two 
peaks correspond to correlation peaks of spherical domains which display liquid-
like order. The third peak corresponds to an intra-particle interference of the 
spherical domains.  
To investigate the possibility of crystallization of PCL and its effect on the 
morphology of the cured epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends, SAXS measurements were 
also conducted at a temperature higher than the melting point of PCL. As 
discussed later, DSC curve of SSEBS-c-PCL indicates that the melting point of 
PCL in the complex is ~50 ºC or lower. Thus, the SAXS experiments were carried 
out at 70 ºC to investigate the temperature effect on the morphology of the blends. 
Compared with the SAXS profiles at room temperature, there is little change in 
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the SAXS profiles at 70 ºC (Figure 5.3b). This result shows that the morphology 
of the blends remains almost unchanged at elevated temperature. 
Quantitative information on size and distribution of the spherical micro-domains 
were obtained by fitting the SAXS data to a model of core-shell type domains 
with liquid-like order. In detail, we use a form factor P(q; Rc; Ts) corresponding to 
a sphere with one shell [214, 215] coupled with a hard sphere structure factor S(q; 
Rhs) [216] describing inter-particle correlations. The overall intensity can then be 
written as [215]: 
ܫ(ݍ) ן ܲ(ݍ;ܴ௖; ௦ܶ)തതതതതതതതതതതതതതതଶܵ(ݍ;ܴ௛௦) + ܲ(ݍ;ܴ௖; ௦ܶ)ଶതതതതതതതതതതതതതതതത െ ܲ(ݍ;ܴ௖; ௦ܶ)തതതതതതതതതതതതതതതଶ + ܫ௕          (5.4) 
The parameters included in eq. 5.4 are the average core radius Rc, shell thickness 
Ts, scattering length densities (SLD) of the core, the shell and solvent, and a 
constant scattering background Ib. The hard sphere radius Rhs, an effective 
interaction radius, was taken to be independent of the core radius Rc. 
Radial size poly-dispersity was taken into account by a normalized Schultz 
distribution ݂ [215]: 
݂(ܴ,ܴ௖,ߪ) = ቀோோ೎ఙమ ቁ
ோ೎మ ఙమΤ ୣ୶୮൫ିோோ೎ ఙమΤ ൯
ோ ʒ൫ோ೎మ ఙమΤ ൯                    (5.5) 
ZKHUHıUHSUHVHQWVWhe core poly-dispersity and *(x) is the gamma function.  
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Figure 5. 3 SAXS profiles of MDA-cured epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends with 10 
wt.% SSEBS-c-PCL containing 2.4, 11.1, 20, 42.9, 55.6, and 63.6 wt.% PCL: (a) 
at room temperature and (b) 70 ºC. The full lines represent the fitting curves 
according to eq. (5.4).  
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For this system, the core consists of EB micro-domains and the shell can be 
ascribed to the SPS phase. Therefore, Rc relates to the size of the EB core, Ts 
represents the thickness of the SPS shell, whereas  Rhs is related to the size of the 
interaction radius of these core-shell spheres. Figure 5.3 gives the fitting curves 
for epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends with SSEBS-c-PCL of various compositions. As 
can be seen from these fitting results, this model describes the data very well. 
Structural parameters obtained from fitting the SAXS data at both room 
temperature and high temperature are presented in Table 5.1. Figure 5.4 shows the 
values of core radius Rc, shell thickness Ts, and hard sphere radius Rhs plotted as a 
function of PCL content. It can be seen from the results that there is almost no 
difference in the structural parameters at room temperature and 70 ºC. The radius 
of EB cores varies between 4.2 and 7.4 nm and decreases generally when SSEBS-
c-PCL with higher PCL content is used as the modifier, in good agreement with 
TEM observations. Meanwhile, the interaction radius Rhs in general shows the 
same variation decreasing from 20.0 to 17.4 nm with increasing PCL content in 
SSEBS-c-PCL. In contrast, the shell thickness Ts increases from 1.7 to 2.6 nm 
with increasing PCL content. These results demonstrate that smaller spherical 
micro-domains are present in the epoxy blends with SSEBS-c-PCL containing 
higher PCL content, which is actually due to the fact that the content of EB blocks 
decreases accordingly and the spherical micro-domains are the results of the 
exclusion of the epoxy-immiscible EB blocks and phase separation of SPS blocks.  
It is significant that the variation in shell thickness provides quantitative 
information about the extent of the phase separation of SPS blocks. As discussed 
above, the dark shell is formed due to the phase separation of the SPS blocks. The 
extent of phase separation depends on the miscibility of the SPS blocks with the 
epoxy matrix. The molar ratios of amine to acid in all these complexes are less 
than one, which means that there are some free sulfonic acid groups remaining in 
the block ionomer complexes. The remaining free sulfonic acid groups in the 
block ionomer complex can react with the amine type curing agent (MDA) 
resulting in better miscibility between SPS blocks and the cured epoxy network 
[217]. For the SSEBS-c-PCL with higher PCL content, more sulfonic acid groups 
are neutralized by APCL, leading to less free sulfonic acid groups. Therefore, the 
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miscibility of the SPS blocks with the epoxy matrix is reduced due to the small 
chance of the reaction between SPS and MDA. Consequently, although the 
overall amount of SPS blocks in the MDA-cured epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends 
with 10 wt.% SSEBS-c-PCL decreases with increasing PCL content in the blend, 
more SPS are phase separated. This can be deduced from the thicker shell for the 
blends with more PCL based on SAXS data fitting. 
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Figure 5. 4 Rc, Ts, and Rhs obtained from fitting data to eq. (5.4) as functions of 
PCL content in MDA-cured epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends with 10 wt.% SSEBS-c-
PCL. Full symbols refer to structural parameters obtained by analysing SAXS 
data at room temperature while open symbols refer to those at high temperature, 
70 °C.  
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Table 5. 1 Structural Parameters Extracted from SAXS Analysis of MDA-Cured Epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL Blends with 10 wt.% SSEBS-c-PCL of 
Various PCL Compositions Using the Core-shell Model 
PCL content in 
SSEBS-c-PCL 
(wt.%) 
Core radius  (Rc) 
(nm) 
 
Relative core poly-dispersity 
ı5c) 
 
Shell thickness (Ts) 
(nm) 
 
Hard sphere radius (Rhs) 
(nm) 
25 (°C) 70 (°C)  25 (°C) 70 (°C)  25 (°C) 70 (°C)  25 (°C) 70 (°C) 
2.4 7.4±0.3 7.3±0.2  0.25±0.01 0.24±0.01  1.7±0.1 1.6±0.2  20.0±0.1 19.8±0.1 
11.1 6.0±0.2 6.3±0.1  0.30±0.01 0.31±0.02  2.1±0.2 2.2±0.1  19.0±0.1 19.0±0.1 
20.0 6.2±0.1 6.2±0.1 
 
0.24±0.01 0.26±0.01 
 
2.2±0.1 2.1±0.3 
 
19.0±0.2 19.1±0.1 
42.9 5.1±0.1 5.0±0.1 0.30±0.01 0.24±0.01 2.2±0.1 2.1±0.1 17.9±0.1 18.0±0.2 
55.6 4.3±0.1 4.2±0.2 0.28±0.01 0.26±0.01 2.4±0.2 2.5±0.1 17.0±0.2 17.1±0.1 
63.6 4.2±0.1 4.2±0.2 0.27±0.01 0.28±0.01 2.6±0.1 2.5±0.1 17.4±0.1 17.3±0.2 
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5.3.2 Thermomechanical Properties of MDA-Cured 
Epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL Blends 
The second scan DSC curves of SSEBS-c-PCL (shown in Figure 3.4) shows that 
all the neat SSEBS-c-PCL with different content of PCL side chains display a 
sharp endothermic peak except that with 2.4 wt.% PCL. This endotherm can be 
ascribed to melting of the PCL side-chains which are ionically linked to the block 
ionomer SSEBS. The second scan DSC curves of the MDA-cured epoxy/SSEBS-
c-PCL blends are shown in Figure 5.5. It is noted that all the cured blends do not 
exhibit the melting peak of PCL, suggesting that PCL side-chains are dissolved or 
at least partially dissolved in the cured epoxy network and no crystalline form of 
PCL exists in these blends. It has been proven that the PCL homopolymer is 
miscible with epoxy matrix cured with aromatic amine and interpenetrated into 
the cross-linked epoxy networks [200, 218]. In the present case, the depression in 
Tg of the epoxy-rich phase confirms the miscibility between the PCL side-chains 
and epoxy matrix. The Tg of the neat epoxy is 176 °C; however, the Tg of the 
epoxy blends modified with SSEBS-c-PCL containing the highest content of PCL 
(63.6 wt.% PCL) is decreased to 149 °C. The decreased Tg can be ascribed to the 
plasticization effect of the PCL side-chains on the epoxy matrix [176, 200]. To 
reduce the plasticization effect, it is essential to decrease the PCL content in the 
SSEBS-c-PCL. Here, the content of PCL in SSEBS-c-PCL can be reduced to as 
low as 2.4 wt.% without macrophase separation and significant decrease in Tg of 
the epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blend.  
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Figure 5. 5 DSC curves of second scan of MDA-cured epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL 
blends with 10 wt.% SSEBS-c-PCL containing 2.4, 11.1, 20, 42.9, 55.6, and 63.6 
wt.% PCL at a heating rate of 20 °C/min.  
 
The phase behavior of all MDA-cured epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends was also 
LQYHVWLJDWHG E\'07$ 7KH VWRUDJHPRGXOXV DQG WKH WDQ į versus temperature 
curves of neat epoxy and epoxy blends with SSEBS-c-PCL of various PCL 
compositions are given in Figures 5.6a-5.6g. The measurements were conducted 
at frequencies 0.1, 0.4, 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 Hz. Clearly, Į- and ȕ-relaxation peaks can 
be observed in all DMTA curves. The Į-relaxation at relatively high temperature 
can be assigned to the glass transitions (Tg) of the epoxy-rich phase, whereas the 
ȕ-relaxation centered round –50 °C is known to be due to the motion of the 
hydroxyl ether structural units [CH2– CH(OH)–CH2–O–] and diphenyl groups in 
amine-cross-linked epoxy [218]. The neat epoxy displays a well-defined 
relaxation peak at 180 °C, which is ascribed to the glass-rubber transition (Tg) of 
the epoxy thermoset. With addition of 10 wt.% block ionomer complex SSEBS-c-
PCL, the Tg of the epoxy thermoset blends shifts to lower temperatures, which is 
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consistent with the DSC results described above. In addition, the Tg of the 
epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends gradually decreases when the PCL content in 
SSEBS-c-PCL is increased. The Tg of epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blend containing 2.4 
wt.% PCL in SSEBS-c-PCL drops to 172 °C and this value continues to decrease 
to 152 °C when the PCL content in SSEBS-c-PCL increases to 63.6 wt.%. 
Furthermore, for a given epoxy blend, Tg generally moves towards a higher 
temperature with increasing test frequency. It is noted that there is no discernible 
relaxation peak assignable to Į-relaxation of SPS-rich domains. Moreover, 
according to a previous paper [130], the Tg of EB block should be at around -40 
°C. However, it is not easy to distinguish this Į-relaxation for the EB-rich domain 
in the DMTA curves due to the possible overlap with the ȕ-relaxation of the 
epoxy-rich phase.  
It can be seen from Figure 5.6 that there are no large differences between the 
storage modulus (G’) values of epoxy blends and those of neat epoxy below 100 
ºC. However, G’ of the epoxy blends are generally higher than that of neat epoxy 
when the temperature increases to 180 ºC. Especially, those epoxy blends with 
SSEBS-c-PCL containing the lowest PCL content (2.4 wt.% PCL) show the 
highest storage modulus, i.e., ~100 MPa, which is nearly ten times as high as that 
of neat epoxy (~10 MPa).  
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Figure 5. 6 Variation of storage modulus (G¶ DQG WDQ į ZLWK WHPSHUDWXUH DW
different frequency (0.1, 0.4, 1, 2, and 4 Hz) of (a) neat epoxy and epoxy blends 
with 10 wt.% SSEBS-c-PCL containing (b) 2.4, (c) 11.1, (d) 20.0, (e) 42.9, (f) 
55.6, and (g) 63.6 wt.% PCL. 
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5.3.3 Mechanical Properties 
The mechanical properties including fracture toughness of the epoxy/SSEBS-c-
PCL blends are summarized in Table 5.2. The Young’s modulus drops with 
addition of block ionomer complex while the fracture toughness increased 
generally. There is no substantial difference in Young’s modulus when block 
ionomer complexes of different PCL composition were used to prepare the 
epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends. However, it can be seen that the blend with SSEBS-
c-PCL containing the largest amount of PCL (63.6 wt.% PCL) shows the lowest 
Young’s modulus (~2.31 GPa). Compared with neat epoxy, the tensile strength 
mostly decreases and the epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blend with the largest amount of 
PCL shows the lowest value. Moreover, the presence of block ionomer complexes 
increases the elongation-at-break but there is no significant difference between 
epoxy blends with SSEBS-c-PCL of various compositions. 
The addition of block ionomer complex is expected to improve the fracture 
resistance of epoxy thermosets. KIC and GIC are plotted against block ionomer 
complex composition in terms of PCL content in Figure 5.7. All epoxy blends 
exhibit improved toughness over neat epoxy. For example, KIC and GIC of 
epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blend with 6.36 wt.% PCL are increased to ~1.19 MPa.m1/2 
and 0.54 kJ.m-2, respectively, compared to neat epoxy resin with KIC = ~0.77 
MPa.m1/2 and GIC = ~0.21 kJ.m-2. In addition, it is noted that the fracture 
toughness increases gradually with decreasing PCL content, and the best 
improvement comes with the blend with SSEBS-c-PCL containing 2.4 wt.% PCL 
where  GIC (0.71 kJ.m-2) is more than three times that of neat epoxy.  
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Table 5. 2 Mechanical Properties of MDA-Cured Epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL Blends 
with 10 wt. % SSEBS-c-PCL of Various PCL Compositions  
PCL content 
in SSEBS-c-
PCL (wt.%) 
Tg 
(DMA) 
(°C) 
Young's 
modulus 
(GPa) 
Tensile 
strength 
(MPa) 
Elongation 
at break 
(%) 
KIC 
(MPa.m1/2) 
GIC 
(kJ.m-2) 
Neat epoxy 180 2.48±0.05 62.78±1.60 3.69±0.24 0.77±0.02 0.21±0.03 
2.4 172 2.36±0.09 53.35±2.11 6.05±0.13 1.38±0.03 0.71±0.02 
20.0 165 2.33±0.10 54.82±3.12 5.87±0.25 1.28±0.02 0.62±0.01 
42.9 164 2.34±0.02 52.72±2.59 5.81±0.12 1.21±0.02 0.55±0.02 
63.6 152 2.31±0.03 50.14±3.19 5.65±0.23 1.19±0.02 0.54±0.03 
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Figure 5. 7 Stress intensity factor  KIC and strain release energy rate GIC as 
functions of PCL content in MDA-cured epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends with 10 
wt.% SSEBS-c-PCL. The data points at 0 wt.% PCL show the KIC and GIC values 
of neat epoxy.  
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KIC and GIC are plotted in Figure 5.8 as functions of Rc, Rhs and Ts of the spherical 
micro-domains in the epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends. Both KIC and GIC are found to 
depend on the core radius Rc, shell thickness Ts and effective hard sphere radius 
Rhs of the spherical nanostructures. The blend containing the largest Rc and Rhs 
shows the highest KIC and GIC and they decrease with decreasing Rc and Rhs of the 
spherical micro-domains. Conversely, the blend with the thinnest shell, i.e., the 
smallest Ts gives the maximum KIC and GIC. Note that the blend with the largest 
Rc and Rhs and the smallest Ts is the one blended with SSEBS-c-PCL containing 
the least PCL (2.4 wt.%). For nanostructured epoxy blends with spherical micelles 
(less than 1 μm), previous work found that the toughness increases with 
increasing size of the micelles [60, 117]. This is due to the fact that very small 
micelles are not easy to induce plastic deformation or contribute to surface 
roughness significantly. As for the dependence on the shell thickness, the 
adhesion between the dispersed nano-phases with the epoxy matrix should be 
considered. As discussed earlier, the shell consists of phase separated SPS blocks 
and the thickness indicates the extent of this phase separation. For the epoxy blend 
modified with SSEBS-c-PCL containing the least PCL, there is a large amount of 
free sulfonic acid groups in the block ionomer complex, which can react with 
MDA leading to enhanced adhesion with the epoxy matrix. Therefore, the blend 
with a thinner shell actually has more SPS blocks penetrated into the epoxy 
network, leading to greater adhesion. This very likely explains the better fracture 
toughness.    
The fracture surface of neat epoxy and epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends were 
investigated using SEM. No obvious difference in the fracture surface can be 
discerned for all the epoxy blends with SSEBS-c-PCL containing different content 
of PCL. Representative SEM images shown in Figure 5.9 (taken in the region just 
ahead of the pre-crack) are the fracture surfaces of neat epoxy and epoxy/SSEBS-
c-PCL blend with 10 wt.% SSEBS-c-PCL containing 2.4 wt.% PCL. For neat 
epoxy, the fracture surface is very smooth which is typical of brittle fracture. For 
the epoxy blend, on the macro-scale, the fracture surface is relatively smooth 
without stress-whitening. On a micro-scale at low magnification (Figure 5.9b), 
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however, characteristic features of “crack pinning”, seem evident. That is, tails 
form after the crack front has passed around large damage regions (1-15 μm) and 
detached epoxy sheets (see circled and arrowed areas in Figure 5.9b). At a higher 
magnification, in Figure 5.9c, no physical pins can be found as the micro-domains 
of block ionomer complexes are ~20 nm and are uniformly distributed in the 
epoxy matrix. We believe these damage regions (circled areas in Figure 5.9c) are 
caused by the debonded spherical micelles ahead of the crack-front which 
coalesce, forming large and small areas of detached epoxy. When the main crack 
passes them, tails are left behind similar to those due to crack pinning. But there is 
no real crack pinning so the toughness contribution cannot be significant. Ridges 
of matrix tearing on different crack planes can be seen in these two figures, 
implying the presence of plastic shear deformation (see arrows in Figure 5.9c), but 
they do not come from crack deflection which would have introduced a high 
fracture surface roughness. Large magnification of the fracture surface in Figure 
5.9d also reveals many small holes caused by pullout of debonded spherical 
domains. Nano-cavitation of particles cannot be substantiated, however. Careful 
observation also indicates the existence of lines of holes that are expanded, 
elongated and coalesced to form arrays of tiny cracks along the main crack growth 
direction (see arrows in Figure 5.9d).  
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Figure 5. 8 Fracture toughness  KIC and strain release energy rate GIC as a 
function of (a) Rc, (b) Rhs, and (c) Ts  of spherical micro-domains in the 
epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL blends. Values for neat epoxy are also given.  
 
It is instructive to compare our observations with previous reports. Liu et al. [120] 
studied spherical micelle modified epoxies by PEP-PEO diblock copolymers, 
showing that the main toughening mechanisms are due to nano-cavitation of the 
15 nm block copolymer micelles and localized shear banding. In subsequent work 
[115, 212], they showed that for high epoxy crosslink densities these toughening 
mechanisms are small and that the worm-like micelles are better toughening 
nanostructures than the spherical micelles. Wu et al. [115] in their study on PBO-
PEO modified epoxies confirmed that spherical micelles are not as effective as 
worm-like micelles in toughening. In spherical micelle/epoxy samples, the 
fracture surface is rather featureless with no whitening. But in the worm-
like/epoxy samples, there are obvious “leaf-like” features with a uniform 
distribution of worm holes. For our SSEBS-c-PCL modified epoxies, the 
dispersed EB rich spherical micro-domains are surrounded by SPS which is 
partially miscible with epoxy matrix. Moreover, the PCL side chains are 
penetrated into the epoxy matrix and free sulfonic acid groups in SPS may react 
with MDA. In the SEM images of the fracture surface of SSEBS-c-PCL modified 
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epoxies, Figures 5.9b-5.9d, there are some similar features to those described by 
Wu et al. [115] for the PBO-PEO modified epoxies with worm-like 
nanostructures except no stress-whitening in our case. To conclude, we speculate 
that the toughening mechanisms of these block ionomer complex modified 
epoxies with spherical nanostructures are formation of crack front damage 
regions, interfacial debonding of spherical micro-domains, followed by matrix 
void expansion and coalescence, and small-scale matrix plastic shear deformation.   
 
 
  
Figure 5. 9 SEM images of fracture surfaces of (a) neat epoxy; (b), (c), and (d) 
epoxy blends with 10 wt.% SSEBS-c-PCL containing 2.4 wt.% PCL taken at 
different magnifications.  
5.4 Conclusions 
We have presented here the first example that block ionomer complexes SSEBS-
c-PCL can be used to toughen epoxy resin. All the cured epoxy/SSEBS-c-PCL 
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blends with 10 wt.% SSEBS-c-PCL of various compositions exhibit well-
dispersed nanoscale spherical micro-domains (EB cores surrounded by a thin SPS 
shell). SAXS data analysis using a model of core-shell type domains with liquid-
like order provides quantitative information of the nanostructures in the blends. 
The results show that Rc and Rhs of the spherical micro-domains decrease while Ts 
increases with increasing PCL content in the SSEBS-c-PCL. Moreover, the 
nanostructures in the epoxy blends remain little changed at high temperature (70 
ºC, above the Tm of PCL). Addition of SSEBS-c-PCL can greatly improve the 
fracture toughness of epoxy without significant compromise in other mechanical 
properties. The mechanical properties are found to depend on the structures of the 
dispersed nano-phases in the blends. For the first time, the fracture properties KIC 
and GIC are quantitatively correlated with the nanostructure parameters Rc, Rhs, 
and Ts of the spherical micro-domains in nanostructured thermosets. KIC and GIC 
increase with increasing Rc and Rhs but decrease with the shell thickness, Ts. The 
epoxy blends with 10 wt.% SSEBS-c-PCL containing the least PCL, i.e., 2.4 
wt.%, shows maximum KIC and GIC, which can be correlated to the morphological 
features, i.e., the largest EB cores, thinnest SPS shell, and largest hard spheres. 
SEM observations of the fracture surfaces suggest that the toughness 
improvement is probably caused by interfacial debonding of spherical micro-
domains, plastic void expansion and coalescence, followed by small-scale matrix 
shear deformation  
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C H A P T E R  S I X  
Morphology and Mechanical Properties of 
Epoxy Thermosets with Block Ionomers 
SSEBS with High Polystyrene Content  
6.1 Introduction 
Nanostructured epoxy thermosets based on block copolymers have drawn 
considerable interest during the past few years. In contrast to developing 
nanostructured thermosets by using block copolymers that present physical 
compatibility with epoxy resin, the concept of chemical compatibilization has also 
been employed. Based on this concept, block copolymers containing glycidyl 
derivatives or other oxiranes have been developed to build nanostructured epoxy 
thermosets [29, 65]. Macro-phase separation can be effectively avoided by the 
reaction between epoxy groups in the block copolymers and the curing agents. 
Apart from the epoxy groups, the carboxylic group has also been studied as the 
reactive group to prepare nanostructured thermosets [39]. Generally, the chemical 
bonding between the block copolymers and the epoxy matrix is found to be able 
to toughen the epoxy more pronouncedly.  
Reactive rubbers, such as epoxidized natural rubber, have been widely used to 
toughen brittle epoxy [7, 219]. Such reactive rubbers show excellent toughening 
efficiency. Nevertheless, certain properties, such as the optical transparency, 
suffer from the addition of reactive rubbers due to the macroscopically phase 
separated structures. Recently, epoxidized block copolymers including epoxidized 
polyisoprene-polybutadiene [22] and epoxidized styrene-butadiene diblock or 
triblock copolymers [33, 220, 221] have been successfully used as modifiers to 
prepare nanostructured thermosets with remarkably improved fracture toughness. 
These achievements in producing toughened nanostructured epoxy thermosets 
confirm the pathways towards promoting compatibilization of thermosetting 
matrix and immiscible modifiers by chemical modification. 
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Therefore, sulfonated styrenic block copolymers could also be an excellent 
alternative to toughen epoxy resin by forming nanostructures. Sulfonation of the 
styrene block introduces sulfonic acid groups into the non-polar polymer chains. 
The sulfonic acid groups is naturally acidic and known to be with both hydrogen 
bond acceptor and donor powers, which might form ionic interaction with amine 
type curing agents and hydrogen bonding with hydroxyl groups in the epoxy 
matrix [163, 222]. Thus, the compatibilization of non-polar styrenic block 
copolymers with epoxy resin can be promoted. However, it was found that 
SSEBS, consisting of 29 mol% polystyrene, with sulfonation degree up to nearly 
40 mol% is not miscible with diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A (DGEBA) type 
epoxy resin to prepare nanostructured epoxy thermosets as described in Chapter 4.  
In this chapter, a polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene-co-butylene)-block-polystyrene 
(SEBS) with relatively high polystyrene content (67 wt.%) was involved, aiming 
to investigate its ability to prepare nanostructured epoxy thermosets by simple 
sulfonation with no need to form complexes. It is surprising that sulfonated SEBS 
(SSEBS) containing high polystyrene content can be easily mixed with epoxy 
resin to achieve nanostructures in epoxy thermosets. Detailed quantitative 
information of the nanostructures was obtained by analysing SAXS data using a 
model of core-shell type domains with liquid-like order. In addition, epoxy blends 
with 10 wt.% SSEBS of different sulfonation degrees were prepared to investigate 
the effects of sulfonation degree on its ability to form nanostructures as well as 
the mechanical properties of the epoxy blends. Macroscopically and 
microscopically phase separated morphology were obtained by simply adjusting 
the sulfonation degree of the used SSEBS.  
6.2 Experimental section 
6.2.1 Materials and preparation of samples 
Polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene-co-butylene)-block-polystyrene (SEBS, Tuftec™ 
H1043) consisting of 67 wt.% polystyrene was kindly supplied by be Asahi Kasei 
Chemicals Corporation, Tokyo, Japan. The average molecular weight Mw of the 
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SEBS block copolymer was 40,000 with Mw/Mn = 1.05 measured by GPC in 
tetrahydrofuran (THF) relative to polystyrene standard. All other chemicals 
including acetic anhydride, concentrated sulfuric acid (96%), 1,2-dichloroethane 
(DCE), isopropyl alcohol (IPA), and THF were reagent grade. The epoxy 
precursor was diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A (DGEBA) and the epoxide 
equivalent weight is 172-7KHKDUGHQHUZDVƍ-methylenedianiline (MDA). 
They both were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co. 
To prepare sulfonated SEBS, SEBS was subjected to reaction with acetyl 
sulfonate from acetic anhydride and concentrated sulfuric acid. The procedure of 
sulfonation is the same as that described in detail in Section 3.2.2. The obtained 
SSEBS was characterized by FTIR. Characteristic bands at around 1003 and 1124 
cm-1, 1035 and 1172 cm-1 can be observed in the obtained FTIR spectra (not 
shown here), assignable to in-plane bending vibrations of the aromatic ring 
substituted with sulfonate groups and symmetric and asymmetric stretching 
vibrations of the sulfonate group (O=S=O) respectively [148, 223]. 
SSEBS with four different sulfonation degrees were prepared by adjusting the 
amount of acetyl sulfonate added. The sulfonation degrees of these four SSEBS 
are determined to be 0.9, 5.8, 10.8, and 21.9 mol% respectively. Thus, they are 
denoted correspondingly as 0.9SSEBS, 5.8 SSEBS, 10.8SSEBS, and 21.9SSEBS. 
The procedure for preparing epoxy thermosets with block copolymer ionomer 
SSEBS is the same as that for preparing epoxy thermosets with block ionomer 
complexes, see Section 4.2.2.  
6.2.2 Characterization  
The preparation of SSEBS was confirmed by Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) 
Spectroscopy. A Bruker Vertex 70 FTIR spectrometer was used. THF solutions of 
samples were dropped onto the KBr disks. The solvent was evaporated at room 
temperature and the disks were further dried at 100 °C under vacuum. 
The thermomechanical properties of the obtained epoxy thermosets containing 
SSEBS were characterized using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and 
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dynamic mechanical thermal analyse (DMTA) in a single-cantilever mode using 
liquid nitrogen to achieve sub-ambient temperature. Details of the DSC and 
DMTA test are the same as those given in Section 3.2.7 and 5.2.3 respectively. 
Morphology of the obtained samples was investigated by transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and small angle X-ray 
scattering (SAXS). For TEM investigation a JEOL JEM-2100 transmission 
electron microscope was employed and details of the test can be found in Section 
4.2.5. SAXS experiments were performed at the Australian Synchrotron on the 
small/wide angle X-ray scattering beamline utilizing an undulator source that 
allows measurement at a very high flux to moderate scattering angles and a good 
flux at the minimum q limit (0.012 nm-1). Moreover, the multiphase structures of 
the epoxy blends were investigated by SEM observation of the fractured surface 
of specimens. The specimens were cryogenically fractured by using liquid 
nitrogen. Then, the fractured surface was then put in THF at room temperature for 
24 h. Since THF is good solvent for block copolymer ionomer and sol fraction of 
the cured epoxy thermosets, they were expected to be etched. In contrast, the 
cured epoxy phase is stable to the solvent and remained relatively unchanged. 
Then, samples after etching were dried in vacuum oven to remove the solvent. 
The phase structure was observed using a field emission gun scanning electron 
microscope (Zeiss, Supra 55 VP). Sample surface was coated with a thin gold 
layer to avoid charging. The morphology observation was conducted under an 
accelerating voltage of 5 kV with a working distance of 10 mm. 
Tensile tests of the epoxy/SSEBS blends were conducted on an Instron 30 kN 
tensile tester. The dumbbell specimens with a 16.0 u 3.5 u 2.5 mm3 neck were 
used. Tests were performed at the same conditions described in Section 5.2.6.  
The plain-strain fracture toughness testing of the blends was conducted according 
to ASTM D5045 standard using a three-point-bend single-edge-notch (SEN-3PB) 
specimen. Details are given in Section 5.2.6.  
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6.3 Results and Discussion 
6.3.1 Morphology of Epoxy/21.9SSEBS Blends 
The morphology of the cured epoxy/21.9SSEBS blends was investigated by TEM. 
The TEM micrographs of 97.5/2.5, 95/5, 90/10, 85/15, and 80/20 
epoxy/21.9SSEBS blends are presented in Figure 6.1. It should be mentioned that 
all the epoxy blends were transparent at 120 ºC prior to the curing, hence 
suggesting that the mixtures are macroscopically homogeneous. From the TEM 
images, the nanoscale heterogeneous structure is shown in all the cases showing 
that no reaction-induced macroscopic separation take place in the 21.9SSEBS 
modified epoxy.  
It is noted that the epoxy/21.9SSEBS blends display similar morphology to that of 
the epoxy system modified with block ionomer complex (see the results shown in 
chapter 4&5). For all the epoxy blends, spherical morphology (bright spherical 
cores surrounding with a dark thin shell) is observed. These spherical micro-
domains disperse in the grey continuous areas. Due to the difference in electron 
density of different groups and the diversity in the preference of RuO4 staining 
[176, 203], the grey continuous areas can be ascribed to cross-linked epoxy 
matrix. Likewise, the bright spherical cores can be attributed to “epoxy-
immiscible” rubbery phase of the EB (poly(ethylene-ran-butylene)) blocks, 
whereas the thin dark shell surrounding the spherical cores can be assigned to the 
micro-phase separated SPS (sulfonated polystyrene) blocks. The average size of 
the spherical micro-domains in 97.5/2.5 epoxy/21.9SSEBS blend is around 15 
nm. With increasing the block copolymer ionomer content, the spherical 
morphology consisting of a bright core and a dark shell remains unchanged but 
smaller micro-domains (~11 nm) are observed. Moreover, the number of the 
spherical domains increases but the interparticle distance decreases. According to 
the miscibility of subchains of SSEBS with epoxy matrix, the formation of this 
spherical core-shell nanostructure is suggested to follow similar mechanism to the 
previous epoxy system modified with block ionomer complex. The rubbery EB 
blocks are immiscible with epoxy precursor and therefore firstly excluded 
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forming spherical cores prior to the curing. As for the SPS blocks, it is not easy to 
ascertain that phase separation of SPS blocks takes place before curing or is 
induced by the curing merely based on the solubility parameter due to its 
interactions with epoxy network. 
 
   
   
 
Figure 6. 1 TEM images of epoxy/21.9SSEBS blends: (a) 97.5/2.5, (b) 95/5, (c) 
90/10, (d) 85/15, and (e) 80/20. 
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The microphase structures of MDA-cured epoxy blends with block copolymer 
ionomer was further investigated by means of SAXS. The SAXS profiles are 
shown in Figure 6.2. Well-defined scattering peaks are observed for all the blends 
except the 97.5/2.5 epoxy/21.9SSEBS blend, indicating that the blends exhibit 
nanoscale structures and may contain long-range ordered nanostructures. No 
pronounced scattering peaks in the SAXS profile of the 97.5/2.5 
epoxy/21.9SSEBS blend are displayed. The average distance between 
neighbouring micro-domains (d  ʌq*) in this blend is estimated to be ~100 nm 
(see Figure 6.1a), which should generate a first-order scattering maximum at q§
0.063 nm-1. This position is at the edge of the experimental q-window and it is 
hence not detected. In addition, it is difficult to obtain quantitative information 
due to the very low content of the epoxy immiscible block at this composition. 
)RUWKHHSR[\EOHQGVZLWKKLJKHUEORFNFRSRO\PHULRQRPHUFRQWHQWZWD
first-order scattering peak can be clearly seen and its position is shifted to higher q 
value corresponding to shorter average distance. More specifically, a first-order 
scattering peak situated at q* = 0.17 nm-1 is observed for 95/5 epoxy/21.9SSEBS 
blend corresponding to a long spacing at 36.7 nm which decreases gradually and 
reaches to 24.6 nm for the epoxy blend with 20 wt.% 21.9SSEBS. Further, a 
second order scattering peak is clearly visible at 2q*. Also, there is another 
discernible secondary scattering peak which can be identified as form factor 
scattering from spherical micro-domains in liquid like order, see Section 5.3.1. 
To extract quantitative structural information of the spherical nanostructures, we 
fitted the SAXS data using a model of core-shell type domains with liquid-like 
order. In the SAXS experiment, the overall intensity I(q) of scattered X-rays can 
be depicted using a form factor P(q; Rc; Ts) corresponding to a sphere with one 
shell and a hard sphere structure factor S(q; Rhs) describing interparticle 
correlations. Moreover, a normalized Schultz distribution for the core radii was 
assumed in this core-shell model. Details about this model were given and written 
as eq. (5.4) and eq. (5.5) in Section 5.3.1. 
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Figure 6. 2 SAXS profiles of epoxy/21.9SSEBS blends of different compositions. 
The scattering profiles were shifted vertically for clarity. The full lines represent 
the fitting curves according to eq. (5.4).  
 
The fitting curves are given as full lines in Figure 6.2. It can be seen that the 
quality of the data fit is quite good. Figure 6.3 shows the structural parameters, Rc, 
Ts ı DQG Rhs derived from the core-shell model as a function of the block 
copolymer ionomer content. For 95/5 epoxy/21.9SSEBS blend, the values of Rc, 
Ts and Rhs are 2.23, 3.24, and 16.27 nm respectively. With increasing the content 
of 21.9SSEBS, Rc increases remarkably and reach to 4.17 nm for the 80/20 
epoxy/21.9SSEBS blend. Nevertheless, shell thickness and hard sphere radius 
decrease gradually. It is also noted that the polydispersity of the core radius 
decreases dramatically with increasing the block copolymer ionomer content, 
indicating average size of the spherical domains are much more uniformly 
distributed.  
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To understand the variation of the structural parameters of the spherical micro-
domains, it is necessary to know the formation mechanism of the spherical core-
shell nanostructures. As discussed above, the core consists of epoxy immiscible 
EB blocks, which is excluded from the blends forming spherical cores. With 
increasing the 21.9SSEBS content in the blends, the content of EB blocks 
increases accordingly, leading to the increase of the core radius. The shell, 
however, consists of micro-phase separated SPS blocks. Therefore, the variation 
of shell thickness with increasing the block copolymer ionomer content actually 
provides information about the extent of phase separation of SPS blocks. The 
epoxy/21.9SSEBS blend with least amount of block copolymer ionomer (least 
amount of SPS blocks) presents thickest shell, which can be explained that more 
SPS are phase separated. Sulfonic acid groups in SPS blocks might form 
hydrogen bonding with hydroxyl groups of epoxy matrix and ionic interaction 
with curing agent MDA [222], which greatly improves the miscibility of SPS with 
the epoxy network. However, although the epoxy and MDA are in an excess 
compared with SSEBS, there might be some free acid groups remaining in the 
blends due to the high viscosity. For the epoxy blends with more 21.9SSEBS, the 
concentration of sulfonic acid groups increases, more SPS are thus driven to 
interact with epoxy network. From this point of view, less SPS are phase 
separated which accounts for thinner shell for epoxy blends with higher content of 
block copolymer ionomer. As for Rhs, defined as half the distance between hard 
sphere centers at their closest contact [224], decreases with increasing the 
21.9SSEBS content, presumably due to the dramatic decrease of the average 
distance between spherical domains.  
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Figure 6. 3 Rc, Tsı DQGRhs obtained from fitting SAXS data to eq. (5.4) as a 
function of the block copolymer ionomer content. 
 
6.3.2 Thermomechanical Properties of Epoxy/21.9SSEBS Blends 
The MDA-cured neat epoxy, epoxy/21.9SSEBS blends, parent SEBS and 
21.9SSEBS were subjected to DSC measurement. The DSC thermograms of the 
second scan are shown in Figure 6.4. The parent SEBS exhibits a glass transition 
at around 81 °C, which can be ascribed to the glass transition of PS block. After 
the sulfonation, the glass transition increases to around 107 °C which can possibly 
be ascribed to the hydrogen bonding interactions between sulfonic acid groups in 
the SPS subchains [177].  
The neat epoxy displays a glass transition at 176 °C which becomes broad and 
ambiguous in the blends. Moreover, Tg generally shifts down to a lower 
temperature with increasing the content of 21.9SSEBS. For the epoxy blends 
containing 20 wt.% 21.9SSEBS, Tg decreases to around 154 °C. There is an 
exception that the 97.5/2.5 epoxy/21.9SSEBS blend shows a slight increase 
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compared with the neat epoxy. The depression in Tg of the epoxy-rich phase 
provides evidence that 21.9SSEBS and the epoxy matrix are miscible or at least 
partially miscible. Previous research shows that Tg of nanostructured epoxy resin 
is always degraded by the addition of diluents due to the external or internal 
plasticization caused by the soft polymer chains which are penetrated into the 
cross-linked epoxy [176, 200]. In the present system, the sulfonic acid groups are 
expected to react with the curing agent (diamine) as well as form hydrogen 
bonding with epoxy matrix. Thus, the miscibility of SPS with epoxy is enhanced, 
which is the key reason for the successful preparation of nanostructured epoxy 
blends. However, this simultaneously leads to a degraded Tg due to the penetration 
of the soft chains into the epoxy matrix. Meanwhile, protonation of some curing 
agent by sulfonic acid may result in reduction of cure and thereby lower Tg. The 
observed increase in Tg for 97.5/2.5 epoxy/21.9SSEBS blend is probably ascribed 
to the increased cross-link density, due to chemical linkage (ionic interaction) 
between epoxy network and the sulfonic acid groups in SPS subchain of the block 
copolymer ionomer.  
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Figure 6. 4 DSC curves of the second scan of epoxy/21.9SSEBS blends at a 
heating rate of 20 °C/min. 
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Figures 6.5a–f show the storage modulus and tan į versus temperature curves of 
the neat epoxy resin and nanostructured epoxy thermosets containing up to 20 
wt.% of 21.9SSEBS. The tests were conducted at frequencies of 0.2, 0.4, 1.0, 2.0, 
and 4.0 Hz. The MDA-cured neat epoxy (Figure 6.5a) shows three typical 
relaxations of the epoxy network, in agreement with previous study [225]. They 
are at around 180, 57, and -50 °C, denoted by Į, ȕ’, and ȕ relaxations, 
respectively. The Į-relaxation in the spectra can be assigned to the glass 
transitions (Tg) of the epoxy thermosets, whereas the ȕ-relaxation at around -50 °C 
is known to arise from the motion of the hydroxyl ether structural units [CH2–
CH(OH)–CH2–O–] and other parts in the polymer chains. The ȕ’ relaxation can be 
attributed to the motions of less cross-linked zones in the network according to 
Pogany [226, 227] and Arridge [227]. However, it was also suggested that this 
relaxation is likely associated with motions of p-phenylene [228].  
For the MDA-cured epoxy/21.9SSEBS blends, Į, ȕ’ and ȕ relaxation peaks can be 
clearly observed in all the spectra. With addition of 2.5 wt.% 21.9SSEBS, Tg of 
the epoxy thermosets blends increases to 185 °C, which is consistent with the 
DSC results described above. With increasing the content of 21.9SSEBS, Tg of the 
epoxy thermosets decreases gradually and reaches to 153 °C for 80/20 
epoxy/21.9SSEBS blend. In addition, it can be clearly seen that both ȕ and ȕ’ 
relaxation peaks shift down slightly to a lower temperature. Furthermore, for a 
given epoxy blend, Tg generally moves towards a higher temperature with 
increasing test frequency. 
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Figure 6. 5 9DULDWLRQRIVWRUDJHPRGXOXVDQGWDQįZLWKWHPSHUDWXUHDWGLIIHUHQW
frequencies (0.1, 0.4, 1, 2, and 4 Hz) of (a) neat epoxy and epoxy/21.9SSEBS 
blends: (b) 97.5/2.5, (c) 95/5, (d) 90/10, (e) 85/15, and (f) 80/20. 
 
6.3.3 Mechanical properties of Epoxy/21.9SSEBS Blends 
Epoxy blends with up to 10 wt.% of block copolymer ionomer were subjected to 
mechanical test including tensile and fracture toughness measurements. Table 6.1 
summarizes the mechanical properties of the epoxy/21.9SSEBS blends of various 
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compositions. Average values of the Young’s modulus, tensile strength, 
elongation at break were obtained to evaluate the tensile behavior of the 
nanostructured epoxy blends. The addition of block copolymer ionomer to the 
epoxy causes a reduction in the Young’s modulus and tensile strength. The 
elongation at break, however, increases. Moreover, it is noted that the epoxy 
blends with higher content of block copolymer ionomer shows more remarkable 
reduction in the Young’s modulus as well as tensile strength and more 
pronounced increase in elongation at break. With increasing the block copolymer 
ionomer content from 0 to 10 wt.%, Young’s modulus and tensile strength 
decrease from 2.48 GPa and 62.78 MPa (neat epoxy) to 2.39 GPa and 47.36 MPa 
respectively whereas elongation at break increases from 3.69 (neat epoxy) to 6.85 
%.     
Nevertheless, fracture toughness of the epoxy blends with block copolymer 
ionomer is found to be improved dramatically. KIC and GIC of neat epoxy are 0.77 
MPa. m1/2 and 0.21 kJ. m-2 which increase to 1.09 MPa. m1/2 and 0.43 kJ. m-2 
respectively for the 97.5/2.5 epoxy/21.9SSEBS blend. With increasing the 
21.9SSEBS content, the fracture toughness increases gradually and the most 
remarkable improvement comes with the blend with 10 wt.% 21.9SSEBS where 
KIC and GIC increase to 1.39 MPa. m1/2 and 0.74 kJ.m-2 respectively. This dramatic 
improvement can be correlated to the structural characteristics of the epoxy 
blends. According to a previous report [60], for epoxy blends with a second 
modifier phase of spherical geometry either vesicles or spherical micelles, the 
fracture toughness increases with reducing the ratio of the distance between 
particles to their average diameter. From the aforementioned SAXS analysis, Rc 
increases with increasing the 21.9SSEBS content while the d-spacing between 
neighbouring domains decreases dramatically from 36.7 to 25.6 nm (based on the 
position of the first-order scattering maximum). Therefore, a remarkable 
improvement in fracture toughness could be observed since the ratio is largely 
reduced for the 90/10 epoxy/21.9SSEBS blend. The most two common 
interpretations reported are the possible overlap of stress fields around the 
particles [229] or the transition from plane strain to plane stress state which 
ligament between neighbouring particles will experience when a critical 
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interparticle distance is reached [230]. Furthermore, the thickness of SPS shell 
decreases with increasing the block copolymer ionomer content according to the 
SAXS investigation, which indicates more SPS blocks are penetrated into epoxy 
matrix. This results in stronger adhesion between the spherical micro-domains and 
epoxy matrix, leading to more noticeable toughening efficiency. 
 
Table 6. 1 Mechanical Properties of Nanostructured Epoxy/21.9SSEBS Blends 
Epoxy/ 
21.9SSEBS 
Young's 
modulus 
(GPa) 
Tensile 
strength 
(MPa) 
Elongation 
at break 
(%) 
KIC 
(MPa. m1/2) 
GIC  
(kJ.m-2) 
Neat epoxy 2.48±0.05 62.78±1.61 3.69±0.24 0.77±0.02 0.21±0.03 
97.5/2.5 2.44±0.01 56.29±2.89 5.34±0.15 1.09±0.01 0.43±0.01 
95/5 2.41±0.08 52.19±3.01 6.80±0.20 1.34±0.03 0.67±0.03 
90/10 2.39±0.03 47.36±2.81 6.85±0.19 1.39±0.04 0.74±0.02 
 
6.3.4 Miscibility of epoxy blends containing SSEBS with various 
sulfonation degrees 
It is noted from the above discussion that the sulfonation of the PS blocks plays a 
key role in promoting sufficient miscibility to enable the formation of nanoscaled 
structures in epoxy matrix. However, it is well known that the penetration of soft 
chains into the epoxy network usually brings about disadvantageous influences 
such as the reduced Tg. In the present work, we investigated the critical threshold 
of sulfonation degree required for the formation of nanoscaled structures in the 
epoxy matrix by reducing the sulfonation degree as much as possible without 
compromising the transparency, namely, making sure no macroscopic phase 
separation takes place in the cured epoxy blends.  
For comparison, epoxy blends with the same amount (10 wt.%) of SSEBS with 
sulfonation degree of 0 (SEBS), 0.9 (0.9SSEBS), 5.8 (5.8SSEBS), 10.8 
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(10.8SSEBS) mol% were prepared. It should be noted that cured epoxy blends 
containing 10 wt.% of SEBS and 0.9SSEBS were opaque, implying macroscopic 
phase separation takes place while the blend containing 5.8SSEBS was 
translucent. In contrast, the epoxy blend containing the same amount of 
10.8SSEBS is transparent with no discernible macroscopic separation, suggesting 
the formation of nanostructured epoxy blends. To investigate the miscibility of 
SSEBS with epoxy, the samples were subjected to DSC and DMTA 
measurements.  
Figure 6.6 shows the second scan DSC thermograms. DSC curve of SEBS (Figure 
6.6a) shows a broad endothermic peak between -20 °C and 20 °C, which is 
probably due to the melting of small crystallites formed by long sequences of 
ethylene [130]. Another obvious endothermic transition at 81 °C can be ascribed 
to Tg of the PS block. According to a previous report [130], the rubbery block (EB 
block) should have a Tg at around -40°C. However, it is noted that there is no 
discernible Tg observed at this temperature which might be due to the insensitivity 
of DSC for detecting Tg. Otherwise, the different composition of the present 
SEBS (67 wt.% PS) might result in higher Tg of EB block which can be 
overlapped by the melting peak between -20 °C and 20 °C. For the SSEBS, the Tg 
of PS block generally increases with increasing the sulfonation degree, in 
agreement with a previous study [177]. 21.9SSEBS with the highest sulfonation 
degree exhibits a Tg of SPS block at 107 °C. 
Figure 6.6b gives the DSC curves of epoxy blends with SSEBS with various 
sulfonation degrees. The neat epoxy exhibits a glass transition (Tg) at 176 °C. For 
the epoxy blends, there are no discernible endothermic transitions which can be 
assigned to PS (or SPS) and EB blocks. Two possible reasons account for this, 
namely, the components of the blends are miscible or DSC is relatively low 
sensitive for analysing the glass transition of polymer components. However, it 
can be clearly seen that there are two glass transitions at relatively high 
temperature (around 150 °C) for the blends containing SEBS, 0.9SSEBS and 
5.8SSEBS whereas only one for those containing 10.8SSEBS and 21.9SSEBS. 
The epoxy/10.8SSEBS and epoxy/21.9SSEBS blends display a Tg at 161 and 
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156°C respectively, shifting down to lower temperature compared with the neat 
epoxy. For blends containing SEBS, 0.9SSEBS and 5.8SSEBS, the presences of 
two glass transitions assignable to the glass transition of epoxy rich phase 
indicates that there are probably compositional gradient in the epoxy matrix [34]. 
Moreover, both of these two glass transition temperatures decrease when using 
SSEBS with higher sulfonation degree as the modifier, which probably due to the 
fact that SSEBS with higher sulfonation degree shows better miscibility with the 
epoxy matrix leading to more pronounced plasticization effect and more 
remarkable reduction of cure since more sulfonic acid are available to protonate 
MDA. Likewise, the epoxy blends containing 10.8SSEBS displays a higher Tg 
then the one with 21.9SSEBS.  
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Figure 6. 6 DSC curves of the second scan of (a) SEBS and SSEBS with different 
sulfonation degrees and (b) their corresponding epoxy blends at a heating rate of 
20 °C/min. 
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DMTA spectra of the epoxy blends containing SEBS and SSEBS with different 
sulfonation degrees are shown in Figure 6.7. These spectra provide further 
evidence of the miscibility of the epoxy blends. For the epoxy blends containing 
10 wt.% of 10.8SSEBS, there are three typical relaxations of the epoxy network, 
denoted by Į, ȕ’, and ȕ relaxations, in agreement with the epoxy/21.9SSEBS 
blends discussed above. They are at around 162, 50, and -50 °C respectively. 
Compared with the epoxy blends with 10 wt.% of 21.9SSEBS, all of these three 
relaxation temperatures increase slightly, probably due to less pronounced 
plasticization effect and less noticeable reduction of cure originating from less 
amount of sulfonic acid groups in the 10.8SSEBS.  
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Figure 6. 7 Variation of storage modulus and tan į with temperature at different 
frequencies (0.2, 0.4, 1, 2, and 4 Hz) of epoxy blends with 10 wt.% of (a) SEBS, 
(b) 0.9SSEBS, (c) 5.8SSEBS, and (d) 10.8SSEBS. 
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Apart from these typical relaxations, a relaxation peak at around 85 °C can be 
clearly observed for the epoxy blends containing SEBS, 0.9SSEBS, 5.8SSEBS. 
This relaxation could be attributed to Į relaxation of SPS micro-domains. The 
presence of this relaxation assignable to SPS micro-domains indicates that SPS 
blocks are demixed out of the epoxy matrix, which is consistent with the opaque 
or translucent appearance of these blends. Moreover, it is obvious that there are 
two major transitions at high temperature assignable to glass transition of epoxy 
rich phase in the DMTA spectra of epoxy/SEBS and epoxy/0.9SSEBS blends. For 
both of these blends, a transition at 179 °C, almost the same as that of the neat 
epoxy, is observed. Additionally, another one at 148 and 146 °C is presented for 
epoxy/SEBS and epoxy/0.9SSEBS blends respectively. The presence of these two 
major transitions may be due to the fact that there are compositional gradient in 
the epoxy matrix [34]. It is proposed that the epoxy matrix close to the interface 
of these two components are possibly mixed with some PS or SPS chains 
exhibiting lower glass transition temperature due to the plasticization effect 
whereas that far from the interface remain unmixed with these chains and show 
almost the same glass transition as the neat epoxy. One may notice that the 
epoxy/5.8SSEBS blend does not show two glass transitions of the epoxy rich 
phase, as observed in the DSC investigation. However, there seems an ambiguous 
shoulder peak next to the major transition, which probably accounts for the 
presence of two glass transitions in the DSC investigation. 
6.3.5 Morphology of epoxy blends containing SSEBS with various 
sulfonation degrees 
The morphology of the cured epoxy/SSEBS blends was investigated by TEM. 
Figure 6.8 shows the TEM images of epoxy blends containing 10 wt.% 
10.8SSEBS, 5.8SSEBS, 0.9SSEBS, and SEBS. Note that these images were taken 
at different magnifications. The transparent epoxy/10.8SSEBS blend shows 
heterogeneous morphology at nanoscale. Similar to epoxy blends with 
21.9SSEBS, spherical morphology where bright spherical cores are surrounded 
with a thin dark shell is observed, dispersing in the grey continuous matrix 
(Figure 6.8a). Compared with the 90/10 epoxy/21.9SSEBS blend, the average size 
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of the spherical micro-domains in 90/10 epoxy/10.8SSEBS blend increases from 
11 nm to around 17 nm. In contrast, the dispersed dark areas highly aggregates in 
the translucent epoxy blends containing 10 wt.% of 5.8SSEBS (Figure 6.8b), 
showing a macro-phase separated morphology. TEM images of epoxy blends with 
0.9SSEBS and SEBS shown in Figure 6.8c and 6.8d clearly demonstrate that a 
micron scale phase-separated morphology is presented in these two blends.  
 
  
  
Figure 6. 8 TEM images of epoxy blends containing 10 wt.% of (a) 10.8SSEBS, 
(b) 5.8SSEBS, (c) 0.9SSEBS, and (d) SEBS. 
 
The macroscopically phase separated morphology of these epoxy blends were 
further investigated by SEM. The SEM images obtained by observing the 
cryogenically fractured surfaces of epoxy blends containing 10 wt.% of 
5.8SSEBS, 0.9SSEBS, and SEBS are presented in Figure 6.9. All the blends 
display heterogeneous morphology. For further examination, the fractured 
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surfaces of the epoxy blends were etched with THF. The images on the right hand 
side in Figure 6.9 show the SEM micrographs obtained from observation on the 
etched specimens. Characteristics of a macroscopically phase-separated structure 
can be easily seen from these figures. For the epoxy/SEBS blend, structures with 
irregular shapes of broadly distributed sizes are observed (Figure 6.9a1). The size 
is found to range from 5 to 10 μm. Vacant holes with irregular structures are 
clearly seen in the SEM micrographs of the corresponding etched specimen 
(Figure 6.9a2). For epoxy/SSEBS blends, the size of the heterogeneous phase 
structure decreases compared with the epoxy/SEBS blend. For epoxy/0.9SSEBS 
blend, a micron scale phase-separated morphology is also observed (shown in 
Figure 6.9b1). The SEM micrograph presented in Figure 6.9b2 is taken from the 
etched specimen displaying vacant holes with irregular shape but smaller size (on 
the order of 1-3 μm) in epoxy matrix. When SSEBS with higher sulfonation 
degree (5.8SSEBS) is used, the size of the block copolymer ionomer domains 
further decreases and relatively more flat surface is observed (Figure 6.9c). In 
addition, it is noted that the difference in the surface morphology for unetched and 
etched specimen becomes not so distinguishable. This is probably ascribed to 
different extents of phase separation which depends on the miscibility between the 
components. With increasing sulfonation degree of SSEBS, more sulfonic acid 
groups in SPS block are available to form interaction with epoxy or react with 
MDA, leading to more SPS blocks penetrating into epoxy network. It is thus more 
difficult to remove the SSEBS phase. Likewise, a phase structure with smaller 
size is presented due to the better miscibility with epoxy matrix.  
The morphology of the epoxy blends containing SSEBS with various sulfonation 
degrees were also investigated by SAXS. To get better understanding of the 
formation of the morphology in these epoxy blends, neat SSEBS of various 
sulfonation degrees were also subjected to SAXS experiment. Figure 6.10a shows 
the obtained SAXS profiles. For the parent SEBS, the first-order peak is centred at 
a q value corresponding to a long spacing of 24.9 nm. A second-order reflection 
can be clearly seen at a double angular position, which is characteristic of an 
organization of lamellae. SSEBS of various sulfonation degrees display similar 
SAXS scattering patterns. The difference is that the first-order scattering peak 
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appears at a slightly higher q value for SSEBS with higher sulfonation degree. 
The q value reaches to 0.28 corresponding to a distance in real space at 22.6 nm 
for 21.9SSEBS.  
 
  
  
  
Figure 6. 9 SEM images of cryogenically fractured surfaces of epoxy blends 
containing 10 wt.% of (a) SEBS, (b) 0.9SSEBS, and (c) 5.8SSEBS. Note that the 
left hand side images are taken from unetched surfaces whereas the right hand 
side ones are from surfaces etched with THF for 24h. 
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Shown in Figure 6.10b are the SAXS profiles of the epoxy blends containing 
SSEBS with various sulfonation degrees. It can be seen from the profiles that 
quite different scattering patterns are exhibited depending on the sulfonation 
degree of the ionomers. When SSEBS with sulfonation degree of 5.8 mol% or 
lower was used, a sharp first-order scattering is observed, situating at almost same 
q values as those of the corresponding neat block copolymer ionomer. However, 
there is no discernible secondary scattering peak, indicating the structure has been 
changed and becomes less ordered in the epoxy/SSEBS blends. In a previous 
report by Guo et al. [204], the epoxy immiscible block copolymer SB 
(polystyrene-b-polybutadiene) is micro-phase separated in the macroscopically 
phase separated epoxy/SB blend. This is deduced from the result that the 
epoxy/SB blends show similar SAXS scattering patterns to the neat SB. In the 
present system, although a two-phase morphology was also obtained due to the 
immiscibility, the morphology of the block copolymer ionomers has been changed 
with incorporation of epoxy. The possible interactions between sulfonic acid 
groups with the epoxy network probably accounts for this change.  
For the epoxy blends containing SSEBS with a sulfonation degree of 10.8 mol% 
or higher, well-defined multiple scattering peaks can be observed, indicating 
nanostructures are presented in these blends. Compared with the 90/10 
epoxy/21.9SSEBS blend aforementioned, broader and weaker scattering peaks are 
presented in the SAXS profile of epoxy/10.8SSEBS blend. Moreover, the long 
spacing increases from 26.3 to 33.9 nm. The SAXS data of epoxy/10.8SSEBS 
blend were analysed using a model of core-shell type domains with liquid-like 
order. Results indicate that this model also fits the SAXS data very well (see the 
fitting curves in Figure 6.10). Structural parameters, Rc, Ts, and Rhs derived from 
the SAXS analysis is 5.21, 3.40, and 13.17 nm respectively, in comparison to 
2.43, 3.16, and 12.55 nm for the 90/10 epoxy/21.9SSEBS blend. It can be noted 
that the decrease in sulfonation degree of the block copolymer ionomer results in 
an increase in the domain size, probably due to less content of sulfonic acid 
groups presented in SPS block leading to relatively poorer miscibility with epoxy 
matrix.  
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It is noted from the above discussion that there is a critical sulfonation degree 
(10.8 mol% in the present study) beyond which the interactions of SSEBS with 
epoxy are sufficiently favourable that microscopically phase separated structures 
present in the cured epoxy blend. Otherwise, macroscopically phase separated 
structures are formed. 
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Figure 6. 10 SAXS profiles of (a) SSEBS with various sulfonation degrees and 
(b) the corresponding epoxy blends. The full lines represent the fitting curves 
according to eq. (5.4). The scattering profiles were shifted vertically for clarity. 
 
6.3.6 Mechanical properties of epoxy blends containing SSEBS 
with various sulfonation degrees 
Effects of sulfonation degree of SSEBS on the mechanical properties of its epoxy 
blends were investigated. Table 6.2 summarizes the mechanical properties 
including tensile properties (Young’s modulus, tensile strength, and elongation at 
break) and fracture toughness (KIC and GIC). Compared with the neat epoxy, all 
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epoxy/SSEBS blends exhibit lower modulus and tensile strength but better 
fracture toughness.  
Figure 6.11 shows the variation of KIC and GIC as a function of sulfonation 
degree of the used block copolymer ionomer. The sulfonation degree at 0 mol% 
means the parent SEBS. It can be clearly seen that all the epoxy/SSEBS blends 
show a remarkable improvement in the fracture toughness, depending on the 
sulfonation degree. The toughness of the epoxy blends increase with increasing 
sulfonation degree of SSEBS up to 5.8 mol% and decreases thereafter. For 
example, Table 2 shows that GIC for the epoxy/SEBS blend is 0.41 kJ/m2, which 
increases to 1.03 kJ/m2 for the epoxy/5.8SSEBS blend, nearly five times the value 
of neat epoxy (i.e., 0.21 kJ/m2). With further increasing the sulfonation degree of 
the used SSEBS, GIC starts to decrease and reaches to 0.74 kJ/m2 for 
epoxy/21.9SSEBS. 
 
Table 6. 2 Mechanical Properties of Epoxy Blends Containing SSEBS with 
Various Sulfonation degrees 
Epoxy Blends 
with 10 wt.% 
Young's 
modulus 
(GPa) 
Tensile 
strength 
(MPa) 
Elongation 
at break 
(%) 
KIC 
(MPa.m1/2) 
GIC 
(kJ.m-2) 
Neat epoxy 2.48±0.05 62.78±1.6 3.69±0.24 0.77±0.02 0.21±0.03 
21.9SSEBS 2.39±0.01 47.36±2.1 6.85±0.20 1.39±0.01 0.74±0.01 
10.8SSEBS 2.32±0.09 44.74±1.5 6.12±0.18 1.58±0.01 0.95±0.02 
5.8SSEBS 2.33±0.07 43.96±2.3 5.57±0.16 1.65±0.02 1.03±0.02 
0.9SSEBS 2.22±0.09 40.50±1.9 5.01±0.22 1.31±0.01 0.68±0.03 
SEBS 2.25±0.02 39.98±1.7 4.46±0.25 1.01±0.03 0.41±0.01 
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Figure 6. 11 Stress intensity factor KIC and strain release energy rate GIC as a 
function of sulfonation degree of the used block copolymer ionomer. Values for 
the neat epoxy are also given.  
 
The dependence of mechanical properties of the epoxy/SSEBS blends on the 
sulfonation degree actually reflects their correlation with the phase separated 
structures. Firstly, macroscopically phase separated structures lead to lower 
toughening efficiency. For the blends with microscopically phase separated 
structures, the size of the dispersed phase as well as the adhesion with the epoxy 
matrix seem to be the key factors determining the fracture toughness. In the epoxy 
system containing SSEBS with higher sulfonation degree, there are more free acid 
groups in SSEBS which can form interaction with the MDA-cured epoxy 
network. The adhesion between SSEBS and epoxy is thus enhanced, which is 
probably able to account for the better improvement in fracture toughness. 
However, when the sulfonation degree increases to 21.9 mol%, above the critical 
threshold (10.8 mol%), the miscibility of SSEBS with epoxy has been largely 
enhanced and results in smaller spherical domains (as discussed earlier in Section 
6.3.5). For nanostructured epoxy blends with spherical micelles (less than 1 μm), 
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previous work found toughness increases with increasing the size of the micelles 
[60, 117]. This is due to the fact that very small micelles are not easy to induce 
plastic deformation or contribute surface roughness significantly. 
6.4 Conclusions 
 
In the present work, SSEBS with sulfonation degree of 21.9 mol% has been 
successfully used to toughen epoxy thermosets through forming nanostructures in 
the bends. Sulfonation of polystyrene enhances the miscibility with epoxy matrix, 
enabling the preparation of nanostructured epoxy thermosets. Spherical 
morphology consisting of EB cores and thin SPS shell were observed for all the 
epoxy blends with up to 20 wt.% SSEBS. The SAXS analysis based on a model of 
core-shell type domains with liquid-like order shows that Rc increases remarkably 
whereas Ts, and Rhs decrease gradually with increasing the SSEBS content. 
Mechanical characterization indicates that SSEBS can greatly improve the 
fracture toughness of epoxy without significant compromise in other mechanical 
properties. In addition, the epoxy blends with higher content of SSEBS show 
more remarkable fracture toughness improvement. 
Moreover, we have carried out a systematic study of the effects of sulfonation 
degree of polystyrene block in this SEBS on controlling the nano-ordering in 
thermosetting epoxy systems. To achieve this aim, epoxy blends with 10 wt.% of 
SSEBS with various sulfonation degrees have been prepared. For epoxy blends 
containing SSEBS with low sulfonation degree (5.8 mol% or lower), macroscopic 
phase separation takes place since the interactions between SSEBS and epoxy 
matrix are not sufficiently favorable to induce micro-phase separation. For epoxy 
blends containing SSEBS with high sulfonation degree (10.8 mol% or higher), 
nanostructures are observed. Although all the epoxy blends containing SSEBS 
with various sulfonation degrees exhibit an improvement in fracture toughness, 
the epoxy blend with SSEBS of moderate sulfonation degree shows best fracture 
toughness.  
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C H A P T E R  S E V E N  
Morphology and Mechanical Properties of 
Epoxy Thermosets Containing Metal Salts of 
SSEBS with High Polystyrene Content  
7.1 Introduction 
 
The properties of the nanostructured epoxy thermosets are largely dependant on 
the architecture and properties of the used tougheners. Macro-phase separation 
can be effectively avoided by incorporating tougheners which can form some 
specific interactions with epoxy matrix or the curing agents. In chapter 6, we 
demonstrate the preparation of sulfonated polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene-co-
butylene)-block-polystyrene (SSEBS) modified epoxy thermosets, where phase 
structures can be readily adjusted by using SSEBS of different sulfonation 
degrees. It is found that nanostructured epoxy thermosets can be produced with 
increasing the sulfonation degree to some extent where the interactions between 
sulfonic acids and epoxy matrix are sufficiently favorable to promote microphase 
separation and avoid macrophase separation. 
This chapter further addresses the preparation of nanostructured epoxy thermosets 
using metal salts of SSEBS (M-SSEBS) with relatively high polystyrene content 
(67 wt.%). SSEBS of 10.8 mol% sulfonation degree was employed, which has 
been identified as an effective toughener for epoxy by forming nanostructures as 
described in chapter 6. Two types of metal salts, namely, sodium and magnesium 
salts were studied. The presence of metal element in the toughener probably has 
some impacts on the ability to form nanostructures in epoxy matrix. Moreover, 
the metal salts incorporated into epoxy thermosets might result in some 
unexpected properties such as fire resistance, conductivity, etc.  
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7.2 Experimental section 
7.2.1 Materials and preparation of samples 
Polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene-co-butylene)-block-polystyrene (SEBS, Tuftec™ 
H1043) consisting of 67 wt.% polystyrene is the same as that described in chapter 
6. The procedure of preparation of SSEBS is the same as that described in 
previous chapters and SSEBS with sulfonation degree of 10.8 mol% was 
employed.  
To prepare metal salts of SSEBS (M-SSEBS), SSEBS was dissolved in 
tetrahydrofuran (THF) leading to a clear solution. Then, alcoholic (MeOH) 
solution of a stoichiometric amount of magnesium acetate or sodium hydroxide 
was dropped in SSEBS solution which was subsequently stirred overnight.  
The epoxy thermosets containing metal salts of SSEBS were prepared following 
the same procedure described in Section 4.2.2: epoxy precursor (DGEBA) and M-
SSEBS were separately dissolved in THF. Then, individual THF solutions of 
DGEBA and SSEBS were mixed and acutely stirred. Meanwhile, a stoichiometric 
amount of curing agent MDA was added and stirred to form a homogeneous 
mixture. The solvent was evaporated at room temperature in the fume hood first 
and the vacuum oven next. The mixture was then poured into a preheated mould 
and cured at 120 °C for 17 h and post-cured successively at 180 °C for 2 h.  
7.2.2 Characterization 
The preparation of M-SSEBS was confirmed by Fourier Transform Infrared 
(FTIR) Spectroscopy on a Bruker Vertex 70 FTIR spectrometer. THF solutions of 
samples were dropped onto the KBr disks. Then, THF was evaporated at room 
temperature first and subsequently at 100 °C under vacuum. 
The thermomechanical properties of the obtained epoxy thermosets containing 
SSEBS were characterized using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and 
dynamic mechanical thermal analyse (DMTA) in single-cantilever mode with 
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using liquid nitrogen to achieve sub-ambient temperature. The details of the test 
are the same as those given in Section 3.2.7 and 5.2.3. 
Morphology of the obtained samples were investigated by means of transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) and small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). For TEM 
investigation, a JEOL JEM-2100 transmission electron microscope was employed 
and details of the test can be found in Section 4.2.5. SAXS experiments were 
performed at the Australian Synchrotron on the small/wide angle X-ray scattering 
beamline utilizing an undulator source that allows measurement at a very high 
flux to moderate scattering angles and a good flux at the minimum q limit (0.012 
nm-1).  
Tensile tests of the epoxy/SSEBS blends were conducted on an Instron 30 kN 
screw driven tensile tester equipped with a non-contact video extensometer. The 
dumbbell specimens with a 16.0 u 3.5 u 2.5 mm3 neck were used. Tests were 
performed at the same conditions described in Section 5.2.6.  
The plain-strain fracture toughness was investigated according to ASTM D5045 
standard using a three-point-bend (SEN-3PB) single-edge-notch specimen. 
Details are given in Section 5.2.6.  
7.3 Results and Discussion 
7.3.1 Preparation of SSEBS and its metal salts (M-SSEBS) 
The obtained SSEBS and metal salts were characterized by FTIR. Figure 7.1 
shows the obtained FTIR spectra. Characteristic absorbance bands associated with 
the sulfonation of polystyrene blocks in SEBS can be easily seen in the spectrum 
of SSEBS. Compared with that of SEBS, four additional bands near 1003, 1033, 
1128, 1175~1220 cm-1 (indicated by the lines in Figure 7.1) can be observed and 
are all due to grafted sulfonic acid groups. The characteristic bands at round 1003 
and 1127 cm-1 can be ascribed to the in-plane bending vibrations of the aromatic 
ring substituted with sulfonate groups [223]. The absorbencies at 1033 and 1175 
cm-1 can be ascribed to the symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibrations of the 
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sulfonate group, respectively [148]. For the metal salts of SSEBS, slight shift is 
noticeable from 1175 cm-1 to 1196 cm-1 for Na-SSEBS and 1181 cm-1 for Mg-
SSEBS. In addition, a shoulder appears at around 1220 cm-1 assignable to the 
asymmetric stretching vibration of the sulfonate group, which is in agreement 
with reports by others [148, 223].  
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Figure 7. 1 FTIR spectra of SEBS, SSEBS, and the resultant metal salts. 
 
7.3.2 Morphology of Epoxy/M-SSEBS Blends  
Metal salts (magnesium and sodium salts) of SSEBS were prepared through 
neutralization of SSEBS with methanol solution of magnesium acetate or sodium 
hydroxide. A stoichiometric amount of the alkaline solution was used. It is 
surprising that the metal salts of SSEBS with neutralization degree of 100% could 
not form homogeneous mixture with epoxy precursor. Therefore, M-SSEBS with 
different neutralization degrees were prepared and used to prepare epoxy blends. 
It was found that homogeneous mixtures of epoxy precursor and M-SSEBS can 
be obtained when the neutralization degree is reduced to 80%. The reasons for 
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these results are unclear. However, the very strong ion-dipole interactions among 
metal sulfonate groups may partially account for this incompatibility [161]. 
Moreover, as discussed in the previous chapters, the free sulfonic acid groups in 
block ionomers (complexes) can greatly enhance the miscibility between epoxy 
and the modifier through some specific interactions. Therefore, results shown in 
the present chapter are based on M-SSEBS with 80% neutralization degree. 
Blends of epoxy, MDA, and M-SSEBS were transparent at the curing temperature 
(120 ºC) indicating the mixtures were visually homogeneous. The transparency 
was preserved in the cured epoxy thermosets and no discernible macroscopic 
separation was observed.  
Shown in Figure 7.2 are TEM images of MDA-cured epoxy/M-SSEBS blends. 
These TEM images clearly show the formation of heterogeneous morphology at 
nanoscale. Disordered spherical morphology consist of bright cores and dark 
shells are presented in all the epoxy blends, which is similar to those of the epoxy 
systems with block ionomer complexes and block ionomer in free acid form.  In 
terms of the difference in electron density of different groups, the continuous grey 
regions can be assigned to the cross-linked epoxy matrix. Moreover, due to the 
diversity in preferential RuO4 staining [203, 204], brighter spherical cores are 
assignable to the “epoxy-phobic” rubbery phase consisting of poly(ethylene-ran-
butylene) (EB) blocks, whereas the thin darker shell surrounding the bright 
spherical cores can be assigned to the sulfonated polystyrene (SPS) blocks. The 
spherical microdomains disperse sparsely in the continuous epoxy matrix and this 
is particularly evident in the 97.5/2.5 epoxy/M-SSEBS blends. With increasing 
the M-SSEBS content, the population of the spherical microdomains increases but 
the spherical morphology remains unaltered. 
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Figure 7. 2 TEM images of: (a) epoxy/Mg-SSEBS blends containing (a1) 2.5, (a2) 
5, (a3)10 wt.% of Mg-SSEBS; (b) epoxy/Na-SSEBS blends containing (b1) 2.5, 
(b2) 5, (b3) 10 wt.% of Na-SSEBS. 
 
Based on the TEM images shown here, there is no discernible difference in the 
microphase morphology of epoxy blends with different metal salts of SSEBS, that 
is, the type of counterions does not affect the morphology significantly. The 
formation of this spherical morphology consisting of a bright core and a dark shell 
should be similar to each other in these systems. The “epoxy-phobic” EB blocks 
were excluded from the epoxy matrix forming spherical micro-domains before the 
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cure. As for the ionic PS blocks, the presence of ionic groups (free sulfonic acid 
and metal sulfonate salts) should promote some interactions with the epoxy 
precursor or curing agent leading to enhanced miscibility. Nevertheless, SPS 
blocks are or at least partially phase separated which is indicated by the presence 
of the shells surrounding the EB cores. The phase separation took place at 
nanoscale and macroscopic phase separation was successfully avoided with the 
introduction of ionic groups onto SEBS.  
SAXS experiments were employed to further investigate the microphase structure 
of the epoxy blends with melt salts of SSEBS. The obtained SAXS profiles are 
presented in Figure 7.3. For comparison, the epoxy blends containing 10 wt.% of  
the corresponding SSEBS is also presented. Although the TEM investigation does 
not show discernible difference in the microphase structure for the blends with 
different melt salts of SSEBS, SAXS profiles exhibit some different features. For 
epoxy/Mg-SSEBS blends, well-defined multiple scattering peaks can be observed 
especially for the 90/10 blend, indicating nanostructures are presented in these 
blends. Compared with the 90/10 epoxy/SSEBS blend, sharper and stronger first-
order scattering peak is presented in the 90/10  epoxy/Mg-SSEBS blend, which is 
actually more similar to that of epoxy/21.9 SSEBS blends described in chapter 6. 
Moreover, the long spacing increases from 33.9 to 37 nm. The SAXS data of 
90/10 epoxy/Mg-SSEBS blend can be fitted well using the same model described 
in chapter 5 (core-shell type domains with liquid-like order). With decreasing the 
Mg-SSEBS content, the scattering peak becomes broader and weaker and no 
scattering peaks can be observed in the SAXS profile of 97.5/2.5 epoxy/Mg-
SSEBS blend, which probably due to the very low content of the modifier.  
For epoxy/Na-SSEBS blends, the first-order scattering peak becomes so broader 
that it is not easy to be observed. To get a better understanding, USAXS (ultra-
small angle X-ray scattering) profiles are inserted in Figure 7.3b, from which we 
can be sure that no apparent scattering peak presents in SAXS profiles of epoxy 
blends containing Na-SSEBS. This indicates that the epoxy/Na-SSEBS blends do 
not exhibit a nanoscale structure or contain long-range ordered nanostructures. In 
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contrast to the TEM results, it might be concluded that there is no long-range 
ordered array of domains.  
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Figure 7. 3 SAXS profiles (a) epoxy/Mg-SSEBS blends containing 2.5, 5, and 10 
wt.% of Mg-SSEBS; (b) epoxy/Na-SSEBS blends containing 2.5, 5, and 10 wt.% 
of Na-SSEBS. The SAXS profile of 90/10 epoxy/SSEBS blend was also shown 
for comparison. The insert in (b) are the USAXS profiles of epoxy/ Na-SSEBS 
blends. 
 
7.3.3 Thermomechanical properties of Epoxy/M-SSEBS Blends 
The thermomechanical properties of these nanostructured epoxy/M-SSEBS blends 
were investigated by DSC and DMTA. The DSC curves obtained for epoxy/Mg-
SSEBS and epoxy/Na-SSEBS blends during the second heating scan are shown in 
Figures 7.4a and 7.4b respectively.  
From the Figure 7.4a, the glass transition of the epoxy-rich phase can be clearly 
seen in all the DSC curves. The neat epoxy exhibits a glass transition at 176 ºC. A 
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reduction in glass transition temperature Tg can be observed in the epoxy 
thermoset blends. Moreover, the blends with higher Mg-SSEBS content show 
lower Tg. The presence of ionic groups in PS blocks promotes sufficient 
miscibility of SEBS with epoxy, avoiding macroscopic phase separation. 
Nevertheless, the penetration of the soft polymer chains into the cross-linked 
epoxy network also brings about plasticization effects leading to lower Tg [176, 
200]. Additionally, the block ionomers may act as diluent which leads to 
incomplete cure of the epoxy resins [231]. Thus lower Tg were observed in the 
cured epoxy blends. The epoxy thermosets with 10 wt.% of Mg-SSEBS shows a 
Tg at approximately 152 ºC.  
For the epoxy/Na-SSEBS blends, similar results were obtained, shown in Figure 
7.4b. The Tg of 97.5/2.5 epoxy/Na-SSEBS blend decreases to 168 ºC compared 
with neat epoxy and it continues to decrease to 154 ºC when the content of Na-
SSEBS incorporated into the epoxy increases to 10 wt.%. Moreover, it can be 
found that there is no big difference in Tg of epoxy blends containing the same 
amount of different metal salts of SSEBS. For instance, the 97.5/2.5 epoxy/Na-
SSEBS blend shows a Tg at 168 ºC, which is very closed to the Tg of epoxy blend 
containing 2.5 wt.%  of Mg-SSEBS, i.e., 170 ºC.  
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Figure 7. 4 DSC curves of: (a) epoxy/Mg-SSEBS blends containing 2.5, 5, and 10 
wt.% of Mg-SSEBS; (b) epoxy/Na-SSEBS blends containing 2.5, 5, and 10 wt.% 
of Na-SSEBS. 
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Dynamic mechanical spectra of the MDA-cured neat epoxy and epoxy blends 
with metal salts of SSEBS are shown in Figure 7.5. The DMA measurements 
were conducted in single cantilever mode at frequencies of 0.2, 0.4, 1.0, 2.0, and 
4.0 Hz. From the Figure 7.5a, it can be clearly seen that the MDA-cured neat 
epoxy exhibits three typical relaxations which are consistent with previous reports 
[225]. The one at relatively high temperature (180 °C) denoted as Į-relaxation can 
be ascribed to the glass-rubber transition (Tg) of the epoxy thermoset. The 
secondary transition (ȕ-relaxation) at around -50 °C is related to the motion of the 
hydroxyl ether structural units [CH2–CH(OH)–CH2–O–] and other parts in the 
polymer chains [225]. Another relaxation peak (ȕ’-relaxation) at round 60 °C can 
be also identified, which can be due to the motions of less cross-linked zones in 
the epoxy network [226, 227] or the motions of p-phenylene [228]. 
The abovementioned relaxations can be unambiguously identified in all the 
spectra of the MDA cured epoxy/M-SSEBS blends. The Tg of epoxy thermosets 
containing 2.5, 5, and 10 wt. % of Mg-SSEBS are 173, 169, and 156 °C 
respectively, decreasing with increasing Mg-SSEBS content. Moreover, the 
temperatures where ȕ’ and ȕ relaxations take place decreases slightly with 
incorporation of Mg-SSEBS. Additionally, Tg increases towards a higher 
temperature with increasing the test frequency. From the storage modulus (G’) 
versus temperature curves of both neat epoxy and epoxy/Mg-SSEBS blends, it 
can be found that there is no substantial difference in storage modulus between 
each sample when the temperature is lower than 110 °C. Nevertheless, the 
nanostructured epoxy blends generally exhibit higher storage modulus than neat 
epoxy when the temperature is increased to above 200 °C. For the MDA cured 
epoxy/Na-SSEBS blends, similar results were obtained. The epoxy blends with 
2.5, 5, to 10 wt.% of Na-SSEBS display Tg at 172, 170, 157 °C respectively. 
Moreover, compared with the neat epoxy, epoxy/Na-SSEBS blends exhibit higher 
storage modulus at the temperature around 200 °C or higher. After a detailed 
analysis of  the DMA spectra of epoxy blends with different metal salts of 
SSEBS, it can be found that there is no significant difference between these two 
systems.   
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Figure 7. 5 Variation of storage modulus (G¶ DQG WDQ į ZLWK WHPSHUDWXUH DW
different frequency (0.2, 0.4, 1, 2, and 4 Hz) of (a) neat epoxy and epoxy blends 
containing (b1) 2.5, (b2) 5, (b3) 10 wt.% of Mg-SSEBS; (c1) 2.5, (c2) 5, (c3) 10 
wt.% of Na-SSEBS. 
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7.3.4 Mechanical properties of Epoxy/M-SSEBS Blends 
Mechanical properties of the epoxy blends with M-SSEBS are given in Table 7.1. 
Young’s modulus, tensile strength, and fracture toughness in terms of KIC and GIC 
are included in the table. Firstly, the Young’s modulus, tensile strength, KIC, and 
GIC of neat epoxy are determined to be approximately 2.47 GPa, 52.78 MPa, 0.75 
MPa. m1/2, and 0.20 kJ.m-2 respectively. Compared with neat epoxy, the epoxy 
blends with M-SSEBS show slight reduction in Young’s modulus and tensile 
strength but remarkable increase in KIC and GIC. 
The Young’s modulus and tensile strength of the 97.5/2.5 epoxy/Mg-SSEBS 
blend are 2.45 GPa and 45.37 MPa respectively. These values further decreases 
with increasing the Mg-SSEBS content and ultimately reach to around 2.23 GPa 
and 39.91 MPa for the epoxy blend containing 10 wt.% of Mg-SSEBS. As for the 
fracture toughness, considerable increase is observed. The 97.5/2.5 epoxy/Mg-
SSEBS blend displays KIC and GIC of around 1.33 MPa. m1/2 and 0.64 kJ.m-2 
which increases dramatically to 1.46 MPa. m1/2 and 0.76 kJ.m-2 for 95/5 
epoxy/Mg-SSEBS blend and further to 1.77 MPa. m1/2 and 1.24 kJ.m-2 for epoxy 
blend containing 10 wt.% of Mg-SSEBS. 
For the Na-SSEBS modified epoxy thermosets of various compositions, the 
values of mechanical properties and changing trend show only marginal 
differences compared with those of epoxy/Mg-SSEBS blends. For instance, the 
epoxy blend containing 2.5 wt.% of Na-SSEBS shows modulus and tensile 
strength of around 2.51 GPa and 46.77 MPa respectively. With increasing the Na-
SSEBS content, the modulus and tensile strength decrease continuously and reach 
to approximately 2.26 GPa and 40.50 MPa. Meanwhile, the KIC and GIC increase 
remarkably from 1.38 MPa. m1/2 and 0.67 kJ.m-2 for 97.5/2.5 epoxy/Na-SSEBS 
blend to 1.69 MPa. m1/2 and 1.09 kJ.m-2 for epoxy blend containing 10 wt.% of 
Na-SSEBS. 
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Table 7. 1 Mechanical Properties of Nanostructured Epoxy/M-SSEBS Blends 
Epoxy Blends 
Young's 
modulus 
(GPa) 
Tensile 
strength 
(MPa) 
KIC 
(MPa. 
m1/2) 
GIC  
(kJ.m-2) 
Neat epoxy  2.48±0.05 62.78±1.61 0.77±0.02 0.21±0.03 
Epoxy/Mg-
SSEBS 
97.5/2.5 2.45±0.02 45.37±2.91 1.33±0.10 0.64±0.01 
95/5 2.45±0.06 43.81±2.01 1.46±0.08 0.76±0.03 
90/10 2.23±0.07 39.91±3.81 1.67±0.11 1.11±0.02 
Epoxy/Na-
SSEBS 
97.5/2.5 2.51±0.05 46.77±3.19 1.38±0.05 0.67±0.01 
95/5 2.43±0.10 43.23±1.84 1.42±0.07 0.73±0.03 
90/10 2.26±0.05 40.50±2.61 1.59±0.09 0.98±0.09 
 
7.4 Conclusions 
In the present work, metal salts (sodium and magnesium salts) of SSEBS with 
sulfonation degree of 10.8 mol% have been prepared and successfully used as 
templates to produce nanostructured epoxy thermosets. The fracture toughness of 
the obtained nanostructured epoxy thermosets has been greatly improved. Fully 
neutralized SSEBS by magnesium acetate or sodium hydroxide do not show 
sufficient miscibility with epoxy precursor to form homogeneous mixture. In 
contrast, the metal salts with 80% neutralization degree can be easily mixed with 
epoxy precursor and thereby forming nanostructured epoxy thermosets. There is 
no substantial difference in the microphase structure of nanostructured epoxy 
thermosets with different metal salts of SSEBS. Additionally, no big difference 
was observed in the thermomechanical and mechanical properties in these two 
types of nanostructured epoxy thermoset modified with different metal salts of 
SSEBS.   
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Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Work  
8.1 General Conclusions 
This research has developed a new route to prepare nanostructured epoxy 
thermosets by using block copolymer ionomers or their complexes. The employed 
ionomers were prepared through functionalization (sulfonation) of a commercially 
available thermoplastic elastomer (SEBS), which were designed for the aims to 
improve the fracture toughness of epoxy resins. The miscibility of the 
functionalized elastomer with epoxy matrix, structure-property relationships, and 
deformation mechanism of these nanostructured epoxy thermosets have been 
intensively investigated in this study. This work presents an original method to 
promote compatibilization between thermosetting epoxy matrix and some 
immiscible block copolymers through the introduction of ionic groups. The 
possible hydrogen bonding with epoxy and ionic interaction with curing agent of 
sulfonic acid groups are suggested to be responsible for the improved miscibility. 
Several factors including the composition of SEBS, sulfonation degree, and 
counterion types have deep impacts on its miscibility with epoxy matrix. The 
general conclusions of this work are described below. 
a) For SEBS with relatively lower polystyrene content (29 mol%), the sulfonaion 
of SEBS up to 41 mol% does not achieve the expected miscibility with 
DGEBA type epoxy resin (Chapter 4). Therefore, block ionomer complex 
SSEBS-c-PCL was designed by neutralizing SSEBS with a tertiary amine-
WHUPLQDWHG SRO\İ-caprolactone). The “epoxy miscible” PCL was ionically 
linked onto SSEBS as side-chains. The microphase morphology, phase 
behavior, crystallization of PCL side chains were investigated in detail. It was 
found that APCL exhibited unique crystallization behavior due to the effects of 
miscibility and restriction imposed by the SPS micro-domains. Morphology 
investigation indicates that the incorporation of PCL into the SSEBS increases 
the size of microphase domains of SSEBS and the wormlike micelles were 
remarkably swollen in the SSEBS-c-PCL. More importantly, this block 
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ionomer complex can be successfully used as template to prepare 
nanostructured epoxy thermosets. 
b) In the block ionomer complexes modified nanostructured epoxy thermosets, 
well-dispersed nanoscale spherical micro-domains (EB core surrounded by a 
thin SPS shell) were observed. Quantitative information of the nanostructures 
was obtained by SAXS data analysis using a model of core-shell type domains 
with liquid-like order, which were then closely correlated with the fracture 
toughness of epoxy thermosets. The mechanical properties are found to depend 
on the structures of the dispersed nano-phases in the blends. KIC and GIC 
increase with increasing Rc and Rhs but decrease with the shell thickness, Ts. 
The epoxy blends with 10 wt.% SSEBS-c-PCL containing the least PCL, i.e., 
2.4 wt.%, shows maximum KIC and GIC, which can be correlated to the 
morphological features, i.e., the largest EB cores, thinnest SPS shell, and 
largest hard spheres. SEM observations of the fracture surfaces suggest that the 
toughness improvement is probably caused by interfacial debonding of 
spherical micro-domains, plastic void expansion and coalescence, followed by 
small-scale matrix shear deformation. 
c)  For SEBS with relatively higher polystyrene content (67 wt.%), SSEBS with 
certain sulfonation degree (10.8 mol%, 21.9 mol%) have been successfully 
used to toughen epoxy thermosets through forming nanostructures in the bends. 
It is significant that there is no need to incorporate PCL side chains in this case. 
Spherical morphology consisting of EB core and thin SPS shell was observed 
for all the nanostructured epoxy blends. Mechanical characterization indicates 
that SSEBS can greatly improve the fracture toughness of epoxy without 
significant compromise in other mechanical properties. In addition, it was 
found that the sulfonation degree of SSEBS plays a vital role in determining its 
miscibility with epoxy matrix and the toughening effects. For epoxy blends 
containing SSEBS with low sulfonation degree (5.8 mol% or lower), 
macroscopic phase separation takes place while epoxy blends containing 
SSEBS with high sulfonation degree (10.8 mol% or higher), nanostructures are 
observed. Additionally, the epoxy blend with SSEBS of moderate sulfonation 
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degree, displays best fracture toughness. 
d) Metal salts (sodium and magnesium salts) of SSEBS with relatively higher 
polystyrene content (67 wt.%) were also investigated in this study to explore 
their ability to prepared nanostructured epoxy thermosets. The experimental 
results demonstrate that fully neutralized SSEBS by magnesium acetate or 
sodium hydroxide do not show sufficient miscibility with epoxy precursor to 
form homogeneous mixture. In contrast, the metal salts with 80% 
neutralization degree can be easily mixed with epoxy precursor and thereby 
forming nanostructured epoxy thermosets. No substantial difference was 
observed for the microphase morphology, thermomechanical, and mechanical 
properties of the epoxy thermosets with different metal salts of SSEBS.   
In conclusion, block copolymer ionomers or their complexes have been 
successfully used to toughen nanostructured epoxy thermosets via forming 
nanostructures. All of these nanostructured epoxy thermosets show greatly 
improved toughness. It is difficult to conclude which modifier is superior. 
However, using block copolymer ionomer with no need to form complex largely 
simplifies the preparation procedure.   
8.2 Future works 
The capability of sulfonated elastomers SEBS to produce epoxy thermosets 
toughened by forming nanostructures was intensively investigated in this work. 
The structure of the epoxy blends with SSEBS was closely correlated with their 
properties and toughening mechanism was also discussed. In addition to these 
results, following works can be conducted in future to continue the research in 
this area: 
a) The miscibility between epoxy and SSEBS with different sulfonation degree 
from parent SEBS of different compositions can be studied to investigate the 
phase diagram in these blends, which will provide deeper understanding and 
develop a more universal diagram for this type of blends.  
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b) The interaction between functional groups and epoxy matrix or curing agent 
can be investigated providing theoretical understanding of the promoted 
miscibility. 
c) It is important to study in details the kinetics and epoxy network formations 
which could be modified by the presence of ions such as catalytic effects or 
competition with amine hardener. Further, the sulfonic acid may react with 
each other leading to the formation of a sulfone linkage since crosslinking of 
the sulfonates can occur at 50 ºC~70 ºC. All of these reactions may affect the 
formation of the epoxy network. 
d) The toughening mechanism of formed nanostructures can be studied in detail 
by employing double-notch-4-point-bend method. 
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